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The House then adjourned for lunch at ten minutes past one of the 

clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at fourteen minutes past two of 

the clock, 

THE DEUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. Now, we will take up discussion on the 

working of the Ministry of Defence. 

DISCUSSION ON THE WORKING OF THE MINISTRY OF 

DEFENCE 

SHRI T.N.. CHATURVEDI (Uttar Pradesh) : Madam Deputy Chairperson, 

I am grateful to you for giving me this opportunity to initiate the discussion on 

the Ministry of Defence. Madam, I begin by paying my humble tribute and 

homage in all solemnity to the valiant martyrs of Kargil, our Armymen, Officers 

and Jawans belonging to all the three Forces and also by paying my respect to 

the families of these brave Defence personnel. Defence is a subject which 

transcends political differences. This, actually, is an assessment in the present 

about the future strategic concerns and the possible threats, in the context of 

history, our geographical situation. The defence policies and the working of the 

Ministry have to be anticipatory, sensitive and responsive to the changing 

situation. And the effort that has to be made for defence preparedness and 

combating effectively, I think, has to be backed by research and development, 

with a view to achieving self-reliance so that we are not left in the lurch at the 

time of difficulties. I am neither going into any political polemics, nor am I going 

into any history. I just would like to remind this House and also, through you, 

the hon. Defence Minister about the 19th Report (1992) of the Estimates 

Committee which, I think, is one of the most comprehensive overview of the 

defence needs of the country and the defence situation. This Report, 

particularly, says; I quote, "That the country did not have a clear, articulated 

and integrated defence policy despite having fought four wars and having 

launched operations in the neighbouring countries" The Ministry of Defence, 

while agreeing with this, remarked, and I just quote briefly, "The process of 

decision-making can become more effective if realistic defence plans are 

formulated on the basis of clear national security objectives and military aims." 

Again, the Action Taken Report of the Ministry of Defence goes on to say, "The 

absence of 
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clearly-defined national security objectives, military aims, leads to proposals 

being examined on general basis." This is the handicap that they have 

mentioned and that is the reason why, some times, it is said that in defence 

policy, there is an ad hocism. Madam Deputy Chairperson, I would like to 

congratulate the hon. Defence Minister, his Ministry and the Government for a 

number of accomplishments and the way an effort has been made — and it is 

quite an effective effort - to see that the various Ministries work in tandem. But 

still, I think, there is a need to define our security doctrine in strategic terms. 

Unless we do that, I think, neither the military leadership might be in a position 

to prepare itself to meet the likely threats, nor can we build enough deterrent 

capability. I think this is what we have to keep in view, from the long-term 

perspective. The leadership provided by the Defence Minister and the Prime 

Minister, during the Kargil War, is extremely commendable. The way he 

established rapport with the people and, particularly, with Jawans, has to be 

appreciated. Madam, Deputy Chairperson, the Leader of the House -1 am 

referring to him since he was the Chairman of the Estimates Committee. 

I am going to refer to the concept of Defence, the concept of national 

security, which has to be visualized in much broader terms. It is now 

conceptualized in much broader terms encompassing economic development, 

food security, energy security, water security, environment, etc; in a way, 

related to the totality of the development, the various aspects of which we have 

recently been discussing. I think, he put forth these ideas very adequately and 

in a very convincing manner, in a lecture before the United Services Institute. I 

would request the hon. Defence Minister that he should keep this particular 

thing in view. I might say, recently - not so long back, sometimes late last year 

- there was another book by Mr. Jaswant Singh, the Leader of the House, 'The 

Defending India'. I would like to put it, using the phrase of Shri G.D.H. Kaul, 

and intelligent man's or even a layman's guide to defence matters. It is not a 

very long book; it has five chapters; but, particularly, two chapters deserve our 

attention - one is 'The Strategic Culture', the other is 'Defence- expanding and 

Force Structure'. From that he goes on to his last chapter, though we find he 

has also given it later on, as a post script, which he calls as an additionality. 

Since it has come after Pokhran II, I think, this is something that we have to 

keep in view. I would request the Defence Minister that he has to give 

directions to the Ministry as to whether we tried to follow on those lines or not. 

Here, I would also like to 
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refer to certain documents which have been prepared by the Rajiv Gandhi 

Institute of Contemporary Studies. I think, many of these documents again 

bring out another dimension of internal security. It is a very interesting 

document; it may be a little bit outdated - 1995 or so. A book 'Indian Strategic 

Thought', by an American Defence Expert, George K. Tenom, is fairly well 

known in this country. We all lament that India did not have a strategic culture 

or a continuity of strategic thought. I think, this is something which we have to 

keep in view, when we discuss it. I am not going into to a lot of statistics, but I 

would certainly refer to a few things, particularly, from the third Report of the 

Standing Committee on the Ministry of Defence, submitted recently. As far as 

allocations are concerned, we know what percentage of our GDP we spend; 

how much Pakistan and China spend, and how adversely we are placed in 

that regard; it has been discussed so many times. We have to keep it in view 

that we have to telescope many of the lapses, many of the inadequacies, in 

the past, in this particular period. That is why it is a question of looking 

forward. But here I would mention, the allocations for Defence in 2000-2001 

have seen an increase of 20.79 per cent over the revised estimate of last 

year. This is a substantial increase. We should enable the Government to 

meet the essential requirements for modernizing our armed forces. This is 

what which is relevant. The report goes on to talk about the continuous 

decline in the past. But, then, there were valid reasons at that point of time. 

The Report later on talks about the Kargil conflict as a wake-up call. We 

have to keep in view that we can never be complacent. So far as the steps 

that have to be taken in this direction are concerned they will have to be taken 

on those lines. Madam Chairperson, now, I will refer briefly to some of the 

other items which are contained in this Report because, without reading them 

or referring to them, the purpose of the discussion would not be served. For 

the last few years, these steps have been agitating the minds of the public, the 

defence experts and of those persons who are either studying this subject or 

in some way concerned with it. I would particularly like to refer to page 12, 

paragraph 26 of the Report of the Committee. It says, "The Committee notes 

that Defence outlay of Rs. 58,587 crores for the year 2000-2001 marks a 

28.2% hike over the Budget Estimate of Rs. 45,694 crores for the year 1999-

2000." Now, this is a very substantial increase. But it is also very important 

that we should have a long-term financial commitment and ensure that the 

money is spent in accordance with the perspective of the five-year Defence 

Plan. 
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One of the points, which the Standing Committee made in this Report, 

relates to procurement. We have always been worried about the procurement. 

I refer to paragraph 27 of the Report. It says, "The Committee feels that even 

while making purchases to meet the urgent requirements of the Armed Forces, 

there should be compliance with proper procedures. In this context, the 

Committee desires that the acquisition procedure should be simplified and 

rationalised. They should be transparent and capable of ensuring timely 

acquisitions." However, it is not possible for me to discuss this particular 

aspect at great length at this point of time. Madam, in this very House, we had 

a discussion about the defence procurement by way of a Short Duration 

Discussion on 23rd December. At that time, a former Member, Shri Malhputra, 

had made a number of points. It is not necessary for me to talk about the 

irregularities and other points that were raised. Some five allegations were 

made. Similar allegations had also appeared in the media and elsewhere. That 

is why the Defence Minister had very rightly directed that these allegations 

should be investigated by the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India and by 

the Central Vigilance Commission. I understand, both these agencies have 

already started their work in different ways. I am very glad about it. Madam, 

unfortunately, some of these allegations have been misunderstood. It has even 

been mentioned that there was a political motive behind it. They particularly 

brought in a period when somebody else was the Defence Minister. It was also 

said that it was a roving enquiry. But I think there is an effort to bring in 

transparency, there is an effort to bring openness, in the functioning. At the 

same time, Madani, we have to ensure that the acquisition of the needed 

material does not suffer. The Defence Minister will have to be particularly 

cautious and I think this merits his attention. I would like to congratulate him. 

But I wish if he says a little bit more, so far as this particular aspect is 

concerned. The emergency acquisition procedures and even the normal 

acquisition procedures have to be in accordance with some rules and 

regulations. There has to be accountability and openness about them. At the 

same time, there should be no needless roadblocks. I think that this is 

important for us. 

Another thing that I want to mention in this connection is a matter which 

has been discussed earlier. Now, defence is getting more and more 

mechanised. Science and technology are taking it over. There is particularly 

the experience of the Gulf War. That is why there is the question of manpower 

planning and reduction in the manpower so that this imbalance can 
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be made up by the scientific and technological support. I think this is also a 

subject which has been discussed for very long. But, I think, the time has 

come when we should give more attention to this aspect. 

Madam Chairperson, there is another matter which has been going on 

for years. I am not going into its pros and cons. Either the ghost has to be laid 

to rest or, whatever is necessary in that direction, ought to be done. This is, 

briefly speaking, about the so-called "restructuring" of the Ministry of Defence. 

I do not want to go into its aspects. The first Prime Minister of this country 

decided to adopt a particular model. But no replica is ideal for us to repeat. 

But, then, the controversy needlessly, off and on, erupts and creates a bad 

blood. Sometimes, they talk of the babucracy. Sometimes it is talked a little bit 

outside. I think, the Defence Minister, at one stage, has said that he would 

apply himself to this particular aspect. Madam Chairperson, there are a few 

other things. These matters relate to the Army, the Navy and the Air Force. 

They have been particularly discussed in this Report No.3 of the Ministry of 

Defence. It is not the first time that they have figured. They have found a place 

in the reports of the CAG and the Public Accounts Committee and much more 

in the comments of the defence commentators. This is about T-90 Tanks. The 

Committee has very rightly advised the Ministry that, at the time of 

negotiations, it should properly satisfy itself about quality. We feel that any 

controversy surrounding the acquisition of such an important thing, creates an 

odium or clouds of suspicion which is not good for the working of the Ministry, 

and, maybe, it is very deleterious to the morale because all kinds of things are 

said in the Press. Whenever there are big accusations about acquisitions of 

defence material, both disinformation and, I think, misrepresentation, 

somehow or the other spread. That is why this is necessary. 

About the acquisition of weapons-locating radars, I am only drawing 

attention to the fact that the Committee rather took it seriously. But this is also 

something which has been discussed earlier. I think the Ministry has to be 

particularly careful here also. 

Similarly, the Smursh MBRL system was included in the Ninth Army 

Plan. The system is yet to be inducted into the army. Naturally, we expect the 

reasons for this as to why it is so. I would also like to draw the attention of the 

Hon. Minister, Madam Chairperson, through you, that there is a need for a 

much greater interaction and interface between the Defence Research and 

Development Organisation and the Service officers.  There is need for a 
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continuous contact or something like that since the work that they do, the 

research that they do, the difficulties that they have, the possibilities that come 

up or the difficulties that crop up, are known to the Service officers at the right 

time. Naturally, there is some kind of misunderstanding at times. The DRDO is 

doing an immense amount of work, very credible work. So far as the research 

work is concerned, we cannot always in advance fix up a time-table, but, yet, 

some sense of accountability, some kind of phasing, etc., will have to be kept 

in view. 

Madam Chairperson, I want to say the same thing about the Navy. 

Now, this is a very important wing. Though it played a silent role in the Kargil 

conflict, it was very effective. Sometime back we found that our adversary, the 

Pakistani Naval Chief, did some flexing of muscles and so on. That is why the 

requirements of the Navy, whether it is the aircraft carrier or other things, I 

think, have to be attended to; and required to be paid proper attention. 

Madam Chairperson, the Defence Minister needs to be commended, so 

far as the welfare measures are concerned, or, the Pay Commission's 

recommendations are concerned. He has taken care of his people very well. 

But still there is a feeling that there are certain anomalies. I think, they have 

also to be attended to very early. 

I would like to mention some other things in this connection. I would like 

to make a very brief reference to the measures that the Government took with 

regard to "Operation Vijay" during the Kargil conflict. Even otherwise, the 

Ministry certainly deserves commendation for all that they are doing. But I 

think still much more will have to be done. Again, I would like to refer to the 

controversy about the Advance Jet Trainer, the implications of it; and the 

difficulties that it has. I think, this must receive a priority. I am bringing this 

matter to the notice of the Defence Minister so that he can keep a proper tab 

on this. Similarly, about the Light Combat Aircraft, the LCA project. For all 

these years, these things have been figuring. Madam Chairperson, there is 

some controversy about the modernisation of the MIG-21, BIF aircraft. Again, 

there is some kind of a controversy raised. That is why the Committee has 

actually gone into this thing and decided that the Government should chalk out 

a schedule for the completion of the work on upgradation of MIG-21 aircraft ; 

and also take into account the misgivings or the apprehensions that have been 

expressed over it. I think this is very important. 
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Madam Chairperson, I will very briefly refer to the welfare measures that 

have been taken with regard to the dependents of the heroes of "Operation 

Vijay"which, I think, is almost unprecedented, and fully deserves our 

appreciation. For the first time, ex gratia compensation has been provided for 

the soldiers who have suffered battle injuries. This compensation will be paid 

up to Rs. 5 lakhs. 

There are many other things. It has also been decided that the 

Government will take appropriate measures and provide the necessary 

finance for rehabilitation of the widows or the next of kin of battle casualties 

and the wounded in the previous year's wars. One particular item requires 

mention. The State Governments also provide some aid. There was some 

ceiling prescribed. This ceiling of Rs.10 lakhs has been lifted. Otherwise, 

these war widows and the next of kin would have been deprived of a very 

substantial portion of the money given by the State Governments. 

Madam Chairperson, I am not going to refer to all the measures that 

have been taken. But I would like to request, through you, the Defence 

Minister that these measures have to be brought to the notice of the people 

again and again. They have to be widely publicised and they have to be 

repeated. I must congratulate him on one particular subject. I read in some 

papers that the aid the Government was giving was, somehow or other, in 

some areas like the Kumaon hill regions, not reaching all the dependants. 

When the widows leave the joint family, the old parents of the deceased are 

left in the lurch. That is why I think it is a very wise step that the Ministry, under 

his leadership, has taken a decision that cases of this kind have to be 

addressed on an individual basis. In cases recommended by the service 

headquarters, Rs.1000/- per month will be paid to such parents, out of the 

National Defence Fund. . I think this is a very wise, innovative and forward-

looking step that he has taken. 

But still, Madam Deputy Chairperson, the morale and motivation and the 

combat skill of our armed forces are matters which all of us cherish and greatly 

value. That is why there are a few things which I would like to mention. I am 

sure the Defence Minister is seized of the recent comments of the Supreme 

Court where it is said that the laws governing the army, court martial, the army 

rules, etc. are archaic. This was a judgment given hardly two weeks back. But 

they have also referred to a 1982 judgment wherein certain suggestions had 

been given. I think this is something which the Defence Ministry should take 

note of. 
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Madam Deputy Chairperson, there are a few other subjects which I 

would briefly refer to. I think there are certain other things which the Ministry 

should take note of. One is, deficiency of officers. This is a subject which has 

been talked about. Even recently, yesterday or the day before, I read in the 

newspapers that the Army Chief, while speaking at Dehradun, probably, said 

that the deficiency was about 23 per cent. He also complimented the officers—

in which we also join—saying that the Kargil war was the Young Officers' War. 

However, this shows that the career is not popular or lucrative. That is why 

there is the difficulty, and special efforts have to be made. One humble 

suggestion which I would make is that he should increasingly make use of the 

well-known former senior officers and send them round to speak about army 

matters, defence matters, in universities, colleges and wherever there is an 

opportunity. I think there should be some scheme on that. 

Another thing I would like to be considered is, giving small facilities like 

train berth reservations and schooling facilities. I think there is a need for some 

reservation for their wards in professional and career courses. I think this is 

very important. Another thing I would draw attention to is the full utilization of 

the Soldiers, Sailors and Seamen Board in every district. At one time, when I 

joined service, it had a particular value. It was a fairly vibrant institution, and I 

worked in two districts, particularly where there were a large number of Army 

personnel. But the whole thing, as I said, got ritualised. They have to be 

activated, and in this, the State Government has to play a very active role. 

Madam Chairperson, may I suggest to the Finance Minister one thing? Why 

does he not think of having some departments like the Department for 

veterans in the United States? They should exclusively look after their 

problems. Yes, I am aware that he is Director-General of the Department of 

Resettlement and Rehabilitation, but I think this is a thought which I should 

leave with him for whatever it is worth. 

I would also like to remind him that there was a representation given to 

the Prime Minister by a delegation led by Gen. Candeth, one of the very old Lt. 

Generals, one of the very senior Army Officers, and that was also related to 

the welfare of the Services, and, I think, that merits because I do meet, 

sometimes, very senior officers who are the Chiefs of various Services, and 

they have discussed or mentioned certain difficulties concerning medical 

facilities, and so on. Madam, that is also something which merits attention as 

early as possible. 
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I will make two other statements, and I am done. Madam, the defence 

system of posting and promotion must remain immune from all kinds of 

extraneous pressures. I will not refer to some of the incidents which had taken 

place in the earlier years because that is not fair, but there should be a 

conscience. At the same time, the grievances procedure must also be worked 

out properly because there is an increase in litigation, so far as the Defence 

Forces are concerned, and we have to seriously look into this particular 

aspect. 

Madam Chairperson, the defence planning staff is a very important wing, 

and in one of its earlier Reports, the Standing Committee had said that over a 

span of six years, the Directorate had seen six Directors-General. Now, this 

situation is not very healthy because the idea behind having the defence 

planning staff is to enable the Director-General to achieve the desired 

objectives. The desired objectives are quite obvious. In this connection, I 

would like to mention that efforts should also be made to see that even others, 

somehow or the other, are also associated with this exercise of defence 

planning, only after making a proper screening, so far as the confidentiality or 

the reliability is concerned. 

Madam, before I resume my seat, I want to mention that a comment was 

made this morning as to why the External Affairs Ministers talked about the 

NPT when the Conference was still going on, and the words were used 

without rhyme or reason. I thought that he took the House into confidence; he 

took that opportunity to explain to us our stand, a stand which has been there 

all along, and it bears repetition for those who are sitting and participating in 

the Conference of the NPT Review Committee. 

Madam, I do not want to go into the Kargil Report or anything like that 

because now a Committee of Ministers has been set up, and they have also 

set up four task forces to attend to four important tasks—I think this is a very 

important matter—and particularly relating to intelligence, coordination, 

gathering information, and so on. Here also, certain doubts have been 

expressed. I think it is necessary for the Task Forces and the concerned 

committees that as far as possible, they try to allay the apprehensions, and 

the expertise available in this regard should be fully utilized. 

Madam Deputy Chairperson, last but not the least, I would like to say 

that the Government, in exercise of its nuclear option, has really made the 

country proud. I think it is its strength which gets respected. It is unfortunate 

that still, sometimes, statements are made that it was Pokhran II which led to 
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the experimentation, or, manufacture of a bomb by Pakistan. It is not 

historically correct because it is known that a few years back, Mr. Kuldip 

Nayyar had said that Pakistan had a bomb. He had based this on some 

reliable sources. 

Madam, I would like to congratulate the Ministry, their Service 

Headquarters and the hon. Defence Minister for their accomplishments. I hope 

he will carry on the good work that he has done, try to institutionalise the 

efficiency that has been achieved and try to telescope it; and based on the 

experience, make up for the inadequacies that we have witnessed during the 

last 50 years. Thank you very much. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chaturvedi. Your Party has 

got very little time left for the other two speakers. So, you really have to decide 

how you will do it. Shri Surresh Kalmadi, your Party has one hour, and I have 

three speakers on my list. So, please divide the time accordingly. 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI (Maharashtra): Madam, we are very proud of 

our Armed Forces. They remain a symbol of unity in this diverse country of 

ours, and keeping up the morale of the Armed forces is most important. I agree 

with Mr. Chaturvedi that the Armed Forces, especially, Defence should not be 

made a political issue. It should be above party lines. We really have to search 

in our hearts whether we were strong, as far as Kargil was concerned or not. 

Many lessons have to be drawn from Kargil. It was definitely a wake-up call. 

There is definitely a need for reorientation. There is no doubt that we have to 

be more vigilant. I dare to say that the gap between the Indian Armed Forces 

and the Pakistani Armed Forces is narrowing. The gap between the number of 

squadrons that we and Pakistan have, is decreasing. Among the various army 

units also, the gap is reducing, which is a cause for concern. I am not talking of 

China. We have to react, with Pakistan's airports being just 10 or 15 minutes 

away, with obsolete surveillance system. So, a lot has to be done. We are in 

an era of modern warfare. We have to think in terms of electronic warfare, 

electronic counter-measures, state-of-the-art radars and missiles, night vision 

equipment and communications. The US Armed Forces spend 15 per cent of 

their total defence budget on communications. How much are we spending? I 

am happy that after the Kargil conflict, the Defence budget has gone up by 20-

25 per cent. That is a step in the right direction. That is a step in the right 

direction.   But it depends on how   we utilise these funds.   I am very sorry to 
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say that the budget allocated last year was not fully utilised. Why was it not 

utilised? How much money has not been utilised? How much money has been 

parked in the HAL or the BEL or the Mazagon Dock? The money, which has 

been allocated, has been parked. The meagre money, which has been 

allocated, has not been fully utilised? What is the reason for that? Is it due to 

the appointment of the CVC? I think it is a step in the right direction. But that 

should not come in the way of acquisitions or the system. The Armed Forces 

want various equipment. Why was the money parked? Why were the 

purchases not made? I really would like to know the answers. Much was made 

of President Clinton's visit. But the fact remains that the US sanctions on India 

remain and various things which the Defence needs, the Light Combat Aircraft 

programme, including the flight control system, were stuck. The Armed Light 

Helicopter programme, where the engine was supposed to be given to us, has 

been stopped by the United States. So, I don't see that the visit of the US 

President has made any change in our life in India. I wonder, why! So far, we 

have been treating the Defence as a holy cow. But let me tell you that there is 

no secrecy left now. In these days of satellites, you get everything in Jane's 

book. I think there should be more openness in the Defence debates and we 

should be more answerable to the Parliament, etc. I have been through the 

National Defence Academy. I was an Air Force Pilot for 10 years.. I took part 

in the 1965 and 1971 wars. I have been on the Defence Committee for the 

past 18 years. I have seen how various delays have created the present state 

of affairs in the Armed Forces. Various decisions have not been taken. The 

HAL was a gift to us by Walchand Hirachand 40 or 50 years ago. 

Today, it should have been the most modern aircraft manufacturing 

comapny. But, unfortunately, it is not. The issue Mr. Chaturvedi raised in a 

nutshell was the LCA (Light Combat Aircraft) and the AJT (Advanced Jet 

Trainer). In 1982, there was debate in the Parliament whether we should go in 

for Light Combat Aircraft or the AJT. At that time, most of us in the Parliament 

felt that we should go in for the AJT (Advanced Jet Trainer) because that was 

the type of aircraft which can be made by the HAL. Instead of that, we opted 

for the Light Combat Aircraft, the most difficult aircraft in the world, the most 

modern aircraft in the world. In 1982 I said in the Parliament that we would 

end up importing the AJT and the LCA would be nowhere in sight. It was 

supposed to come out in 1990, as a matter of fact, in 1986.  But today we are 

in 2000.  We have spent Rs.3,000 crores on the LCA 
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project. Who will account for that? Who is responsible for that? The LCA is 

nowhere in sight. It is not even at the prototype stage. The person, who was 

behind the decision to go in for the LCA, Dr. Arunachalam, left mid-way. He 

has not done too badly because I see his name still coming up in this Sankhya 

Vahini, the communication system, which is coming up. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL (Uttar Pradesh):   Madam, he has mentioned the 

name of a person who is not here to defend himself. 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI: I am just saying that he took the decision That 

is a jag-zahir. I am not saying anything more. If he had taken a decision, he 

should have been in India and he should have helped us out in the LCA 

project. He should not have left the project halfway and gone out. He took the 

decision not to have the AJT and go in for the LCA. Are we going to fix the 

responsibility, for this Rs.3,000 crores blunder or not? We are still going 

ahead. We are not going in for various aircraft because the LCA is coming. 

Now, they say the LCA is going to fly next year. Every year we say it will fly 

next year and its commercial production will begin in 2005. The Air Force 

officials themselves said on record that the LCA will not fly and will not come 

into production till 2010- 2015. They themselves have said this. The users are 

saying that they don't want the LCA. Then why are we going for it? I agree that 

by this LCA programme, we have acquired a lot of new technology. I do not 

say it is a waste. A lot of new things are coming into the country. Let us utilise 

them for other things, but not for the LCA. I think we should scrap the LCA 

project. Let them fly. But after that, please take a review whether we should go 

ahead with it or not. We have made a blunder, should we continue with that 

blunder? Please ask the Air Force officials whether they want it or not. They 

know it is not going to come. So, I would suggest that we should go ahead up 

to the prototype stage and then reconsider the entire LCA matter. Again, this 

AJT has been going on for 15 years. There have been so many air crashes. 

So many aircraft have crashed. But we are not yet in a position to take a 

decision on the AJT. Many people are to be blamed for this. In between, the 

Russians had said that they would come out with the MIG 80 or the Yak 130. 

But, unfortunately, those options have not come out. As far as the Alpha Jet of 

France is concerned, they wrapped up their line in 1986 itself. So, there is very 

little choice left before us. And yesterday, again a MIG aircraft crashed in 

Punjab. How many more 
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crashes will take place? We have not yet made any progress in the purchase 

of AJT, which is most urgent, and no PNC has been fixed for it. We might be 

going in for MIG 21 old trainer aircraft. I don't know, why? Let us not buy any 

more junk. Let us not buy old aircraft. Whatever we buy, it must be a new 

aircraft. At every Air Force Commanders' meeting, you know, Mr. Minister they 

have been asking for AJT and the entire Air Force has been asking for it. 

Please take the decision soon and let the Air Force have the AJT before more 

pilots die, for no fault of theirs. There is no in- between trainer aircraft. We 

have already delayed this project by over 15 years. I hope you will go into that. 

The other thing is about the Armed Light Helicopter. This is another thing 

which the HAL is not able to go in for. After so many years, they have got the 

right engine. But again, because of the US problem* we are going in for 

Turbomecha, which is a below par engine. It will not be able to land at higher 

altitudes. It will not be able to land at Kargil. Then why are we going in for 

that? There are so many other options. Let us not go in for a weak aircraft. Its 

gear box is also suspect. Just because we have to make an aircraft, just 

because we have to make it fly, just because we have to show it, we should 

not do it. I am sorry to say, we require patience. I feel that the engine of the 

Armed Light Helicopter needs to be looked into. As far as the MIG retrofit is 

concerned, Mr. Chaturvedi has already said that there is a controversy about 

it. Yes; there is. The MIG retrofit was decided in respect of 125 aircraft which 

are supposed to be the backbone of the Indian Air Force. This decision was 

taken in 1995. One-hundred-and-fifty million dollars have been paid in 

advance and the Russians have been able to deliver only two aircraft. Only 

two aircrafts have been retrofitted. When are we going to have the rest? What 

is the life of the MIG 21? The life of MIG 21 is going to be over by 2005. We 

have still not gone ahead for the retrofit? Why are we wasting money? It is all 

right that the Dhawan Committee will extend their life from 2005 to 2010. But I 

think, Mr. Defence Minister, it is time to have a full look at the retrofit 

programme. We are trying to match various Western avionics with Russian 

aircraft which is taking so much time. Now you are going for retrofit of the MIG 

27, 29. Again, this matching of Western avionics is going to create a problem. I 

do not know how you are going to solve that. We have to have a relook and 

see how we can retrofit these aircrafts. Definitely, I think the MIG 21 

programme needs to be looked at again. We can't do with only two aircraft. 

You have already paid the advance for it, but the engine problem is there.   

There is no spares available 
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for the aircraft. So, I think the MIG 21 programme should be looked at again 

because this is going to be a big problem in future. Today, Mirages are the 

backbone of our country. Today, I read a newspaper item where it is said that 

they are going to purchase old stock. I do not know whether they are 

purchasing old stock or new stock. But I would like you to have a look at it. 

Then 50 SU 30 aircraft were purchased. When should we be going in for 

licensed production so that our people can get that technology? In our Nasik 

and Kopraput MIG plants, all the HAL employees have no work. They have no 

work to do in the Koraput and Nasik plants. At least, the licensed production of 

SU 30 should have started. Then all of them would have got a lot of work to 

do. Instead of, buying so many aircraft, you should have bought lesser number 

of aircraft and you should have gone in for licensed production. Our people 

have no work at the HAL factory today. I do not know why we are delaying the 

licensed production of SU30. These aircraft which were purchased will have to 

be sent abroad for servicing and repair, etc. and again a lot of foreign 

exchange would go out. First of all, we should not have gone in for so many 

aircraft. Once we have done it, the licensed production must start at the 

earliest. 

Then we are getting IC 78 refuellers from Uzbekistan. I do not know 

whether they have got the technical back up because all the pods are non-

Russian. There have been stories in the papers. It is up to you to have a look 

at it. I would like to know whether it would integrate with the IC 78. Then there 

is another thing which you" have started, Mr. Minister, with good intentions. I 

do not doubt your intentions at all. PNC has always been headed by the 

Defence Ministry. You, for reasons of speed -. the armed forces also have 

been wanting speed — gone in for the PNC headed by the Army, the Navy 

and the Air Force. We have seen in the last few months how it has been 

functioning. Technically, they are superb. We must listen to what they say. It is 

correct. But are they good negotiators? That has to be seen. You will have to 

make this assessment because you know the details. We do not know the 

details. So far as T90 is concerned, the cost of T90 was 240 million US Dollar 

per tank. Then they increased the cost to 265 million US Dollar and now they 

have come down to 220 million US Dollar per tank. I know the person who is 

negotiating. Technically, he may be very good. I would like to know whether he 

could handle the financial part of it. So there is a need for the Defence Ministry 

to put more inputs into it. How are you going to do it?  I do not know.  You 

have to make that assessment.  So far as 
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the SMURSH rocket system is concerned, only one source has been gone 

into. We are in a hurry for PNC Without trial. You have said that there was no 

trial conducted in India. In the meeting the Defence Minister said that it should 

be tried out at Balasore. It is a good decision. You should try these 

equipments in Indian conditions. I do not know what is the rationale in going 

for PNC before conducting any trial. Once somebody knows that you have a 

single supplier the prices remain on the top. Nobody comes down. So the PNC 

should be the last thing to be worked out. After the trials are over, then the 

PNC should be worked out. Then same is the story with the GRAD rocket 

system. Only one supplier is involved. There are so many sources in the world. 

Then the GRAD system is coming into our country without trial. This is not 

acceptable. All the systems must be tried in India. So far as T90 is concerned, 

trials were carried in India. One of the things failed. But you satisfied yourself. 

You have got 15 missiles and seven of them failed. You are aware of it. 

Anyway, these equipments must be tried out in India itself and then only a go 

ahead should be given. Whether it is the Pachora missile upgrade or the IL 38, 

it was all done through one source. You have not tried out any other source. I 

think the PNC is in a bit of hurry. The review should be made by you. You are 

the best judge. I know your intention is to hurry up because there have been a 

lot of delays. But you will have to review the entire matter. So far as weapon 

locating radar is concerned, you are going in for Ukrain's WLR. It is very 

interesting that a technical delegation went to France and Germany to 

evaluate Daimla Crysler Cobra. The visit was from 13th March this year to 

16th March to evaluate the Cobra weapon locating radar. But, on the same 

day, there was a meeting of the Ministry and you took a decision of going in for 

the Ukraine-WLR. So, you took the decision on 13th March to go in for the 

Ukraine-WLR when a technological team was inspecting the German-WLR 

from 13th to 15th March. I just do not know how this happened. I think they 

need to look into it. Then there is the case of the South African ammunition; of 

the 30,000 rounds of ammunition, two tonnes exploded and many people were 

killed. And we wanted to return the ammunition. But South Africa is not ready 

to take it back. Eighty million dollars is involved in this. I do not know what you 

have done about that. 

About the Navy, Sir, we have a long coastline. I am happy that the 

percentage amount to the Navy has increased. It is a thing in the right 

direction. As far as the Mazagon Dock, in our area, is concerned, all the 400-

500   technicians are sitting idle there.   There was a proposal for two 
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submarines to be built there. I do not know what has happened to that. 

Decisions are not being taken, and the 400-500 technicians at the Mazagon 

Dock are sitting without any work. Why is this not being expedited? Also, when 

we look at our aircraft carrier position, it is very unfortunate that there is only 

one aircraft carrier, that is, the INS-Virat, and that is also retrofitting . So, there 

is no aircraft carrier at all today. This is in a very bad state. There should be at 

least two aircraft carrier, as the backbone of our Navy. I know that one or two 

of them is being manufactured. I cannot think of a fleet without an aircraft 

carrier. If, God forbid, there is a war today, we don't have a single aircraft 

carrier. That is the situation. So, this must be looked into by the Government. 

Then, the work on the two projects - the Sea Bird at Karwar and the Naval 

Academy at Ezhimalai -- is far behind schedule. 

Also, in the matter of defence production, I think, we must encourage the 

industry to come in a big way in defence production. Also, the DRDO has done 

a lot of good work, but they have also done a lot of damage, by volunteering to 

do things beyond their scope. I think, you must have a relook at the entire 

thing. Also, after the explosion at the Ammunition Depot at Bharatpur, the 

people are in constant fear. Sir, in my city of Pune, the Ammunition Depot was 

away from the city long back, but now, they have come within the city limit. So 

also in Delhi, where there is an Ammunition Depot at Gurgaon, all the people 

living in that area are in constant fear. You have got plenty of defence land. 

So, all these depots can be transferred somewhere else. 

Then, Madam, we make a big noise about the superiority which might be 

gained by asking for an increased Budget. But what about the manpower 

superiority? The cream of the youth is not coming into the Armed Force today. 

It is a major cause of worry for us, whereas in Pakistan, we find that the cream 

of the youth is going into the Armed Forces. Something must be done in this 

regard. The man behind the machine is most important! Why can't we treat the 

pilot of our Mirage, which costs Rs. 100 crores, like a managing director of a 

100-crore company? Why can't we give that kind of perks to our pilots? We 

should really think of the men behind the machine. We are losing so many 

aircraft. I am thankful to the Government for giving servicemen the chance to 

exercise their votes. But, besides that, they need housing; they need a lot of 

other things to attract them, like rebate on housing, income-tax, and so ,on. 

These are the things which the Government must consider.    Only five per 

cent of the Army personnel reach the rank of 
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Brigadier, — Shri Jaswant Singh knows it — whereas 27 per cent of the IAS 

officers reach a similar grade at the same time. And the worst part of it is that, 

during their service, they are under the responsibility of the Central 

Government. After they retire, it becomes the responsibility of the State 

Government to take care of them. So, we should think in terms of giving free 

housing facility and Income-tax rebates to the armed forces personnel. We 

should attract the cream of the youth to the Armed Services, which is very 

important to our nation. 

Madam, I would also like to say that sports in armed forces is really 

going down. Sports, which was always the hallmark of the armed forces... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Everywhere it is going down. 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI: No. In the Asian Games, we won the 

maximum medals. Usually, there will be maximum people from the Services 

getting medals. This time, except, I think, in rowing, in no other field, did the 

Armed Forces get a medal. So, I would request the hon. Minister, much more 

work will have to be done. Great sportspersons were born before. 

Encouragement should be given to the sports people. What happens is, they 

work the whole day and if they are taken off for some time, people grudge it. 

Sportsmen must be identified and we must see to it that they are coached, etc. 

That needs to be done. Madam, regarding the problem of cantonment, again, 

all the old laws still apply. They need to be replaced. The former cantonments 

were made for the armed forces. Today, 90 per cent of the cantonments are 

occupied by civilians. So, new rules, definitely, are required. The Vice-

Chairman of the Cantonment Board has got no function. There was a 

suggestion that Members of Parliament should be. on the Cantonment 

Boards. So, we can take a direct interest in the cantonment affairs and the 

Defence land holding in all these areas; over 70 lakh acres are lying with the 

Defence Ministry. Part of it could even be leased out for housing for defence 

personnel. I do not know what you are going to do with so much land. There 

was an idea of leasing of land so that housing could come up for the armed 

forces; and within a year, all of them could be accommodated. So, some 

portion of it could be left for that. The rest could be for afforestation and 

playgrounds. Lastly, Madam, in my own home-town, Pune we have been 

having a lot of problems with airports, their fixed timings for landing, etc. Pune 

is the destination of the 21st century with all LT. coming up there.   But there 

are a lot of problems.   It has got very poor 
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facilities. They do not have even the instrument landing system there. The 

runway needs to be lengthened. There must be more area for civilians. The 

watch timing is just up to 8 p.m. There are so many aircraft which want landing 

later on. So, I request you to look at the Pune airport, and, maybe, all defence 

airports. There is no need to be secretive. There should be more growth of the 

civilian sector. Now, open sky policy is there. We are restricting it. We do not 

have proper facilities. This problem is there all over India. More so is in Pune. 

So, I thought I would bring that also to your notice. I would like to say that we 

have increased the Budget. It is a good thing, but everybody will be watching 

how the Budget is being spent. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU (West Bengal): Madam Chairperson, in the 

morning itself, when the Rules Committee Report was placed on the Table of 

the House,' I think some Members tried to raise certain points. Now, the Rules 

Committee has been kind enough to point out the responsibility of the 

Members in the conduct of business in this House. But the obligation of the 

Government, the executive, towards the legislature has not been mentioned. 

Now, I think it is relevant; we decided in March itself that we are going to have 

a discussion on the Defence Ministry in this House. At 12.30,I think I was the 

only person to receive the Annual Report of the Defence Ministry on which we 

are supposed to speak. Hon. Member, Shri Chaturvedi, had no such luck 

because I was searching for it and the Secreatariat staff were kind enough to 

hand me perhaps the first copy in this House. Now, this, I think, is symptomatic 

of the manner in which the Defence Ministry functions. This is a strange way of 

working. Mr. Chaturvedi was profusely congratulating the Defence Minister, but 

I think these are things which ought to be looked into and this should not be a 

reflection of the attitude of the executive towards the legislature. It is a very, 

very bad precedent. It should not be repeated ever. Now, Madam, after making 

this point about the attitude towards the great institution, I would proceed to 

outline the attitude of this very Government towards the whole question of 

institutions, as our national security and external security and our Defence 

forces are concerned. I think Mr. Chaturvedi and Mr. Kalmadi have raised a lot 

of issues pertaining to specific aspects about the functioning of the Ministry of 

Defence. But what we, as a nation, are more concerned with is this. What will 

be the systemic instruments available to us, at a nation,' to arrive at the correct 

conclusions and correct decisions so that we can better take care of our 

security and defence needs.    I think, in the National Agenda of Governance of 

the 
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Government in 1998, there was a very elaborate treatment of the question of 

institution-building. In fact, those of us who are slightly older in this House, 

would remember very big claims being made by the major ruling party on the 

floor of this House about the formation of the National Security Council, 

because it was felt that the absence of a National Security Council denies us 

of a major institutional framework for integrating all the inputs towards policy-

making on the question of national security and, particularly, the external 

security. The National Agenda of Governance had this to say. I quote from 

page 6. "The state of preparedness, morale and combat-effectiveness of the 

armed forces shall receive early attention and appropriate remedial action. We 

will establish a National Security Council to analyse the military, economic and 

political threats to the nation. Also, to continously advise the Government, this 

Council will undertake India's first-ever strategic defence review. To ensure 

the security, territorial integrity and the unity of India, we will take all necessary 

steps and exercise all available options. Towards that end, we will re-evaluate 

the nuclear policy and exercise the option to induct nuclear weapons". Now, 

many of the events that have taken place subsequent to the assumption of 

power in 1998 is now history. So, that this commitment which was part of the 

National Agenda of Governance was all bluff and bluster, is proved by the 

unfolding of the subsequent events. As we know, the National Security 

Council's formation was to trigger a process of defence strategic review and 

subsequent decision on the question of our nuclear policy. But, as it happens 

so many times with this Government, unfortunately, I have to observe that it is 

the question of the cart before the horse. Sq, immediately after the assumption 

of power, we went in for the nuclear tests and we went in for the subsequent 

decision of nuclearisation of our armed forces. But the meeting of the National 

Security Council could take place only on 18th November, 1998- A Task Force 

was created on the 10th of April, and, on 18th November, 1998, the National 

Security Council came into being. The first time after that that we heard about 

the National Security Council was in the middle of the Kargil confrontation in 

the first week of June. One of the most respected defence observers had this 

to write. I quote, "A most remarkable achievement in praise of mother-love in 

three hours; it was little more than an officially-sponsored seminar, an exercise 

to impress the country with the earnestness of the Government's resolve; it 

reduces the National Security Council to a joke". And what was the event that 

took place?   "All the three 
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tiers, the Council, the Strategic Policy Group and the National Security 

Advisory Board, met together for about three hours under PM's chairmanship 

on 8th June under a Shamiana at Hyderabad House in Delhi in full view of the 

public at large. TV Channels did it proud. The Prime Minister, Shri Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee, delivered a speech". 

Now, the whole national security concept has to have several inputs 

like economic, political and so many other things. They were mentioned in the 

National Agenda, but what happened today? I had put asked this question 

sometime earlier in the House to the Defence Minister. The answer was that 

the defence strategic things were never taken up. Nobody has heard about the 

defence strategic review. Madam, if I recollect the events which took place 

here, all the while, people were getting informed about the escalation of the 

build-up across the line of control. We were hearing from the Defence Minister 

of the country on incidents of helipad build up by the Chinese in Arunachal 

Pradesh, and the Coco Island sought to be used by the Chinese for making an 

attack and all that. Whereas institutionalised systemic changes were needed 

to really streamline our defence policy-making, we saw sporadic independent 

assessments of the situation. The country was denied of the possibility of 

being forewarned of what was going to happen. I think, this is a very serious 

question. The Government has to come up with a cogent and a transparent 

explanation on how the National Security .Council is functioning. 

Another achievement of the National Security Council was a draft 

doctrine called the Draft Nuclear Doctrine, DND, which was all of a sudden 

released by one of the members of the National Security Advisory Board. 

Questions were asked whether it was to score political points on the eve of the 

elections, whether it was an effort to whip up some kind of a political 

controversy; I do not know. The answer given by them was, 'We are so 

transparent and so democratic that even our Draft Nuclear Doctrine is being 

debated by the people in the course of elections.' This is the approach. 

I agree as Mr. Kalmadi has agreed-with the approach of Mr. Chaturvedi, 

that there should not be any politicisation. But if this attitude dominates the 

policy-making and institution-making, insofar as our defence-related issues 

and the Defence Ministry are concerned, Madam, I am afraid, we can't say 

that we are in safe hands. 

What does the Draft Nuclear Doctrine say-I had asked of the Leader of 

the House in this House itself—in the post-Pokhran situation? The main 
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argument of the Government was, this gives us a great strength. Mr. 

Chaturvedi also was making the same point that this gives us a greater 

leverage in trying to negotiate for a regime of universal nuclear disarmament. 

But, Madam, if you have gone through the Draft Nuclear Doctrine document, 

you will find that this particular aspect, which was supposed to be the basic 

premise for the Government's nuclearisation policy and induction of nuclear 

armaments, has not been mentioned in the draft. We do not know the official 

opinion of the Government. So, we can't debate it. The document is now 

almost 7-8 months old. This is a peculiar Government. It floats certain things. 

It does not take the responsibility for that thing when it is confronted with 

arguments, logic and facts. Later on, it says that it is so democratic! I think, the 

defence policy, the defence institutions and the defence structures are going 

to suffer because of the cavalier attitude of the Government. 

What did we hear about the restructuring of the defence forces in the 

wake of Admiral Bhagwat's dismissal controversy? We had heard from the 

Defence Minister himself, in January, 1999, that within one month, he was 

going to announce the restructuring of the defence forces. He has gone on 

record. We have heard him on so many television channels. But nobody has 

heard the restructuring of the Defence Ministry. We do not know as to what 

has happened to it. So, this is the question that is being raised today. Mr. 

Kalmadi was referring to the morale of the Armed Forces. This is a big 

question as to what will be the decision-making process insofar as the 

Defence Ministry is concerned and as to what kind of integration there will be 

between the Services and the Defence Ministry and as to how they will be 

integrated and whether professionals will have certain predominance in the 

process of decision making. This is a question which has to be dealt with very 

delicately. We cannot forget the fact that unlike many other developing 

countries, unlike many other third world countries of the world, here the 

Services have generally remained loyal to the elected civilian political 

leadership of this country. This has been because a certain delicate balance 

has always been maintained by the political leadership of this country insofar 

as addressing the concerns of the Services is concerned. But these questions 

are not coming up. Why? Is it a coincidence that so many litigations are taking 

place? Is it a coincidence that whenever some purchases and acquisitions are 

planned, allegations are flying think and fast in this country? Madam, some 

very, very serious charges were levelled by Admiral Bhagwat. I do not hold 

any brief for anybody.   But the point is:    Was it not the 
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responsibility of the Government to go into the specific allegations that were 

made and whatever questions or suspicions which were agitating the public 

mind were put to rest? But, Madam, we have not seen any such initiative by 

the Government. Therefore, we are feeling that there is something seriously 

wrong. These questions are there. I think it is pertinent to put these questions 

as to how, when and what the time schedule of restructuring of the Defence 

Forces will be and whether the professional inputs are to be developed 

because we have seen that in the Kargil Review Committee Report also. Now, 

the question  is about the implementation of the Kargil Review Committee 

Report. I do not have much time. But even a cursory reading of this Report 

shows that there are so many self-contradictions. One tends to infer that this 

Review Committee was established to whitewash the entire inadequacies of 

the Government and the Armed Forces. So many self-contradictory 

formulations have been made. On the one hand, it is being said that there was 

no culpability on the part of the Government. It is stated, "We have not gone 

into the individual cases." So far as the individual officers are concerned, the 

Kargil Review Committee goes to brandish this. We have seen this. The 

Committee, a Group of Ministers, that has been set up by the Government, is 

another way of bureaucratising the whole process of going into all this 

because there are areas inadequacy covered and the whole question of 

intelligence is there. That is also to be probed whether really the Government 

had any intelligence and political machinery to process and analyse that 

intelligence inputs were there or not. All these questions have not be 1 dealt 

with by the Kargil Review Committee. Therefore, I think it is a very serious 

situation. With all humility but with all firmness I ask the Defence Minister, 

through you, Madam, about the politicisation that is taking place in the Forces. 

We have seen that in the wake of Kargil confrontation certain senior officials 

went to attend the National Executive Committee meeting of a particular party. 

Was this in the national interest? We have seen it. I am given to understand 

that in 1998 a Promotion Board was formed for going into the recruitment of 

senior level Army Generals. Now, somehow that Board made certain 

recommendations and subsequently those recommendations were not 

implemented. In 1999, again with the same people, the same Promotion Board 

was formed and there were variations of 40 per cent; 40 per cent of people 

who had been selected earlier are not in the list and 40 per cent new names 

have appeared in the list. I am not going into the details.  But the point is that 

this compounds the suspicion with regard to 
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the chain of command. We have seen the case of Rear Admiral Purohit. I have 

papers with me to prove that the Defence Minister appointed a committee to 

go into the so-called allegations against him and that committee cleared 

Admiral Purohit. But still he was denied promotion. Now he has gone with a 

writ petition and the Government accepts that some of these allegations are 

now referred to the CVC and the CBI. Now, the point is, if this man has certain 

valid points to make, why did the Government not addressed this problem 

earlier? I think this is a very serious situation. The last point that I want to 

make is that... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Your time is over. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Madam, I know that. You are generally kind to 

me. ... (Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is a revelation to me. ..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: The last point I would like to mention is about 

the DRDO. It is true, it sounds quite strange to me because we are totally for 

stepping up our indigenous programmes and for self-reliance in research and 

development. But, at the same time, some auditing is needed of the work done 

by the scientific organisation because our friend was cursorily making a 

reference to a former Chief of the DRDO. Now, when I am starting to dig out 

something, I feel, something has gone seriously wrong. What is the status of 

some of the major programmes that had been taken up by the DRDO? I think 

the Government should bring out a White Paper to inform us as to how the 

money has been spent because Parliament is the trustee of public money. We 

have to understand not only on behalf of the lakhs of taxpayers of this country 

but also on behalf of the people of the country as to what has happened to the 

money given to the DRDO for indigenisation of defence development. I think, 

this is a very, very serious issue because some of the major programmes have 

gone awry. We hear about Dhanush, we hear about Trishul, we hear about 

LCA, and, openly, the Air Force says that before 2010 it cannot be inducted in 

the force. This is the situation. Therefore, these are the things which should 

not be taken lightly and, I think, the most serious aspect is the question of 

institution building, whether it is the National Security Council or whether it is a 

question restructuring of the Defence Forces. There is a very, very serious 

doubt in the minds of the people of this country whether the Defence Ministry 

or whether this Government is at all 
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interested to go in for some systematic changes which are in no way less 

necessary than the modern armaments and equipment to secure our national 

defence With these words, I thank you. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Shri C. Ramachandraiah. Your party has 12 

minutes and there are two names with me. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH (Andhra Pradesh): Okay. I will confine 

myself to giving some suggestions to the Government. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have six minutes. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH: I can assure you that 12 minutes will be 

shared by both of us. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is your problem. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH: First, I should congratulate the hon. 

Defence Minister for getting more allocation this year. I think, never, since 

independence, had the Defence Portfolio got such a huge allocation. The 

question is, what security and to what extent it is enough for the nation is 

beyond our imagination. It is very difficult to find out also because it is 

entwined with the foreign policy, our relations with the neighbouring countries, 

the internal problem because the internal security and the external threats are 

entwined now. The situation has gone now to an extent that both the problems 

are entwined and the Ministry of External Affairs and the Ministry of Defence 

have to work in an integrated and harmonious way so that the problems can 

be solved. Madam, the allocation is more, but, as one of the Members was 

pointing out, the problem is, how effectively this department can use it. If we 

go through the Budgets of the past ten years, whatever allocations had been 

made, they could not spend that. I do not know the reason because we are not 

experts of the functioning on the Defence Ministry. When the other 

departments are facing the resource crunch, it is ironical as to why the 

Defence Ministry is unable to spend the allocated amount. It might be because 

of the centralisation of powers. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI) in the Chair] 

So, I would like to make one suggestion that we should make an in-depth 

study and decentralise the powers. Empires should not be built around the 

Army Chiefs in Delhi. I think, they have got their own apprehensions; if the 

powers are decentralised, these empires may crumble. So, that should be the 

reason. 

So far as the weapon acquisition system is concerned, the Defence 

Minister can kindly introspect and have an in-depth study for the past ten 
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years. Why should there be a long interregnum in making the proposal and 

clinching the deal? For advanced jet trainers, we took twenty years to clinch 

the deal. The proposal was mooted 20 years back. The decision, in this 

regard, has been taken after 20 years. Why should there be such a long gap? 

By the time you effect the purchases and take delivery, the effectiveness of 

equipment also becomes totally useless. I don't know why there is so much 

delay, especially in the Defence Ministry. Of course, the system has to be 

foolproof, and you should be careful, subject to various procedures - there 

should not be any scandal, and so on. But that does not mean that such a long 

delay is justified. 

I would like to make one more suggestion, why should there be such a 

huge unutilised capacity in the Defence public sector undertakings? There is 

one unit in our State, in Medak, where only 20-30 per cent of the capacity is 

being utilized. Is there any institution that could study these reasons? You can 

go for mass production of even AK-47, with a little more expenditure. What are 

the factors that are restraining you from utilizing this? There is a huge 

investment in Defence PSUs; keeping them idle is a crime on the part of the 

nation. You have to utilize them fully. You should bring the nation to the utmost 

defence preparedness. That is why I am trying to advise the Defence Minister 

that there should be indigenisation of both the Armed Forces and the 

Paramilitary Forces. 

Now, I come to the Kargil War. I don't want to go through the lapses that 

there are political lapses, or, there are such and such lapses. . There are 

lapses on the part of the Subrahmanayam Committee also, which has 

conveniently forgotten certain things. I don't want to attribute motives, but this 

has happened. It is very unfortunate that it has failed to fix the responsibility in 

definitive terms. I should say that blaming the intelligence agencies and the 

armed forces is travesty of truth. In reality, the Kargil Report Annexure has 

shown that necessary inputs were made available to the PMO. I don't know as 

to why the inputs had not been analysed and fed to the political executive. 

Ultimately, it is the duty of the experts to give due feed-back to the political 

executive so that the political executive can take action. I don't know whether 

the Department had failed to analyse that and give the inputs to the Prime 

Minister, or, the Prime Minister, knowingly, had kept silent. God only knows. I 

think everybody was overwhelmed with the Lahore diplomacy - the Prime 

Minister's Lahore Bus Journey. I am not against his going to Lahore.   It has 

gained something for the country.    As a 
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result of it, we are a little bit successful on the diplomatic front. I appreciate it. 

But the system that is functioning in the Defence Ministry is the cause for 

worry. That is why, I am trying to point out some issues that pertain to the 

functioning of the Defence Ministry, which is the subject of discussion here. 

Sir, the National Security Council which was created by the Government had 

totally failed to take cognisance of the impending crisis. It had failed in its duty. 

The Subrahmanyam Committee Report should have come out with some facts 

as to how many times, from January to May, 1999, the National Security 

Council had met and debated this issue. Sir, very conveniently, it has ignored 

all these facts. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI)" : Mr. 

Ramachandraiah, you have to wind up "now. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH: That is why Sir, I am very cautious in 

making my submissions. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): But still
-
, you have to 

confine to your time. Otherwise, Mr. Mohana Rao will be deprived. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH: Sir, with regard to the National Security 

Council, I would like to say that it should be made more effective by actually 

involving the Chiefs of the three Services in decision-making. Instead of 

creating new position - now, a new position is being created in the Planning 

Commission; the post of Advisor or something like that has been created, 

which is totally redundant and absolutely unnecessary —instead of creating 

new institutions, let us try to strengthen the existing institutions. The National 

Security Council is there. Instead of creating new positions, the Advisory Board 

of the National Security Council should be reconstituted by bifurcating the post 

of National Security Advisor from that of Principal Secretary.We have got some 

flexibility.   ... (Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI) : No flexibility, I am 

afriad. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH : Sir, 12 minutes are there. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI) : No, I am afriad; I 

have to call Shri Ghulam Nabi Azad. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH : Sir, I just want to make one more 

suggestion. I advise the Defence Minister to create an independent institution 
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to monitor the military developments in Pakistan, so that there can be some 

think-tank.-There should be more focus on the developments in Pakistan. This 

institution can continuously monitor and analyse the situation. It can feed the 

Government with the information, and the Government can take effective and 

useful decisions in the interest of national security. So, with these 

suggestions, I conclude. I thank you very much for giving me an opportunity to 

participate in the discussion. 
 
 �� ����� �$� ���� (�?�� @� "A���): ������ 8�1������)� ��ह', ��� � 
����":� �� ��� ���� �  'ह(� ��� �5�5� A �� �( / �(�C �� ��� ������ ��� ���� �� �� ���� 
��q9� ���[� 5�, �8��9 ]� �� ����� ��'&� �j ��-�E��� �� ह�,  ���J �� ह) %�C�� ��� � �� 
'��� '��C �� 1� ��� ��  'ह(� ���� ��"� �����, �89� �� ��� �� 5� A '4� '���"��� �� '�� 
ह) �� ��/�� ��� ����"���  �� ��� �� घ(��)�b�� ह���� ��� �  �- *� ����5� ��  1����  �  
�4�+ ह(+  A �� �' �� �ह�� \��� ��� ��, \��� ��!� ��  ��� ��  ��� *� �� �' �� ��� �� 
$� �����ह�C, $� �����C �
 '&�+ ���� ह�� �
 �ह �4�+ ���� *� �
 ���� 5�� $��� ���� �
 
�����  ��  ��- D�2.�� ���� ह�� A ����5� ����� �� ���
!. �� �c �ह� 2�, ��.��.-�.��  -� ��2� �� 
�� '���� �� 1��  �� :���%��� ह) A -� ��� �
 �ह ���
!. '
��� ह�  �� $� 8� 1�":%��� 2�, 
����� ���!� �ह�� ह)- I quote: 

"The Reveiw Committee had before it overwhelming evidence 

that the Pakistani army intrusion in the Kargil Sector came as a 

complete and total surprise to the Indian Government, Army and 

intelligence agencies as well as to the J&K State Government and its 

agencies." 
 
 $��� ���' ह) �� �ह ��D�1� �
 �' ह
 �' �( / ह(� ह�� �ह_ ह
, �' 8ह�� �%J� 
�� �ह_ �� �ह� ह
 A $��
 ��D�1� �ह�  ह� A ������ 8�1� �����)� ��ह', �� ���� ���� 
1� �4�+ �� ���.  9 �ह��� �ह�� ������ ��� ���� ��  "!�!� ! �� �� ������ ��ह�� ह�� �
 
$6ह
�  �
� ��� �  ���� 2� – ���.  9 �ह��� �ह�� – *� ������ ��� � ����"!� %�� �ह�  ह� 
– 

"On   27th   and    28th   July,    1998,   Pakistan   resorted    to 

unprecedented and unprovoked firing of artillary and mortars on our 

posts in the civilian areas of Batalik and Kargil sector." Nowhsre else.   

I am not talking of the Jammu part of the State or the Valley part of 

the State.   I am talking about what the Minister has stated regarding 

the Batalik and Kargil sector. 
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Later on, only nine months later, a battle was fought.   Then, it further 
says:  

"We were compelled to retaliate appropriately on 30th July, 

1998. This resulted in casualties of civilians and troops as well as 

damage to military and civilian property on both sides. Sporadic 

exchange of fire has been going on since then. The intensity of firing, 

however, has come down since yesterday in most of the areas 

except Keran, Tangdhar, Uri and Rampur areas. Kargil sector has 

been quiet for the last two days. The casualties from 27th July to 4th 

August are 10 Army soldiers, 6 BSF constables, 31 civilians killed 

and 77 Army soldiers, 4 BSF constables and 77 civilians wounded." 

The details of the casualties are appended misleading.   It further says: 

"Pakistan has always resorted to. firing along the LOC to facilitate 

infiltration by Pakistani and foreign militants, who are organised, 

trained, equipped, financed, armed and, finally, infiltrated with active 

covering, fire and support from Pakistani army, deployed along the 

LOC. In recent months, especially since May, 1998, our security 

forces have been able to intercept and reduce the level of infiltration, 

thereby frustrating Pakistan's designs. As if to give vent to its 

frustration, Pakistan has started targeting not only our Army posts but 

also civilian inhabited areas, with Batalik, Kargil, Kanzalwan, 

Tangdhar, Keren and Uri becoming the main targets." 
 
 -� ��� �4�+ �� ���.  9 �ह��� �ह�� ��� � ����"!� �ह  �ह �' �( / ह
 �ह� ह) �� 
��.�C ����ह� *� ���8��� ����5� *� '!���� ��%!� �  ���� *� \�D���� ! ���B�5 ह(+ 
*� ����� ��� ��  ���
!. �ह�� ह) �� they were taken totally unaware. �� ������ ��� ���� 
�� ��  ��ह��5� �� 8ह ��� �� ��� \�D���� ! 2� – ���B�5 8��� �� ���� ���� 8��� ? 8ह 5�� 
2� �ह ���
!. 5�� ह) A -� �
 �� ������ ���� �� �� �ह �8�' ��ह��5� A 
 ����� ���, 1��  ���
!. �  �ह �ह�  ह� �� – 

"In fact, however, the intrusion was detected in May, 1999, by 

shepherds." 

It was detected by shepherds, not by the intelligence agencies. 
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I would like to mention here that it was not in 1999, but it was actually in 

1997, because, in the midst of this fight, I was travelling in some parts of 

Karnataka. I had rushed to Kargil. I was accompanied by the then Minister of 

State for Transport, Shri Namgyal, from Leh. We stayed in Kargil for three to 

four days. We were told, "This is not the first time that this has happened. 

Actually, it started in 1997. In 1997; shepherds informed the local Army, but 

the Army did not take any cognizance of the shepherds. Rather they were put 

behind bars for three ot four days for, according to the Army, the so-called 

"misinformation and disinformation" being spread. In 1998, again, shepherds 

informed the local intelligence. I am talking of the Army Intelligence: I am not 

talking of the police intelligence. They informed them, and they told them that 

they had spotted intruders. 

So, what happened? The Army had deputed half-a-dozen or a dozen 

soldiers to this area, called, Dah nallah, in the Batalik sector. They went there 

with some tin-sheets, they went with cement bags, they went with some logs 

to construct bunkers. But, unfortunately, instead of constructing bunkers, they 

left all these materials there in 1998 and came back. Then, the Pakistanis 

came, they had the material readily available which was provided or carried by 

our soldiers there. They constructed everything out of the cement, out of these 

logs and tin-sheets which were already there. Again, the third time, in 1999, of 

which a mention has been made by the Review Committee, but there is no 

mention of the 1997 intrusion which was spotted by the shepherd. There is 

also no mention of the 1998 intrusion spotted by the shepherd; the information 

given to the Army intelligence; the Army intelligence informing the security 

people who were carrying this material there and leaving it there abandoning it 

there, which was used by the Pakistani soldiers. Nothing has been mentioned 

here. I would like to give the reference. The person who has told me this - you 

should not say that I am just saying for the heck of it— is the Sarpanch of that 

area. Both myself and a former Union Minister met this man. His name is Mr. 

Miskin Sterng, who is a Buddhist, who is known as numberdaar of Kargoon 

area, near Dah village of Batalik area. It is not just for the heck of it, I am 

saying. It is only after talking to those people that I am mentioning this. So, I 

would like to know from the hon. Defence Minister the actual position with 

regard to this point also. 
 
 ����� '�� �
 �� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� ������ ��� ���� ��, 1� ���¤+ ��  ����� ���J ��  
�
 �( �� 2�, �
 ����� 2�, $��� ��� ���� 5�� A ���ह� ह), 'ह(� \l/�  
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ह(� A �ह�� 8� �  �
 '���� ���� 2� �� �
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��ह��5� A 8ह�� 20-25 ��� �ह�� ��B�5 ह(+ 2� *� $� ��  ���~ ह���� �
 '�� � � 2� �ह�� o��\� 
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�� '���, ����� ��� �� ���� �� '���,$�� �5ह �(���� -j�(���� �� *� �
 �ह�� �� -j�(���� 
�� ���� �� �ह� ह), 8ह �� 8ह_ ��� �� �ह� ह) A �ह
��,  The additional dump of 

ammunition there, is just becoming a nightmare, lelm. �ह
��, �� 1� �� �� 
������ ���� �� �� ���� ������ ��ह��5� A  
 
 �ह
��, ���J "��$#� �� ह���� �� 'ह(� ह� ������ ��� �ह� ह) A 1� �4�+ �  �
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8���� �-, ����� 1� '��C �� �� �
+ ���� �ह_ ���� ��ह�� A �(��3� �� ���� ��� �� 8ह 
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 �ह� 2� $�  �¯��C �  ���!� ��  1�!�����. �  घ�� �ह� 2� A -� �5ह  �i}�� ��B!5 ��  ��- 
ह� 5- �
 $6ह
�  �ह� �� �� �i}�� ��B!5 �ह_ ���-5� A %�C�� �� -� ���� �� ��� �+ 
ह) ����5� �� A ह� $���  घ� ��� 5- A �(k ��! ��� ह), �� ��� 85)�ह \�� �ह_ �� ���� ह������ 
6-7 �ह��� ��5�C �  �)�  'ह(� �
��� �� 2� $��
 ¦� �¦�� ��, ����� -� ��w �)�  $�� ��� �� 
��� �J� 2� �� �' �� ��q���� ! �  ��� ह
5�, �� 1� '�� �� ��� �]� �]� 5� A $6ह
�  �ह� �� 
27 �+ �
 $��
 -��-� � 5�� �� �� ����5� �ह( �� ���, �4�+ �  �ह"�� ���� ह) *� 27 
�+ �
 8ह ���!� ��  -� ��ह�� �� ����� *� ��� ��� �
 $��� ��� 8���� � 5+ A 3 ��� 
*� 27 �+ ��  '�� �  ���.  6 ��� ह), �'�� 5��8 ��  ����5� �ह(���� �  ����'� 4-5 ��� �5�  ह� A 
�
 ह��� \����� �5��� �� �ह ���!� ��, -%�:�� ��$2 �� -%�:�� ��2. �� 5 ��� �  �ह( ��� 
ह
5� *� $�� ��� $��
 �ह�4� �� �¦�¤�� ह
5� *� $�� ��� $��� ��� 8���� � 5+ ह
5� A 
���� �ह�� ह) �� �
 5 ��� �� ���� ��� ह
- :�� �  �c� ह
, :� �  �c� ह
, '� �  �c� ह
, 
%��1� ! �� '�� �
 /
4 ����-, $��
 -�-�& ��� �� ��"! ���� ���� ���ह- A ���� ����� �ह 
-� ����� �+ ह) ����� ����� ह� ��� �����  हC5� A �� ��ह��5� �� ��� ���� ��  ��� 8��� 8� �  
1� ��� �� �� ���� �  A  
  1���  ��2 ह� ��2 �� �ह �ह��� ��ह�� ह�� �� �ह�� ह���� 'ह(� ���� ���� �ह�� ह(- 
8ह_ �( / ����� ¦
�� 8��� �
5 �� ��� A �(k� 'ह(� J(�� ह) �� 1� ��� ह���� ����8����C ��, � 
���.  �
���!�� ��!�� �� 'ih� �� ���� �� ��, ����� �
 �� '� �4�, -� ]�- �� ���� -� 
��J ]�- �� *� $��� �� ,���� \�(��� ���� A ह���� �����C ��  ��-, �����C ��  'l�C ��  
��-, $���� �8�
� ��  ��- A �ह 'ह(� \l/� '�� ह) %�C�� ��� ��  ��- \��� J�� 'ह��� 8��C �� 
�2� $���  ���8��C �� ���� ��� ह� �ह_ �J 5� �
 ��� �J�5�, ����� ���� \��� 1i7�� ह) �� 
���J ��  'ह(� ���� ��'��. �
 ����� ¦
�� ��, ��4� ¦
�� ��, ���� ¦
�� ��, J��� ¦
�� �� ��� 
���� 2�, �� ���J ��  हC, ��ह ��  हC  �� ����5� ��  ��'��. हC, �ह $��� ��� 2� *� �' 8� ���� 
2� �
 ���-��� �ह�� 5
���C 8� ह� J��� 2� %�C�� 8� ��� �� �5� ���� 2�, ����� �)�� ��� �ह� 
�(�� �� $��
 �( / �q2� �� \6�  �ह���� �� 5+ ह
 A  �� \��� ������� 'c��� ��ह�� ह�� *� 
������ ��� ���� �� �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� 8� '���- �� %�� $��
 �� �( / ���� 5�� 2� ? �(� �  
���� K��� �� 8� �� �ह��  
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ह(-, $6ह
�  �� ��� ��  ��- ��� ���� %�C�� ������ ����  \5� 8� ����� �ह_ $b���, ह�2��� 
�ह_ �ह( �����, '���� �ह_ �� ���� �
 ����ह� %�� ����  A �)�  �ह_ ��J� �� $���  ��- �� �( / ��ह� 
���� �� '�� �� 5+ ह
, ��� '�� ��� � �� ��� �� �� �ह_ ��� *� � ह� $���  ��- �( / ��� 
���� 5�� A ���� �ह�� ह) �� ��� ��ह �� ����� �� '��� �
��� ��  ��-, �� ���C ��  ��- �)�� 
��� ���� ह), $� �)�� �  1��� �� �( / �ह"�� ह
�� ���ह- A  
 
 ��J� �  �� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� ����� �  ह���� 'ह(� J��' ह� *� �� �('ह -� 
'ह(� �(��3���~. घ!�� ह
 5+ ह) A �� �('ह "!�! ��  ��8� ����"!�, �'��� ���� 5 �����C 
��ह� -� '�-}��"! �  ���� 5- A \�6���5 ��i":%! �  �(�� �  �� ��8� ����"!� 5- 2�, 
$��� 5�4� �  ����� ��%�(��!� 5���. *� ����� 5�4� ��  �� �( / �
5, ��i"!� �
 ������ 5 
�
5C �� �� ����! #� ��  ह�2C ह��� �� 5+ A ���C �' 5�ह ���� �� �ह�� 2� *� ह��� �E��� 
��"�� �� '�� �� 2�, �)�  �' �� �ह� 2� �� �ह�� -�� �� ����� ���C �  �ह�� �' �( / \l/�-
\l/� �5�� ह) ����� 8ह�� ��  |�$�� ���(-�� 8ह �ह_ ह) A �� �� 8ह�� |�$�� ���(-�� 'ह(� 
J��' ह) *� 8ह ह� ��� �'54�� �� �ह� ह) *� ���� K��� �  �ह �ह�� '�� ह(� ह) �' 8ह�� ��  -� 
�� �'��! ����"!� �� ह��� �� 5+ A  
 
   �ह
��, �� ��� ���� �� �� ���� 1� ��� ������ ��ह�� ह�� �� $��� �
 �w�  
1989-90 �  �E��� �� ��� 2�, 8ह �� �ह_ ह) A ����� ]�� 8ह '5)� ��� � ����"!� ह(- *� 
'5)� ह
�-����"!� ह(-, �E��� ��  '��� �  ���� 2�, $��� ]�� 8� �� �ह_ ���� A *� $� ��� 
�
5C �
 ����  [�� ��i6�� � �� 2� A �
�C ह� '��  2_ A �� �ह_ �ह�� �� �� ���-'�k�� ]�� 
���� 2� A �� �
5C �� ��%8�"! �� ] �� ���� 2� A *� ���� $� 8� 1��� ����� ��ह�� �� �ह_ 
2� A $� 8�¢ ह���� 5�ह ���� �E��� ��   ह� 2� A $���  � ��ह�� ��  '�8��� �� $��  ]�� ���� 2� *� 
1��
 'ह(� �����'� $��  ह���� ह
 �ह� 2� ����� ��� ������ �  ��� ��  '��, �(k� �5�� ह) �� 
8ह ]�� 2
4� �� ह(+ ह), �' �� �� �j�� �EE��� �  5�ह ������ �� ��� � ����":� �� �
� 
'ह(� ,���� 'c 5�� ह) %�C�� ह���� �
�m� 8ह_ �� ह), ��� 85)�ह 'x�.� �� ह� A �
 �� ������ 
��� ���� �� �� ��ह��5� �� 8� �E��� �  \��� �J� ���� �J  A $� ��� �
5 2
4�-'ह(� �8E8�� 
1� �� ���� 2� A \5� �� D��� �� 5� �
 ���� 1��
 8ह �8E8�� \�� �� ह���� ह
 ���� ह) A  
 
 �ह
��, ��2 ह� ��2 1��
 �ह ��J�� ���ह- �� 1i6��:��� �
 �) �� �
�� ��- A �� 
�ह�� �� ह���C �� ����� �  '����  ��� ह) ? �� �ह� �� ह���C �� ����� �   
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�x�� ! �����. ��  ह�, �)��C ���
  ��.��.-%�. ��� ह) ?  �' �� 'x�.� �� 1i6��:��� '�� 
�ह_ ह
5�, �' �� ��.��.-%� *� �j�. ��� �j�(���� �� ��� '�� �ह_ ह
5�, �' �� 
�E��� घ�!� ����! �� '�� �ह_ ह
 ���� A 1��� 1��w 1��
 ���� ह
5� A 
 
 �ह
��, �� \��� ���2�C �� �ह�� ह�� �
 �ह�  ह) �� ��� � ��  ��- �
 �' �
5C �� 
��� ह���� ह) A 8� ह���� ��8� ���� ह�, ह���� ��� �� ��� ���� ह�, ��� �� -��� *� \J���� �' 
$���  ह�2 �  ह) ����� ���-��� ह� '5)� �
��-��k� $��
 ह� ��� �� /� ! �� ���  ह� A 8ह 5�� 
'�� ह) A ��J� �ह �' �
5C ��  ��- ह� ह� �� �ह  ह� �
 �
5C �� �8E8�� D�`� ���� ��  ��- 
��� � �
�m� �
 2
4� ��� ���� ���ह- A �
5C �
 $��  8ह �8�8�� �ह_ ह�, �
 �ह�� 2� A $� 
�8E8�� �
 'ह�� ���� �� �]�� ह) A �ह�� -� ��� 1i6��:��� '�� ह
5�. 8ह�� ����� ��� 
\5� ह� 8ह�� �� ���� �� D�� *� �8E8�� D�`� ��  ��� ह� �5� 'c �� 5� A J��� '����  '�� 
���� �� �ह ��� �ह_ ह
 ���� A ���C �� �ह�� �ह_ 2� A �)�� ह
�-����"!� ��ह' �� �ह� 2� �� 
��� �
 ����! #� ���� ह�, 50 �
5 '�����  �� �
� �� J��� J��� ह�, �ह�  ह� J��� �J��� *� 
��� �  ��� ���� ह) *� �ह�� ह) �� �(��� ����! #� �
 J��� �J���� A $� �
5C �� '��� 
�(iE�� ह
 ���� ह) A ह�  $6ह  ��i6�� � �  ���� �� �]�� ह� A   
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� (�D� 6�&7): 1��  ��� � �� %�� ���� ह� '��1- ? 
 
 �� ����� �$� ���� : �� '����� ��h�� �  ��q���� !  �  -�� �� ����� �  ')b�  ह(- ह� A 
��� p��5� ��-� �
 1��
 ��� ���5� �� ����� %�� ���� ह)  A 
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� :   p��5� �
 �� �� �ह_ ���� ह
 A  
 
 �� ����� �$� ���� : �� ���� ह��, 1����- �(k� ����� ह) A \�� �� '�� ह�, 1��
 ��� 
J
��- A ���� ��JC ��  ���� \�� �� '�� ह�, 1� ���C �
 J
��- A  
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��. 3��F��): 5(��� �'� ��, \' ���`� ����- A   
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� :  ����C ���C �� ���� ����� 8ह�� �� 2� A �� '�w ����  ह� '
� 
ह(- ह� A  
 
 �� ����� �$� ���� : ���� '�� �� ह) %�� ? ���� �
 �ह� '
��, $��� \��� 
�� ���� �ह� ह) A  
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� :   \l/�, 2 ��� �  ह��� �ह� '
 ���� ?  
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 �� ����� �$� ���� : 'ह�ह��, �� -� हo�� 8ह�� �ह�� �1- A �� ����  �ह�� 
�� '��
'"� ��8� ���5� A 
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� : ह� �
�C ��2 ���5  A  
 
 �� ����� �$� � �� : �� 8ह�� ���� ��ह- A �58�� ��� �� �� 8��� �-� A ��� 
$���  '�� '
��-5� A �� �(k� �� �� ,���� 5�� '
� 5� A  
 
 �*�2�5�E(�� ��.��. 3��F��): \��, 8ह ����  ��2 ���� ��  ��- �|ह �� �ह  ह� A  
 
 �� ����� �$� � �� : b�� ह), ���� ��2 �1- A �� ������ ��� ���� �� �� �ह�� 
��ह��5� �� �ह��-�ह�� 1i6��:��� '�� ���� ह), 8ह�� �
5C �� �8E8�� ह���� ���� �� �� �� 
D��� ����- ��� ह� $��
 ���":�� �  �� ���� ह� A 'ह(�-'ह(� &6�8�� A  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Shri Prem Chand 

Gupta. You will have five minutes. 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA (BIHAR): I will definitely try to finish within 

five minutes. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Don't say that you 

will try. I know you will be able to do it. 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the Defence 

Forces play an important role in the national security of our country. They 

have to play a role on a day-to-day basis, both externally and internally. In the 

changed scenario, in addition to this, our Defence Forces have to carry out 

various other duties like UN assignments, protecting our trade routes, 

protecting our sea routes from armed smugglers, etc. The past record of our 

Defence Forces has been an excellent one. Therefore, we should 

congratulate them. The situation has changed now. Our Defence Forces need 

to be modernised and technically upgraded. They need to be equipped with 

multifarious modern weapons. The conventional warfare system is no longer a 

valid one.  (Interruptions)... 
  
 �� ��.��. 	ह�������� : ���� �( / D
���  ���� 2� A  

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: I promised you that T would try from the 

next session onwards.  (Interruptions)... 
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 �� ��.��. 	ह�������� : ��, �� �� �'ह�� �� ��"� ह�� A …(������)… 
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��.3��F��): �� �
 \�|��� �  '
� 5� A  …(������)… 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: Sir, I have promised Mr. Ahluwalia that I 

would try from the next session onwards.   (Interruptions)... 
 
 �� ��.��. 	ह�������� : ���� D
��� �� \�|��� �  ���� ह) A  

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: Thank you. I honour your suggestion. 

(7wterrHp/i'owsJ... 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: No, please. Some of us are sitting here. 

(Interruptions)... 
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��.3��F��): �ह_-�ह_, �ह  $���  '�� �� ����� ह) A  
…(������)… 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir, we want him to speak in English. 

(Interruptions)...  We want him to speak in English.     (Interruptions)... 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, there is a lack of 

co-ordination between our Defence Forces and the Ministry of Defence. This 

lack of co-ordination was realised quite a long ago. But nothing concrete was 

done in this respect. A Committee under the Chairmanship of Shri Arun Singh, 

who was our Minister of State for Defence, was set up. This Committee had 

made certain recommendations. But, unfortunately, the successive 

Governments did not take cognisance of those recommendations. We have 

suffered on various occasions because of lack of co-ordination. It is a fact that 

our state of readiness was poor and the effect was felt in Kargil. The fact is—I 

don't know whether I can say it or not--that in the first few days of Kargil war, 

we had a difficult time. Our Defence Forces were not ready as they should 

have been. The lack of co-ordination has affected not only our state of 

readiness but also the upgradation and modernisation programmes of our 

Defence Forces. It may be noted that the Air Force had to surrender an 

amount of Rs. 1,500 crores and the Army had to surrender an amount of 

Rs.3,000 crores, after the Kargil war, out of the funds which were allocated to 

the Defence Forces for their upgradation and re-equipping programmes. But 

funds could not be utilised because of lack of coordination betweeen the 

Ministry of Defence and the Armed Forces. The Government must envisage a   

situation where the end -user will have his own technical opinion and the 
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bureaucrats will have their own bureaucratic opinion. This lack of coordination 

not only affected our state of readiness, the necessity of reequipping our 

armed forces, but also led to failuie of intelligence. Once I had heard the hon. 

Defence Minister saying on television, that the Pakistan Government or the ISI 

were not responsible for the Kargil operation. If the Pakistan Government was 

not involved, the ISI was not involved, then who was involved? The Pakistani 

army could not have acted without having the technical support of the ISI and 

the blessings of the Pakistan Government. Therefore, this aspect of 

coordination between the Ministry of Defence and the Armed Forces needs to 

be looked into. One another important aspect regarding our state of readiness 

is, a long-term training programme. After the Chinese agression in 1962, both 

the Armed Forces and the Navy gave maximum impetus to the training 

programme. But, unfortunately, in the post -1971 wars, this vital issue was not 

given as much importance as it should have been. I would request the hon. 

Defence Minister to look into this aspect also. The improvement in logistics 

and technical upgradation is another important part which also needs to be 

looked into. We must go in for technical upgradation. In the process, two 

technical organisations are involved. One is the DRDO and the other is the 

DGQA. Both these technical organisations must upgrade their skills, technical 

manpower and facilities. Presently, both these organisations function in a very 

tight compartment. Besides, there is a complete lack of coordination between 

these two organisations, which is very unfortunate and is not a healthy sign. 

Earlier, whenever a project was to be taken up, there used to be complete 

coordination among all the concerned departments, from the planning stage 

itself. The MHQA, the counterpart of DGQA is fully integrated in the missile 

technology. But the DGQA which is an important organisation in the 

development of our missile programme is not proving itself up to the mark. 

The DRDO has done a commendable job. Various programmes have been 

adopted by it to make our country self-reliant, self-dependent. We must 

appreciate its efforts and ensure the fullest support to them. Our Ordnance 

Factory Board has also stood with the nation in the hour of crisis, like the one 

in Kargil, where we had to face an indirect war. The personnel and the 

Ordnance Factory Board provided the fullest support to the army. One another 

aspect which needs to be looked into is the Indianisation programme. While 

going in for technological upgradation, the Indian industry must be taken into 

confidence.   We are buying armaments, hardware and software 
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from foreign suppliers. The Indian industry is not taken into confidence at all. 

The financial institutions do not provide any financial assistance to any defence 

programme. My submission to the hon. Defence Minister is that the Indian 

industry must be encouraged and given full assistance for setting up such 

enterprises so that the Indian industry can extend full support to the defence 

forces. In fact, a distinction should be made between a trader and a supplier 

and manufacturer-cum-supplier. This is what we are lacking in our defence 

programmes. That is how the indigenous industry is ignored. This aspect must 

be looked into. This aspect will not only make our defence» forces self-reliant 

but it would also help all the Governments allay all the allegations. There is a 

very unfortunate situation prevailing in our country. If a programme is taken up, 

the very next day we read in the newspapers something like what we have read 

in the newspapers today about a mirage deal. A few days ago, there was a 

mention about a tank deal. If the indigenous industry is encouraged and if they 

are taken into confidence, this kind of allegations can be checked. This will be 

good for the nation and our forces would become more self-reliant. Then they 

will play an important role and they will have their say in the procurement 

programme. Sir, while looking at your face, I conclude my speech. Thank you. 
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��.3��F��): �' �� �� �ह�� �� ')b� ह��, ���� ��ह�� �
 ���
 
��J�� ह� ���5� *� �� ���
 &6�8�� ���5� �� ���� '��-'�� �(k� 8�1� �����)� �� �5ह �� 
�����)� �ह� A  

would definitely become our Chairman. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the traditional practice has 

been to discuss the foreign policy as well as the defence policy above party 

lines. The reason for this has been the continuous consensus on both these 

subjects. In the case of defence, the five cardinal points have continued to 

decide the defence policy of the Government. In the same way, it has been the 

tradition that in the event of hostilities, the entire nation stood solidly behind the 

Government as a man. The severest of political differences between different 

parties were promptly buried. During the Kargil conflict, however, we saw the 

unedifying spectacle of abandonment of this great tradition. The Government 

was, as it were, fighting two wars. One, of course, was the shooting war at the 

LoC in Kargil, while the second war was 
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being fought everyday on the television screen via the Press conferences, 

whether it was ridiculing the Government by displaying a huge upturned bus 

balloon or suspecting the officially declared figures of causalities or exposing 

the failure of intelligence or insisting upon the Government to admit the same 

or clamouring for an inquiry on the delay in the Government response or 

asking the Government how it kept sleeping in October 1998, and so on. Sir, 

for some strange reasons, the Congress was busy deriving political mileage 

for its party rather than coming out wholeheartedly behind the Government. 

Never in the history of this country during any previous conflicts had any voice 

been raised from any quarter, which could give an impression that the whole 

nation was not behind the Government. But', this time around, one witnessed 

the amusing spectacle of the Opposition leaders patting the Armed Forces on 

the one hand and castigating the Government on the other hand as if the 

defence forces were operating independent of the Government. But this was 

not the first time that such an invidious distinction had been made. The country 

saw a similar spectacle when the Opposition was applauding the scientists for 

Pokhran-II on the one hand, but was condemning the Government on the 

other hand. Exhibition of such postures was to prevent the country from 

basking in the glory of Pokhran-II or the glory of the spectacular victory at 

Kargil. Never in the history of this country have party interests taken 

precedence over national interests. It is sad indeed that we witnessed such a 

spectacle. Sir, the mention of Kargil the other day in this House caused some 

wholly avoidable unpleasantness. But Kargil did witness the loss of many a 

precious sons of India. The country, therefore, has a right to know the gains of 

Kargil. I would like to list them as a permanent record for our posterity. They 

were: (i) Nobody can deny that Kargil was a devastatingly humiliating 

experience for Pakistan...(Interruptions)... 
 
 �� ��� ��G���  ��ह�� (�D� 6�&7) : 8�+� �����)� ��, �� �
 �c �ह  ह� A  
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��.3��F��): $���  �
#� ह�…. '4� �
#� ह� A  …(������)… 
 
 �� ��� ��G���  ��ह�� : �� �c �ह  ह� A  
 
 �� 2��3&��� 6"�7 H�ह� : %�� ����� ह
 �ह� ह) 1��  ���
 ?  
 
 �� ��� ��I���  ��ह�� : ��, �� ���� ��  ���� � ! ��w �c �ह  ह� *� �� ��� �c �ह� ह�A as 

if he is reading a newspaper ..(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI B.P. SINGHAL:  Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I seek your protection. 
 
 �*�2�5�E (��. ��.��. 3��F��): ���J-, B�ह� ��ह', �ह�� �
#� �� �c�� �ह_ ह� A 
����  �
#� ह�  …(������)… 

 �� ��� ��I���  ��ह��: ��, �
#� �ह_ ह�, �� ��J ����- A �� -�--� ��1� 
���8� ����- A  …(������)… 

 �� 2��3J�� 6"�7 H�ह� :* 

 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��. 3��F��): �ह_, �ह_, $��� 1��� �
+ 8�"�� �ह_ ह) A ���J-, 
����� ह�[� �� ���� � ह� 1� ह�[� �  �ह_ ���� ह� A  …(������)… ����� ह�[� �� �
+ ���� � 
ह� 1� ह�[� �  �ह_ ���  ह� A 1��
 ह� D
����3w �  �� ह!� � 5� A  …(������)… 

 �� ��� ��I���  ��ह�� : �ह
��  …(������)… 

 �� 2��3&��� 6"�7 H�ह� : ����� %�� ह
 �ह� ह), ���� ��k �  �ह_ ��� ह) A  

 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��. 3��F��): \' ��� �� �� ह), �� ���`� ����- A  

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL:  Sir, may I continue? (Interruptions) 

 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��. 3��F��): \�5-\�5 ��C �� �
#� ह� $���  A  

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: (ii) Kargil saw the complete collapse of the morale 

of the Pakistan Army. (iii) Pakistan's rogue status as a' terrorist-sponsoring 

State was convincingly established before the world. Today, Pakistan stands 

utterly isolated as never before, (iv) It exposed the potential for barbaric 

savagery that the Pakistanis possess in the way, they mutilated the dead 

bodies of the six soldiers before those were handed-over to India, (v) It also 

exposed the scant respect that Pakistan has for diplomatic norms in the way it 

abducted Indian diplomats and tortured them. There is not a single parallel of 

such barbaric and uncivilised conduct by any other country, (vi) It showed the 

inherent contempt with which Pakistan habitually treats its international 

commitments. It violated even the LoC which had been sanctified by 27 years 

of mutual acceptance. It could not even fulfil the commitment Nawaz Sharif 

gave to Clinton regarding the total and immediate withdrawal of troops from the 

LoC. (vii) Kargil exposed the utter callousness of the Pakistani leadership when 

they refused to accept their own dead soldiers, thus rubbing salt in the wounds 

of the unfortunate Pakistani 

* Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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widows, (viii) It provided the opportunity for the world to witness the 

contrasting conduct by Indian soldiers who buried the dead Pakistanis with full 

religious rites as against the callous abandonment of their own dead by their 

own army comrades, (xi) Kargil significantly enhanced the world esteem for 

India by the unparalleled valour of our troops and the dignified restraint shown 

by the Indian Government throughout the conflict, (x) It conclusively 

established the truth and validity of India's stand on Kashmir before the world, 

(xi) Kargil also established the genuineness of Indian commitment to peace 

coupled with the Indian soldiers' and Airmen's ability to annihilate an enemy 

that dares to aggress upon Indian soil. And (xii) Security in a regional context, 

Sir, is best guaranteed when military capability is backed up by effective 

diplomacy. The Kargil conflict provides the finest example of such a 

guarantee. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the next point relates to hon. Pranab 

Mukherjee's repeated advice to have a dialogue with Pakistan. The question 

is: Talks with whom? (Interruptions) Sir, if I have your.permission, I would 

request you to protect my right. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Go ahead. 

SHRI BP. SINGHAL: It is very difficult to define " talks with whom". It is 

difficult to define with whom the real power is in Pakistan. Is it with the CEO, 

Gen. Musharraf, or is it with the Mujahideens of the Taliban? 
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��.3��F��): �� ��� � ����":� �� ,���� '
��-, ����"��� 
�� ����� /
4 ����- A  

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: With whom is the Government of India supposed 

to talk? When Pakistan was giving the guarantee of love and friendship during 

the Lahore bus yatra event, it was crossing the Line of Control. The 

authenticity of the authority and the credibility of complying with the conditions 

are required before any talks can start. First, it is important for Pakistan to 

prove that the CEO is really in authority and that will be possible only when 

orders to stop the trans-border terrorism are given and the trans-border 

terrorism stops totally. It is only then that there will be guarantee that he is in 

authority and he will qualify as a person with whom India can talk. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T. N. CHATURVEDI): Thank you. 
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SHRI B. P. SINGHAL: Sir, I have got 8-12 minutes more 
  
 �*�2�5�E(�� ��.��.3��F��): \�� -� *� ������ ��"� p� \ह�(8����� �� ह� A 

SHRI B. P. SINGHAL: Sir, I have to make two more points and I will finish. 
The first is about ordnance factories. This Government has, as it were, brought 
about a new work culture in the ordnance factories which.borders on the 
miracle. The growth rate which had hovered around 16, 12 and 18 per cent 
during the years 1995-96, 1996-97, 1997-98 respectively, registered a quantum 
leap between 1998-99 and 1999-2000 by recording 28.55 per cent and 34.6 
per cent growth rate respectively. For the first time, the recoveries by issues 
done by ordnance factories registered a 810 crore surplus. Otherwise, up till 
now, throughout the history of ordnance factories, they have always been 
spending and earning less. The most remarkable thing was. a new record set 
at achieving transparency in the working of ordnance factories. Informations 
about irregularities, wastages or about the misdoings of commission agents 
given inside as well as outside Parliament were taken up seriously by the 
Defence Minister and both the CAG and the CVC have been directed to look 
into each one of them thoroughly and puruse their findings to a logical 
conclusion. Not only this, Sir; observations and findings by the CAG in the past 
15 years which were gathering dust have been ordered to be scrutinised to 
ensure corrective actions now. My kudos to the Defence Minister. Little wonder, 
that out of 38 important items of issues, all time high records of production were 
set in as many as 29 items in 1998-99. A truly herioc achievement by the 
workers and officers of ordnance factories. The second point that I would like to 
talk about is the compensation that the Government has given to our troops. 
For the first time, a realistic compensation has been given which will ensure a 
comfortable living to the people. I would like to congratulate the Defence 
Ministry for formulating a set policy for compensation for all times. Thank you. 

SHRI V. P. DURAISAMY (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I regret to inform this House 

that 474 officers and soldiers of the Indian armed forces laid down their lives in 

Kargil to protect the integrity of the country against an act of war unleashed by 

Pakistan under the cover of the peace process initiated in Lahore. Many 

innocent civilians too lost their lives and property and found their livelihood 

disrupted. The entire nation united in grief with widows and parents across the 

land to mourn the blood, tears and treasure invested in Kargil. 
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The proposed defence outlay in the Budget for 2000-2001 is a welcome 

departure from the previous Budgets. For the last ten years, previous 

Governments had ignored the country's security. I am happy to say that the 

NDA Government, headed by our beloved Prime Minister, Shri Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee, has taken a bold decision to' hike the defence outlay to the tune of 

Rs.13,000 crores. This is an increase of 28.2 per cent. The hike has not 

evoked any criticim because the Kargil conflict is fresh in our mind. However, 

the hike has evoked reactions in the USA and Pakistan. The world 

understands that Pakistan had created mischief again in 1999 as it did in 1946 

and 196S. Our neighbouring countries should also realise that India's economy 

is sound enough to accommodate periodic increase in defence expenditure. 

The Kargil conflict exposed very serious shortcomings. At the post-Kargil 

stage, the armed forces sought supplementary grants of the order of Rs.7,000 

crores. But the Government could give a mere Rs.2810 crores, taking the 

Revised Estimates to Rs.48504 crores. As against this, the hike is nothing 

more than Rs. 10,000 crores. After dividing it amongst the army, the navy and 

the air force, and adjusting it against the inflation which is normally very high, 

in case of defence hardware, not much would be left in hand in order to 

procure the UAVS communication and surveillance equipment and 

submarines. Pakistan and China spend more than four per cent of their 

respective GDPs on defence. 

Now, the army has to bear the additional burden of militancy in Jammu 

and Kashmir and the insurgency in the North-East for which it is not 

compensated. The Kargil conflict has exposed the risks of allowing the 

conventional capability in the wake of nuclear-charged equipments. The 

shortcomings in self-propelled guns, multi-barrel rocket-launchers, weapon-

locating radars and T-90 tanks, among others, have to be made good soon. 

The navy outlay has increased to Rs. 4040.47 crores from last year's 

outlay of Rs. 3596.96 crores. The air force wants Mirage-2000 and 

upgradation of BIS aircraft. The LCA which should have entered in '80s is 

nowhere in sight. Will it take another decade to become operational? Nearly 

80 per cent of defence expenditure goes as pay and allowances, leaving very 

little for the rest. I think, in 1984-85, the Government decided to make 

allocations for the Central Government employees' pensions, including the 
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defence, from the Consolidated Fund of India, rather than from the respective 

budgetary allocations. 

There is a need to review the manpower policy in the armed forces. The-

future wars are concieved as wars between technologies and the disparity in 

levels wouid decide the outcome. The Ministry should take note of this. 

Now, I want to say something about our hon. Defence Minister, Shri 

George Femandes. There is a human-touch in the Defence Minister's 

interaction with the rank and file of the armed forces. As a Minister, he went 

to meet them in the remote areas, shared food with them, ensured adequate 

compensation to them for doing their duties. Mr. Femandes is the best 

Defence Minister after Shri Krishna Menon. 

Sir, our Minister of Defence is not looking at me. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T. N. CHATURVEDI): He is listening to 

you very intently. He is listening intently. He is grasping all the implications. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI V.P. DURAISAMY: Sir, our leader, hon. Chief Minister of Tamil 

Nadu, has met our Prime Minister on the 5th of this month and had an 

elaborate discussion wiVh him on the Sri Lankan developments. After 

discussion with the Prime Minister, our leader has given a message to the 

country saying t£,at it is for the Government of India to take appropriate action, 

in the Merest of the nation. Further, he has said that we do not want to tie 

dov»n the hands of the Centre. 

I want that the Minister should enlighten the House on the defence deals 

with Israel. 

The whole country is shocked over the fire at the Bharatpur Ammunition 

Depot. I understand from the newspapers -- which the Defence Minister 

should look into -- that there is harassment of the SC/STs in the office of the 

Defence Ministry at the Chief Engineer's Picket, Secunderabad, in Andhra 

Pradesh State. The rights of SC/ST employees of the Defence Service should 

be protected. 

1 expect answers from the hon. Minister in regard to the cause of the fire 

incident and the losses incurred by the ministry. I also want to know about the 

preventive measures the Minister has taken. 

Thank you. 
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SHRIMATI BASANTI SARMA (Assam): Thank you, Mr. Vice-Chairman, 

Sir, I will be very brief and to the point. One very well knows that security is the 

key to the strength and prosperity of a country and requires the highest 

priority. In the recent Kargil conflict, in spite of all odds, our young officers and 

Jawans who fought with grit and determination were successful in throwing out 

the Pakistani intruders. My heartiest congratulations to them but it revealed a 

shocking state of affairs in regard to defence preparedness. The casualties 

could have been avoided if the Army had received proper equipment and 

winter clothing in time. Compared to the Indian troops, the Pakistanis were 

well equipped and had more fire-power. Sir, I would state here that a new plan 

for the defence forces is the need of the day and it requires the urgent 

attention of the present Government. I would suggest that the plan should be 

in two parts short-term and long- term, along with it, other points also should 

be taken into consideration. A Kargil-like situation may recur any time along 

the line of control, and if, at any time, such operations turn into a full-scale 

war, the Pakistan attack will be then from the Arabian Sea. In such a case, the 

Navy needs immediate attention and has to be set right. 

Sir, I would say that right priorities are required to prepare the armed 

forces to meet the situation at the moment. Sir, I feel that the armed forces 

have suffered long, due to lack of planning and due to unduly delayed 

decisions taken by the Government. It is observed, when decisions are taken, 

they are implemented late, or never implemented at all, by the file-pushers in 

the Government. I am sorry to say this. One observes that most of the major 

purchases have been made too late; some, when the machines have become 

obsolete in the militarily advanced countries. Here, I would cite an example. 

The Jaguars, the fighter planes, were inducted into the Air Force, at least, a 

decade later and, then, when we started assembling and producing them, the 

country of its origin had already started producing the next generation aircraft. 

Sir, actually, as one observes, the Centre has failed to give right priorities to 

the requirement of the armed forces. When guns were required tanks were 

bought, and when tanks were required aircraft were bought. I am sorry for 

being blunt in saying so. This was done by those who did not understand the 

military requirements. The point here I would like to stress is the need to 

prioritise the military purchases. This too needs to be set right. Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, a second Kargil tragedy should be avoided at any cost and to 

do that the immediate task will be to keep a vigil along the long 
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border right from Kashmir to the far North-East. Here I would like to say that 

there is a saying in French that the more the things change, the more they are 

the same. In India it is the agencies which appear to have taken upon 

themselves to establish its validity. In 1965 war it was the shepherds who 

informed the army about the presence of a large number of intruders and now 

in 1999 it was again a shepherd who disclosed the presence of intruders in the 

Batalik Sector. The Indian intelligence during these 34 years has seen much 

expansion and change. But I am sorry to say yet it is the same. So, Sir, the first 

step is to firm up the intelligence system, that is, the communication system 

should be modernised on a top priority basis in the upgradation of the corps of 

signals of the Indian Army and its units posted all along the line of control. 

Next in order of priority for planning is the modernisation of the infantry 

which is the key to success in the terrain that India has along the LOC. 

Equipment like light-rifles, snow boots, jackets and all that is required for 

mountain warfare needs to be procured first. Here I would like to congratulate 

and compliment the hon. Defence Minister for reaching the icy peaks of 

Siachen glaciers in winter to have a first-hand experience of the difficulties 

being faced by our brothers guarding the frontier and then when he noticed 

that some bureaucrats were obstructing the sanction of certain basic 

necessities such as snow scooters for the soldiers he immediately sent those 

officers on duty to experience the difficulties faced by the Jawans in the 

absence of such equipment. I am sorry to state here that some of our 

bureaucrats do not realise under what harsh climatic conditions our soldiers 

are guarding and fighting on the frontiers where the temperature is minus 40 

degree Celsius and the lungs are screaming for oxygen and the cold numbs 

the mind at the altitude of more than 13,400 ft. or so. Side by side along with 

that short-term plan a long-term plan needs to be implemented in regard to 

procurement of Advanced Jet Trainers (AJT) for the Air Force and also the 

production of the much-delayed Light Combat Aircraft (LCA), Main Battle Tank 

(MBT) and the Air Defence Ship. Mr. Kalmadi has already spoken on these 

points, so I will not go into details. Sir, another point I would like to mention 

here is that utmost care should be taken so that Bharatpur like incidents in 

which ammunition worth Rs.376 crores or more was destroyed do not take 

place in future. 

It is the second largest ammunition depot in the country which might 

now need three to five years to replenish and, due to this loss, the training 
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programme of the army, to some extent, may be affected too. I feel it is safer 

to decentralise such heavily concentrated depots with better safety measures 

and prevent calamities of such kind in the future. We should have learnt a 

lesson from the Kargil ammunition depot which was fired upon on 9th May, 

1999, and, I believe, it has not been shifted as yet. Here, again, I would like to 

mention about the prisoners of 1965 and 1971 wars who are still languishing in 

some Pakistani jails. I would like to know whether any concerted diplomatic 

initiatives have been taken to bring them back home. Sir, I would like, through 

you, to ask the hon. Minister whether the men and women in uniform be 

forgotten as soon as the Kargil crisis blows over. Will their families and widows 

be left to fend for themselves in this cruel world? What happened to the fund 

that was raised by the States and other organisations? I hope the fund has 

been put to proper use. I hope the Defence Minister will look into it with equal 

urgency and see that the fund is not used for other purposes or diverted 

elsewhere. Thank you. 
 
 �� ��� H�ह (�$ह��): &6�8�� $������� �ह
�� A  
 
 �� �'�� �ह�� 1� ��� ��  �8��C *� \�&�����C �
 ��6ह
�  ��� �� �(��� *� 
"8������ ��  ��- \��� ��� �
 5�8��� *� ��6ह
�  'ह��(�� ��  ��2 �4�+ �4� *� $���  
���8��C �
 p������ \q�� ���� ह(-, �ह �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� 1971 �  �� �(� ह(� 2� *� $� 
��� ��� �� 5��8 'c�  …(������)… 
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��. 3��F��): 5�� B�ह ��, ����  ��� ���! ह� A  
 
 �� ��� H�ह : ह��, $�� ��  \���-��� ���! �  ह� `8�1�! �J ���5� A  
 
 1971 �  ��� �� 5��8 'c� 2� A����"��� ��  /%��  /( 4��� $���  32 ���� $J�4 ��- 
2� A ���8�� '�4� ��� 2� �
 ����� '�4� �� ��� 2� A ����� �� �ह -� �� !����� �� � 2�, ��� 
�� �� !����� ��� 2� A ����� 1� '�� ����5� �  �' ह���� �8�� ���� �� �ह  2� �
 ह� �(���� 
��  '���� �� ���� J��� �ह  2� A �4�+ ��  '�� J����� �(] ���� A 1��
 ह� �� !����� ��� 
�ह�  ह� ? �� ���.  �ह �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� �ह �
 �8��C �� \��� ��� ���� ��� �� ��� �� A 
����� �� �ह ���� �8E���� 2� A �' ह���� �8��C �� $��
 ���C ��� �� घ�� ���� �
 
\������ ��  1���� �� �8�� ���� �
 8ह�� '(���� J(�� �)��� $��
 ���� ��  ��- �� ���� 5�� 
�
 ह���� �
5C �
 ��� �ह  2� A 1��
 �� !����� ��� �ह� ��-5� �� %�� �ह� ��-5� �� �ह_ 
����� ह�� A  
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5.00 P.M 
 
�� ����  ����� �� �ह �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� �� ��  -� ]�- �� ����� ����5� �(� �  �(���� ��  
'���� �� 25 ]�- �  J���� 5�� 2� A \5� -� ,8��1! ���!� '���� 1��� ���� ����� ��- �
 
��� �� ��-5� �� 1� ������ �  %�� %�� �ह_ ह(� A ���� �ह� ह) ���  �ह_ ह) 1���- �� 1��� 
ह� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� ह���� ��� � ���� :�� ������ ���� ह) *���� � �  �
 ���J��� ह���� ��� 
�  ह� �� ����5� �� b��� ���� D2� ��  �J��� �4�� �ह  ����� �� 1���  �ह�� ��� � ��  ���J��C �  
b��� ���� D2� 'c�� �� �ह� ह) A b��� ���� ����� 'c �ह  ह�, ����� ! ����� �1�� ह� ��ह� 8ह 
����(� �  ह
 �� \6� �5ह A ��� �5हC �  ����� ! ����� �
 20 ��� ! �� ��� �ह_ ह) *� 
$��  D��8�! ������ � �ह  ह�, '�ह� �� ����� � �ह� ह) A ह���� �
5 �1�� ह� A �� 1��� ����� 
��ह��5� �� �� �
 �8��� �  �4�+ �4 �ह  ह� :�� ������ ���
�� � , ���� '��� ��  '�� %�� 1� 
�� ���� ���� ��-5� ?  
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 �� ��.��. 	ह�������� (�$ह��) : $������� �ह
��,�8.D2� �� ����5� ��  $� 
�8��C *� $���  ���8��C ��  D�� �� �¡�� ���ह� ���� ��ह�� ह�� A ���: �
 5��8 ह
�� ���ह-, 
���: �
 �ह \����� ह
�� ���ह- …. A �� 1� ���� ���� ��  ����C  
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�� �) �� ह����C �  *� ���-��� �(iE��C �� ����� ���� ��  '�8���� �� !�15� �ह� �� ����5� 
k��� �ह���� ह) A \��� D�~C �� �ह��� ���� *� $��� &��� �
 \��� J�� �� ���� �� $6ह
�  
8ह�� ����5� �5��� ह) A �ह
��, �(k� 5��8 D�`� ह) �� ��� 8� 8ह �(� �� �ह� 2� �
 �)�  ����5� 
�  ���� -� हo��, ��� ��� *� ��� ���  5(���� ह� A �� $� ��ह�� �� 8���� ह��A �)�  $� �8��C �
 
8ह�� ����5� �� �4�+ �� ���� ह(- ��J� ह), ������ �� 8��� ��� ��J� ह), $���  ���� �� 
2��� ��J� ह), �� ��ह�� �� 8ह �("��� �� ��J� ह) 8� �' �8�� ह���� ����  � �ह  2�, *� ��2 
ह� ���� 8��� ��2� �� �� &� �� ��� �� ���� �- 2� A ��� �� 5��8 2�  �� ��� ��  ���� �� �5� 
��5 �
 ��!� �� �- ह�A �ह
��, �ह�� �
 �
 'ह(� �( / ह), �� �' ह� ���� �� ��� ���� �5�� 
ह� �
 �ह ���: �� '�� ह
�� ह) *� 1� ���: �� '�� �
 ���� �(���� ��J�� ह) A J�� ����  ह���� 8� 
���8�� ��J�� ह�, �����  ���8�� ह���� ��ह ह�, $���  घ� �� ���� ह), 'l�� ह�, ���-'�� ह�, घ�-'�� 
ह), ���� ह), J�� ह), ���8� ह) A�� �1 ���� ���C �
 /
4 �� ��ह� �� J4�, 8ह ��� ��ह �� 
���� ���� �� -��� *� \J���� �� ��� ���� ��  ��- ह� 8� �)��� �ह�� ह), ह� 8� ���� 
�ह�� ह) *� $� ����  �� ���� �  �ह�� ह) �� �' �� ���� ���� ��  ��� � ��[�  A ��~� $��
 
�
��� �
 �ह_ �5�� ह) A ह� ��"�� ����, �ह� �  ����, ��� ������ �4 ��- �
 ह
 ���� ह) ह� 
�kk� � 5�, �
��� �5 5�, ���� �� �
� �  �4 ��� 5�, ���8�� ��  '��� �  �
��� �5 5�, �� $� 
���8�� ��  '��� �  �
��-, ���� �
 �( / J��� �� $���  ह�2 �  ���� ह), ����- �� 1962 �
, 
ह���� ���8��C ��  ह�2 �  303 �� '���� 2�, ����� ���� �  �8�� 2� $��� ���� '����  �� �ह_ 2� A 
��� �� ���� �� -�--� �
 &������ ���� �(] ���� A &������ �
 ����ह� ह
 ���� 2�, ���� �� 
�8�� ह
 ���� 2� �
 $��� '���� $b� ��, $��� \��� $b� �� ����� �4�� 2� A ह� �ह�� �� 
����� ��'� ��� �� ����  �ह( ��� ह� A 1962 �� �4�+ ��  '�� ��, ���� ह ���� |(� �� ����� 
')b��� 5�� A 'ह(� ���� ��� , 'ह(� ���� ���� � ��� $6ह
�  �_ A 'ह(� ���-� ह(+ A 8ह �ह�� �4�+ 
2� ����� ह���� \i"��� ��, ह���� 1,�� ��, ह���� �'] �� -� 'ह(� '4� �( b���घ�� ���� 
2� *� $��� �8�' ���� 8� ह�  �ह��� ह(� 2� �� ह���� �  ���
����� ह� A B��( ���
���C �
 
�(&���� �  % �� ह� ���� �ह  ? %�� ���� ? 1962 ��  '�� 1965 ��J�, 1971 ��J� A ह� 5��8 �� �
 
�ह ���� ह� �� ह��� �4�1��� ���� ह� A ह�  ���� �� ������, $���  ��� �
+ ��� �� �� 2�,$���  
'�8��� �� ������ ��J�� ह) A �� \��
� $� 8� ��� ह) �' ह� 1� ��� � , ���8&�� �� 
&��� 51-- ��  \�(��� \��� ���: �� �(��� ��  '��� �  �
 ह���� ��. '��� ह), ह����  
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��j��8��� '��� ह), 8ह �� ��� !� ±�!� ह) ह����, 1� ��� �  1987 �  ह��� 1� �� ��� �� ह), 
1994 �  ��� �� ह), *� �� ह� ��� 1� �� ��� �� �ह  ह� A  
 
 �ह
��, �� �( / 8��� �(� �ह� 2� *� �� 8��� '�ह� �ह_ ���� ���ह- 2�, ��� ��� 
�ह_ ह
�� ���ह- 2� A�ह
��, �� 1� �� ���~ '��[� 5� %�C�� �� $� ���C �� �E����  58�ह ह�� A 
�ह
��, �' �� ����5� 5�� �
 8ह�� ��  �
5C �� ����"��� !�.8�. ��  D
|�j� ��J�-, �����
 ��! 
�(��- ��� �  ह���� Bह�("��� ��  '4�-'4� ������ ��  ��9~ ��J�- �� �ह  2� A -� ��� �8�� 
���� �
 ��J��� �� �ह� 2�, �8�� ���� ��  �J��� 8ह�� �� ���� �8�� $b� �ह� 2� �� 
����5� �� �4�+ �  ����"��� ���� ह), �ह Bह�("��� ��  ����. �ह �ह  ह� A ह���� Bह�("��� ��  
����. �� �"8��  ��J��� �� �ह� 2�, $� ��  ��9~ ��J�- �� �ह  2� �ह�� �� ��J-��J�� �ह �ह� 
2� �� Bह�("��� �� ह�� ह(+ A �ह
��, ���� ��� ��. �� ���� k(� 5�� A �' �� �8��C ��  ��-  ��ह� 
���|� ���� $��� ����� 8ह�� 5�� *� $� �8��C �� ���� �
 $6ह
�  �ह�  �� \ह(�8����� 
��ह', �� -� �q!�( �� �x���!�� ��!� �� ��- ह�, …(������)… 8ह�� -� �K�� ����ह� �� �� 
�ह ���� �� \ह�(8����� �� �� �'�5 ह�, �� �
 ह� �(��� ह� *� �' �( / ����  ह), B��( ह�  
\��
� ह) �� �
 �� ��  ������ ��  '��� ����"��� !�.8�. ��J� �ह� ह), ����"��� �����
 �(�� 
�ह� ह), $� �� ह���� ��� !�! ���� ह) A ����'� �('�� �  $� �� �ह, ���� ���� �(� J
 � �� ह� ��� 
�8�� \�� ��J�� ह�� �� ��4� ������, ���� �J��� ��� ��ह '��� ��  �ह  ह�, ���� ���� �� �ह  
ह), ��4� +������� ��  $�� DE�-��²�  �5� �ह  ह� A ����� ह� ��5� �)��� �  \��� ���8�� ��  
��"�C �
 �(���� ����� ���.  ���� ���� �� �"8�� �J�� ह� *� ����5� k��� �J�  ह) *� ह���� 
�� �  �ह� ����� �ह�� ह� �� !�15� �ह� �� ����5� �ह���� ह) A 1���  \��8�  *� �
+ 1l/� 
�ह_ �ह�� ह), $� 8�  ह���� ��2 ���.  ह���� -j�(���� ह
�� ह), ह���� J��� ह
�� ह), ह���� �� �  
'�'�, 'l�� �� 'l�� �� �"8�� ह
�� ह) �� �
+ ���5�� ह
�� ह) *� ��2 �  /
!��� :����"!�  
ह
�� ह) ��� ��  ����� �� ह� J'�  �(��� ह�, ����� 8ह�� ह�  ����8�~� �� J'�  �(��+ �ह_ �4�� 
A ह�  8ह�� ����"���� �����
 �(��+ �4�� ह) *� �' \��� ����C �� ��� �8�� �(��� ह�, �
 ह���� 
�ह� �
 J
 �4�� ह), ह���� ��� ���
� ह
�� ह) *� �)� ������ �5 ���� ह� A ह� �
��� ह� �� ह� 
�����  ��- �� �'�ह� �� �ह� ह� A 1���- ������ $������� �ह
��, ��� ������ ह���� ��
� 
*� D����
� �� "!�� �ह_ '��� ���ह- A �
 �8�� ���: �� �(��� ��  ��- ���� �� J4� ह), $� 
�
 ह� �
 �� �� �ह  ह�, �� �� �ह  ह� A  
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�ह
��, �(k� �(���, \��
� ह
�� ह) �' ���
 ��  '��� �  ��� �
5 �ह�  ह� ����(� �  �ह ह
 5�� 
, ��[�
� �  �ह ह
 5�� A �� $� �� ��/�� ह�� �� �� ���
 �' ��  '�� ह� A ��h�� � ! ��.�.��. 1940 
�  '�� A $� ��  '�� \5�-'5� �  �x�(���� |
2 �
 ���� �  �J�� ह� $� �
 �x���1� � 
�� , $� �
 �� �� �]�� �� �ह��' �� �x���1� � �� , *� �� �
 �
+ घ!�� घ!� �
 ��� 
��j����� ह
5� ? �'��(� �� ���
 1940 �  '��,  ����(�, �5�� ��  ���
 1971 �  '��, ,�
�� �� 
1942 �  '�� ह�A  �� � �� � 8h�. 8�� ��  !�1� ��  '�� ह(- ह) *� �� �x�. ���6��� ��ह' ��  ��/� 
�' �4 5- �� �� p��� ���� 2�, �� �� �ह �ह_ ����, 8ह �ह_  ���� A \�� ��+ p���  ���� 
�
+ ���� �� /4� ���� ')b� ह) A �ह
��, ����"��� -� ����� ���� ह) �� ����"��� -� -�-
16 J����� ह) �
 $� -� -16 �
 �³4�� ��  ��- ����� J����� �  10 ��� �5 ���� ह� A 8ह %�C  
�5 ���� ह� ? �ह
��, ह���� �ह�� ��� ���C �� �]�� ह), �� ���� �q!�( �� %��� �� �q!�( �� 
����!.� ! ��  �J��� �ह_ '
���, �� ����  �� �8�� �' J'� ���� ह) �� 1� ��� �
 ��� ���� 
��  ��- ह�  ��� ��� ���ह- �
 $� �� �����  ��1� 'c��� ह), ����� 8ह ��1� ��� 
��$2 }�x� �  ')b ���� ह) ��$2 }�x� �
 |�$�� ��-��!� �� �
+ ���' �ह_ %�C�� 8ह�� �
 
,8�1�! �)n� !�� �� �)n� !�� ')b� ह), ��� �ह_ �ह�� �� ��� ह) A �ह�� ���� 8ह �����w ����!.� ! 
�� �)n� !�� 2� *� \' 8ह�� � 5�� ह) �� �
�����!8 �� ��� ह) �� :����
!. ����!.� ! �� ��� ह) 
*� 1���- $�� �
 ¡�� ह���� ह
�� ���ह- 8ह �ह_ ह
 ���� A �ह '���� D�}�� ह) A ह���� �ह�� 
�´�!� ��µ�,�8�� �� �+ ���  ��� �� ह) �� 8� �8�7� ह), 8� 16 ��� �����~. ह)  *� �8�7� �� 
�� [�� ह) -� ���!�( �� %��� �  �ह( �� ���� �� A �ह
��, 1� �� �
��� �� �]�� ह)  �� -� 
�8��, ��� � ����!.� !  -� \"�-�"� �
 �j'�! ���� ��  ��- �(E��C ��  ��2 \��� 
1�!��� � ��  ����� �� *� ���� �8���-�8��. ����  �
 �
! �)��� ���� ह) �� �ह ����� ह�  
\�8�j'  ���ह-,8ह $��
 �(��� ����� ���ह- A �� ह
�� %�� ह)  �� �' �� $��� ��.� `��� 
ह
�� ह) �� 3�
'� ! �� ������ ह) �' �� �ह ����� �$! ���!� ह
 ���� ह), �' �� $��� 
�������� '�� 5+ ह
�� ह) %�C�� 1��� ��"! ��8��� ! ह� A ह�  1� �(�C �� ')b�� �8��� ���� 
���ह-, 1� �� ह�  �
��� �� �]�� ह) A �� /
!�-�
!� '��  �ह_ ���� �� 1��
 ���� �� �ह_ 
����, �� �1���
�x�� �� '��  �� �ह� ह�� A �ह
��, �ह -� ��� �(�� ह), -� ��� �8��5 ह) *� 
1��� 1��� �( '������ ह� �� ��� �
 ��ह�� ह) �� 1��� D���� ���� ���, ���� ��� ह
�� ���ह- 
����( '�-�� �� '4� �� ���� ����  !�1� �J� ह) A �E��� �� \5� B��� ह) �
 ���.   
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�)���C �� '���� ह) *� \5� �� 8ह ह���� \�5 ह) �
 �� $6ह_ �� '���� ह), �� ���� ��� �� 
-��� *� \J���� $6ह_ �� '���� ह) A -�-�
 ���
��!� �ह_, ह����15851 ���
��!� �� 
���.  ��� �� -���� ह) ����  ����"���, ��1��, '�5�����, j������, �����, ��!�� *� 
\�5���"��� �� �ह"�� �(4� ह) *� 1�� ��ह 7600 ���
��!� �µ(� ��, �
"!� ��1� �� ह) 
�2� �ह �
+ ������ �ह_ ह) A ह�  �� �ह B��� ���� �� �]�� ह) �� 1� �8��5 �  �
 ह���� 
���
����� ह)  8� �) �� ��� हC A 8� ���
����� ��� ��� ह
5� �' ह���� ���� �8��5 �� ��� -� ह� 
ह
5� *� ह� �'�� �� ��� -� ह� ह
5� �� ���-�� �-D�
�~ ह�  \��� ���: �� ��� ���� ह) A  
 
 �ह
��, \' -� ��� \���� J(� 5�� ह) *� �ह p����� �� \���� ह) A p����� �� 
����~ �� ����~ � �ह  ह� A 1987 �  ह��� 8ह�� $���  ��2 \��� ���� �+.��.�� .-�. �
 ���� 
2� *� $��� ह�  %�� �� ����, �ह  �8.�8��� ह) A ���� �
 �(���� ह(� A ���� ��i�5� 
�(���� �� ह) *� ���|�� �� �� ��i�5� �(���� ह) A 8ह ह��� ��J� ह) *� �� ��� ����~ ह) 
*� $� ���� ":�! �� �
 ��J��,  ���� '��C �
 �
��� ह���� D&�� ���� �� �� �
 �) ��� ���� 
ह), 8ह �'�
 ��6� ह) A  
 
 �ह
��, \����� �  �� �ह� ���� ह)  �� ह� \����� ��5��� ��� ��  ��� ��  ��- 
�' �� �]�� �4�, '(���� �� ���� ह), ����� ह���� ��� �  ��� �ह_ ह) A �ह �]�� ह) A �' 
+��� *� �( 8)� �� ���¤+ ह(+ *� \�����  ���� �
 +��� ���� 5�� �
 8ह�� �� ���� �� J4� 
ह
�� �ह� �� ह���� 'l�C �
 ह��� ���� 2� \��� ���: �� ��� ���� ��  ��- *� ���� $6ह  '�ह� 
��� ���� A 1� �� D���� ! ���  \����� �� �ह� 2� �� �ह_ ह���� ���: ��� '� ���� ह), �' 
���� �(���� '��5� *� �(���� '���� ��  ��- $6ह
�  �ह �) ��� ���� 2� *� �)���C �
 �ह� ���� 
�� 2� A  
 
 �ह
��, -� "8q~� 8�%� ह) �� “\5� �(jह  ����� ���ह- �
 �'�� �ह�� ��� �(jह  �ह 
���� �4�5� �� �(� ��  ��- D"�(� �ह�� �4�5�” A \5� ����� ���ह- �
 �(� ��  ��- D"�(� �ह�� 
�4�5� %�C�� ����� ��  '�� \����� �� ��� \��8��. ह) *� \����� ��  '�� ����� �� ��� \��8��. 
ह)A ����� ��  '�� �� \����� ��� ह) %�C�� �� �
 ��� *� ��� �� �
4� ह) A ���� ���� �
 
��J�� ����� J(� �ह_ ह) A ���� -��� *� \J���� �
 ��J�� ����� J(� �ह_ ह�� A �� \��� 
���: �
 ��'��� �J�� ��  ��- �) �� ��8 �J�� ह�, $� ��8�� �
 �5��� �� �]�� ह� A  
 
 �ह
��, �� ���� ,���� ��� �ह_ ���5� A �� ���.  ���� �ह
�� �� �ह� ��8��� ���� 
��ह��5� �� $��
 -� ����� �'b��� ���ह- �ह ��� �5��� ��  ��- �� ��J�  
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8ह ��� �� ���~ ह) �� ���� �� ���8�� ��� �  ���� ��  ��- ��q9� �ह_ ह
 �ह� ह) ? ��J� 
1��� %�� ���~ ह) ? %�� 1��� ���~ �ह ह)   �� ��� �  �
5C �
 \��� D
�� ��� 
\�q�o!�� ! �  ����ह ह� ?  
 
 �� ����� �$� ���� : \�� ��� �  ह���C �- 2�, ����5� �� �4�+ ��  '�� �' 
��� ह(+ 2�  A -� ह��� �5ह  2� �
 '�� ह��� �- 2  A 8ह�� ����� ह� �
5 5
���C �� ���� 5- A  
 
 �� ��.��. 	ह�������� : �� $��� '�� �ह_ �� �ह� ह�� A �ह�� �� �)���C �� ��� 
�� DE� ह),  �ह ���� �
 ��&� '����� �� ��"�� ��  ��2 �(4� ह(� ह) A  �� �
 -� ��9.~ 2� 
�ह�� ���� �� ����� � , �' �
��� 2� �� ���� ���8�� �� -� � '� ��� �� �8�� ह
5� A 
�8��9�� ��%J ���8��C �  ��� �
�� ���� 2� �� -� ��"� \8E� ��� �  ��-5� A �� �ह 
��9.~ ���C-��� �� ह
 �ह� ह) A $��� ���~ �ह �ह_ ह) �� �
5C ��  ��� ��  ��8�� �� ह
 
5+ ह) ����� �ह �]� ह) �� �' 8� �� ���w� ���� �5�� ह� �� '�.-. ��� ����  ���8� �q8� �  
�
 �4�� ���� ह), $���  D�
��� �8�6��w 'ह(� ,���� ह) *� ��� �  �� �� ह� A $��
 ��� �� 
���� ��  ��- �
+ 'c�8� �ह_ ����� A 1���- �� ���� �ह
�� �� ��8��� ���� ��ह�� ह�� �� 8� -� 
����� �'b��� ��� �5�-� �� 1��� %�� ���~ ह) *� $� ����� �� �������C �
 ����� 
ह(- $��
  �8�l� �(�8&�-� ����� �� �]�� ह� A   
 
 �ह
��, �
 �
5 ��� �� ��� ��  ��-, ��� �� -��� *� \J���� ��  ��- \��� 
���
 D"�(� ���� ��  ��- �)���  ह). 8ह ����� �ह_ ह), 8ह �
 \�.~ ह) ������ �� ��  D�� *� $� 
\�.~ ��  -8w �  ह� $��
 %�� �� ���� ह� ���� 8ह \D~ ��� �
 $���  ��� �  �
+ ���� � 
�ह� �� �)�  �ह %�� D
�� �� �(�� ह), 1� �� �� �8��� ���� �� �]�� ह) A 16ह_  �}�C ��  ��2 �� 
\��� '�� ���`� ���� ह�� A &6�8�� A 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Mr. Thalavai 

Sundaram. You have four minutes. 

SHRI N. THALAVAI SUNDARAM (Tamil Nadu);Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 

we are discussing the working of the Ministry of Defence today. Before I 

actually go into the matter, I would pay homage to the Jawans who have 

sacrificed their lives in Kargil and I would salute the family members of such 

Jawans. 

Sir, everybody who participates in the debate talks about Kashmir and 

Kargil. As far as our State is concerned, for more than 15 years, we have 

been facing one problem, that is the Sri Lankan issue. In this House, several 

times, 
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we have discussed the killing of our fishermen by the Sri Lankan navy. This is, 

perhaps, the first Session when we are not discussing it. The Defence Minister 

knows it very well. We discussed the issue before when Mr. Gujral was the 

Prime Minister. It came before this House. As per the reply given by the former 

Prime Minister, as far as this area is concerned, every time, our fishermen 

were killed by the Sri Lankan navy. The problem is, Indian navy officers and 

Indian ships are not posted in that particular area. There were incidents in 

1997 and 1998. The Naval Officer of Tamil Nadu clearly mentioned why this 

incident took place. We enquired of that particular Officer and also, there was 

a discussion in Tamil Nadu. The reply given by that Officer was, "We are not 

able to point out the maritime area, that is, the international border area; and 

also in which area the Sri Lankan sea is starting." Recently, on 19.1.2000, 

three fishermen, who were fishing near our border, were brutally attacked by 

the Sri Lankan navy. What steps is this Government going to take? You must 

have at least posted the Indian navy in this area. Yesterday, there was a news 

item in "The Hindu" that some naval ships are watching there because there is 

a critical position as far as the Sri Lankan issue is concerned. I request the 

hon. Minister to take steps as far as this issue is concerned. Every time, we 

are fighting here for the fishermen of India in general and the fishermen of our 

State in particular. 

Recently, a lot of incidents have taken place in various States of our 

country. As far as the Kashmir" issue is concerned, last week also we 

discussed the Kashmir issue. There has been a talk about the Village Defence 

Committees. Recently, a report was given by the Subrahmanyam Committee. 

You must develop the Village Defence Committees. To what extent is our 

security management system deficient? I would like to know this from our 

Defence Minister. We want it to be improved. The Government has to carefully 

consider some of the recommendations of the Subrahmanyam Committee, on 

the aspects of high-altitude viewers and communication interpretation 

equipment, satellite imagery capability of world standard and development of 

skill in these, etc. The Committee has pointed out that there is deficiency as 

far as our intelligence wing is concerned. Defence, both external and internal, 

is very important for the country. A lot of reports are coming in about defence 

units. Recently, an incident involving ammunition took place very near Delhi. 

We are going to get clarifications on that. There was a report that there was 

loss of ammunition due to improper storage, and the  failure of army 

authorities to  provide  proper storage facilities  had 
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rendered ammunition worth about Rs.61.30 crores irreparable and 

ammunition worth Rs.8.27 crores as unserviceable. The hon. Defence 

Minister may take a serious note of this. 

As far as increasing the expenditure is concerned, I welcome it. As far 

as our country is concerned,....(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI) Please wind up now. 

SHRI N. THALAVAI SUNDARAM: Sir, the Government has increased 

the capital outlay for defence capabilities of the Indian Army for purchasing 

advance surveillance and communication equipment, as well as for 

technological upgradation of the weapons. Sir, the Subrahmanyam Committee 

and other Committes had made a recomendation for upgradation of the 

technology system of our country. I request the hon. Minister to see that the 

defence security management is improved. I am very happy that after the 

Kargil issue, we got one of our defence personalities as a Member of the 

House. He will explain all about our defence system, as far as our country is 

concerned.  Thank you, Sir. 
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��.3��F��): ������ �w��,����   ��- 4 ���! �� ��� ह) 
����� �� ���� ���! �� ����- A  
 
 *�C���� 	$#��K� ��� � �� (�$ह��) : ��, ���� 'ह(�-'ह(� �(�n�� A ���� 
¶·��w� �� �� �ह� ��� �� ���� � ह�� A 8�1� �����)� ��ह', ��� � ��  ���� �� ��q���� ! �  ह���� 
���2�C �� 'ह(� ह� $��
5� �(k�8 ��- ह� �
 ��� ��  �हo�( w �� J���� 'ह(� �]�� ह) A �� �'�� 
�ह�� $� ���� ���8��C �
 �
 �(h� �� �ह��w� ��  ��- ��ह� ��  �हo�( w �� J���� 1962 �� 
���� �� �� \��� ��� 6��/�8� ����  �- ह� ���(� ¸������ ���� ह(- �ह �ह�� ��ह��5�, 
�ह�� �(h� �� J���� ह(- �
 ��ह� ��, ���� Bह� �� ���� ���� $6ह  ���� ह) A  
 
 8�1� �����)�  ��ह', �ह�� �� �(h� �� ��ह�C �� �ह���� �� �8�� ह) �
+ �� 
��!� ह
, ��� �� �
+ �� ��5��� ह
 1� �w�\���� �ह_ �� ���� ह) A �(h� �� ��ह� �� 
�ह��w� �
 ���\���� ���� \��� ��� ! �
, \��� ��w� �
 *� \��� �("���� �
 
����\���� ���� ह) A �(h� �� ��� �
 �w�\���� ����C �� ���� ह) �ह '�� ह���� ���� ��+ �� 
�����. �� �J� ह) A �� �ह �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� 8ह ह(�� ��  

*Transliteration of the speech in Persian script is available in Hindi version of 
the Debate. 
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1� ���'� �ह� �
 �(h� �� ��� �
 �w�\���  ��  *� �� 1� '�� �� �� �ह�� �ह_ ह�� A �� 
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���  ��  ���- �(h� �� ��ह�C �� 
�ह��w� �� ��� ह(�� �� �� ���� ह) *�8 ह(�� �� �
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5C �� �
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�
+ \ह��� ह) A  �� ���� ���  %�C �)�� ह( ¢+? ��� ह���� ��ह� �� �
+ �(E�� � ह
��, ��� 
ह���� ��ह� �� ह���� �(h� �� ��  $J�4�� �� ����� ����� � ��� ���� �
 �� �(h� �� 
�q2� �
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�� A �5� \��� �q2� �
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�
 �w�\���� �ह_ �� ���� ह� A ह� \��� ��� �
 ���\���� �� ���� ह� ����� \��� �(E��C 
�� ����� �
���C �
 ��� �����' �ह_ ह
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 ��, ह���� ����� �
 '�! ��� ह), ���ह� ह) �� ह(�� �� �� ���� ह���� �
 ����� 
�J�� '�! '���� ह) A �) �ह �ह�� ह�� �� \5� ह����  B��5� �  '�-1i������ ह
5� �
 ह� ��� 
��8� ���� %�� �� 5� ? �
 ��8� ह�  घ(!घ(!�� ���� �� \8�� ���� ह
 A ह���� 'ह��(� �8�� 
���'��-\ह���� *� ���'��-�('���'�� ह� ��6ह
�  ह���� घ(!� �
 J�� ���� ��  ��- ���� 
�(��'�C *� ���� '
k \��� [�� �� �J� ह) A 1� �����C ��  �8��� ��  ��- *� 1���  ��8����! 
��  ��- *� 1���  ��!�����! ��  '�� 1��� B��5� �
 ��&��~ B��5�  *� ���� -ह�'�� �� 
��'�� B��5� '���� ��  ��- �� ह���� ����":� �
 �
��� ���ह- A  
 
 ��, ह��� �ह ��J� ह) �� �
5 ��!��� ह
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���� 'ह(� J��' ह
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��  ��- ह�  -� !�� '���� �� �]�� ह) A �ह�� -�.��.��  ��  ����� ह���� 'l�C �� :�B�5 ह(� 
���� 2� A "�� �C �  'l�� '4� �("�)�� ��  ��2 �)��� ��- ���� 2� �� 8� �4�� �� ��� ��  ��/� 
��ह� ��  ��� �ह�� �(h� ��  �8��C �� �ह¶�w� *� $��� ��� �� �� ���� 2� �5� �ह 
��w ����� �ह_ '� ��� A 1� `8�1�! �
 �
! ���� ��- �
 ,���� '�ह7� ह
5� *� \5� 
�(���� ह
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+ ���� �)�� � �� ���  A 'ह(�-'ह(� 
�(�n�� A 

THE VICE CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Shri Shankar Roy 

Chowdhury; you have got 12 minutes. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY (West Bengal): Sir, I will try and 

finish in the shortest time possible. Sir, one of the few institutions of 

international excellence that this nation possess is the Defence Forces. Yet; 

though Governments from time to time have been paying whatever attention 

they felt like to it, unfortunately, these have suffered over the years by a policy 

of unknowing, or, perhaps, benign neglect, proving the truth of the old saying 

that God and soldiers are remembered only in times of need. The latest 

occasion when this nation needed our soldiers was during the Kargil war. Our 

Defence Forces have been constantly at war, while the nation has been at 

peace. In Kargil we paid tributes to 523 soldiers and airmen who were killed. 

This constitutes a very tiny fraction of the 20,000 defence personnel we lost in 

the 34 wars which we fought since Independence. This Government assumed 

office at the dawn of the 21st Century and it is their responsibility, along with 

the rest of the nation, to bring the Defence Forces into the 21st Century as 

well. They have a large amount of backlog to clear and they will also have to 

prepare the Defence Forces for the future. They have to provide the Defence 

Forces with the operational capabilities which are necessary to preserve our 

supreme national interests-in the increasingly unstable and dangerous world 

which the 21st century is going to assume. As I have said, there is need for a 

greater degree of re-organisation, restructuring, re-equipment, and the last, but 

not the least, attitudinal re-orientation of the national defence hierarchy. This 

Government will have to proceed further and pay attention to a large number of 

points, each of them by itself can, perhaps, take the time of a full debate. 

However, within the time allotted to me in this House, I shall try to touch a few 

of these points. 
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The first point, Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, is that this Government must now 

take the lead in altering the pattern of politico-military interaction. Hitherto, 

ever since 1947, a barrier of Civil Servants has been imposed on the 

interaction between the military and the political leadership. Civilian control of 

the Armed Forces is the basic principle of democracy. Without that basic 

principle, democracy will not survive. But, unfortunately, over the decades, 

civilian control has been distorted, aberrated, misrepresented to mean civilian 

bureaucratic control. But that is not the meaning. True, civilian control consists 

of civilian political control, the political leadership directly controlling the Armed 

Forces and, for this reason, I think a major re-orientation, a major change in 

our thought process and attitudinal process are required. The Defence Forces 

must interact directly with the political leadership. This hitherto has not been 

the case. But I am encouraged to see that over the last few months, perhaps, 

over the last few years, the Defence Forces are increasingly being taken into 

confidence by the political leadership of the country. This is an encouraging 

trend and I hope it will continue. 

This readjustment of the politico-military interaction pattern, in turn, 

leads me to a few other points. Our higher defence management and planning 

has to be restructured. The hon. Defence Minister, perhaps, in the previous 

Government, had mentioned that he would take the necessary steps to 

integrate the Ministry of Defence with the Defence Services Headquarters. 

Unfortunately, perhaps, due to various reasons, this has not happened. I am 

given to understand that this is one of the issues which has also been 

projected by the Subrahmanyam Committee and it is receiving the 

Government's attention. I hope the Government will process the matter 

expeditiously. 

Sir, why do I say that the political and military leadership must be 

re-oriented and better integrated? Not only the Defence Forces should be 

taken into confidence in the national decision-making process, but they 

should also provide the necessary expertise and advice.   But there great deal 

of heart- burning, there is a great deal of irritation, there is a great of 

frustration, within the Defence Forces at this perforced separation from the 

seat of decision -making. This is not a healthy sign. This is not a happy sign, 

and the Defence Forces must be involved in the decision- making process. 

The National Security Council has been established. Many comments have 

been made on it. It is true that an organisation lias to evolve after an analysis, 

which I am sure, the Government would be doing.   We hope, in the near 
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foreseeable future, the National Security Council, the Cabinet Committee on 

Security will become, in real terms, a proper forum where decisions on national 

security could be taken after weighing all possible inputs. Intelligence has 

been a shortcoming, which has been pointed out repeatedly by a large number 

of sources. I am sure, the Ministry of Defence and the Government of India 

itself would be taking necessary steps to put it right. Allied to higher defence 

management and policy planning is our higher defence organisations and their 

structure itself. The concept of a Chief of Defence staff was proposed almost a 

decade ago. The concept of a Joint Staff Headquarters had also been 

proposed many years ago. It is time these issues are examined and put in 

place because at one time, unfortunately, the concept of a Chief of Defence 

Staff used to be turned down, on the hidden assumption that, somehow, this 

would make the Armed Forces too powerful. Taking the example from our 

neighbours, some danger might have been felt by them. They might have 

thought, if the Armed Forces were allowed to unite, they might take some 

action. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): I don't think, Mr. 

Chowdhury, you should talk of any hidden assumption or hidden interpretation 

by the Government. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY: Okay; Sir. I take your point. But 

now, I think, the time has come when there is a need to integrate all the three 

services under a higher defence organisation. It should be so rationalised that 

the leadership of the nation gets the defence inputs that is required. Besides, 

there is the defence planning staff. We have a Defence Planning staff under 

the Directorate General of Defence Planning. It is time the Directorate General 

of Defence Planning is strengthened, reorganised, to become a proper Joint 

Services Headquarters. Now I come to the point, of resources The post- Kargil 

Budget has seen a quantum jump in the allotment of resources and there is a 

general euphoria in the country. But, Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, we must not lose 

sight of the golden thumb rule, the basic thumb rule, that if the nation's 

defence has to be built up on a coordinated and rationalised basis, the 

minimum allotment of resources for Defence has to be the basic figure of 3% 

of the GDP. If that is the basic figure, then according to some calculations, the 

allotment of resources in the post -Kargil Defence Budget is inadequate. 

Because by various calculations, it comes to about 2.6%, or, 2.7%. It is only a 

little above what used to be allotted  earlier.     I  would  urge  upon the  

Government to  see  that these 
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allocations are built up gradually, on a sustained basis, over decades so that 

defence planning does not suffer from sporadic allotment of funds which has 

been the case earlier. There is always a debate on the defence expenditure. 

There is also a debate on utilization of resources on defence in a country 

which requires these resources for various important issues. The general 

pattern of defence expenditure is sought to be argued on defence versus 

development. It is a very old argument and it does have a lot of strength and 

logic behind it. As against that, I would urge upon the Government and the 

nation to consider whether defence expenditure should be considered in terms 

of defence versus development or it should be considered from a slightly 

different point of view of a national life insurance policy whose premium may 

not give you benefits immediately, but when the time comes, as it comes to us 

periodically, -- it came to us in 1962; it came to us in 1965 and it came to us 

again in Kargil - at that time, this premium comes in handy. A major task 

before the Government is to build up and operationalise the nuclear 

capabilities which have been developed, and here it must not be forgotten that 

the nuclear capabilities which have been developed by the nation today are 

the direct results of unbroken efforts by a chain of Governments ever since the 

dawn of Independence. Pt. Nehru was the person who initiated this 

programme when he established the Atomic Energy Commission. Successive 

Prime Ministers have not differed on the issue of support to the country's 

nuclear programmes, civil as well as military, with the exception of one. 

However, the nuclear explosions in 1974 in the regime of Shrimati Indira 

Gandhi and the nuclear explosions in 1998 at Pokhran under the present 

regime are part of the same programme. But I would urge the Government 

and the nation not to think that with the explosions at Pokhran we have arrived 

at our destination. It is not a destination. It is a major milestone. There are yet 

long distances to travel. I would urge the Government to develop the 

necessary weaponisation systems, the necessary command, control 

communication and intelligence systems and the necessary organization and 

command structures to ensure that our nuclear capabilities are fully 

developed. 

As far as conventional warfare is concerned, our defence forces must 

develop multi level operational capabilities. They must be capable of operating 

in low intensity conflicts as indeed we are doing in Kashmir and the North 

East. It must be able to develop and operate in the middle level operational 

intensity as we have done in Kargil and it must also have the 
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capability to operate at higher levels of intensity. There is a feeling that 

perhaps the manpower has to be cut down and the technology has to be 

introduced. Unfortunately, this may not always work because the type of terrain 

and the type of operations that our forces have to undertake, some of them are 

inherently manpower-intensive and some of them, of course, are technology-

intensive. For example, in the type of operations where our forces are 

deployed, like in the proxy war in Kashmir as also in the North East, you 

cannot substitute the manpower with technology. These are manpower-

intensive operations and there is no alternative but to have manpower-

intensive forces for such type of operations. 

Keeping the threat pattern and the scenario on the borders in mind, 

India will have to have a degree of manpower-intensive army. We cannot cut 

down manpower drastically. We need a large Army. But we cannot afford a 

very large defence expenditure. These two seemingly contradictory objectives 

can be coincided by a number of means. This can be examined by the Ministry 

of Defence; I am sure they are aware of it. One of them, which I may suggest, 

is territorialisation on a large scale in which a large number of functions within 

the Army can be handled by the Territorial Army. And also the commercial and 

industrial infrastructure coming up in the country can be exploited so that some 

of these functions, particularly, supporting functions, can be exploited, can be 

undertaken for infrastructure development in the country. I would urge upon the 

Government to pay particular attention to the quality of life in the Armed 

Forces. The Armed Forces, as also, indeed, the paramilitary forces, have an 

extremely hard service life. They require certain things which have been totally 

deficient. And the single largest deficiency in this quality of life has been the 

paucity of married accommodation. Hitherto in the Armed Forces, the 

prescription for married accommodation was only 14 per cent of the strength of 

a unit, and even then that was in short supply. I am encouraged and happy to 

learn that recently the Government has increased this to 34 per cent. There are 

large backlogs to be made up, and a certain amount of resources have to be 

allocated to this. I would ask the Government to support the ex-serviceman; 

support him in terms of jobs, support him in terms of medical cover, support 

him in terms of honours and awards. For example, with due respect, with great 

respect to this House, I really don't see why amongst the nominated Members 

by the President, after 50 years of unceasing service to the nation, at least one 

or two members from the defence force cannot be so nominated. I would urge 

upon the Government to kindly consider this suggestion. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI): Please wind up now. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY: Yes, Sir. In conclusion, with your 

permission, I would like to end with a quotation. I am not naming the author of 

this quotation; he is no friend of India. He was a known imperialist, but an 

outstanding Parliamentarian. What I read is a part of his speech while 

speaking as an Opposition M.P. in the House of Commons. He drew the 

attention of his Government to the state of armed forces of his country. I 

quote: "The Armed Forces are not like a limited liability company to be 

reconstructed from time to time as the money fluctuates. It is not an inanimate 

thing or an object like a house, to be pulled down or enlarged or structurally 

altered at the caprice or whim of the tenant or owner. The Armed Forces is a 

living thing. If it is bullied, it sulks. If it is unhappy, it pines. If it is harried, it gets 

feverish. If it is sufficiently disturbed, it will wither and dwindle and almost die. 

And when it comes to this last serious condition, it is only revived by lots of 

time, lots of money and lots of love." Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the Indian 

defence forces have been through all these stages. I would urge upon the 

Government to please ensure that we do not go through these stages in future 

as well. Thank you. 
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  *Transliteration of the speech in Persian script is available in Hindi version of 
the Debate. 
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��8�� *� -� �»�� �� ��ह ��� ���  ह� A 8ह ����5� �� ���� ��-�� ��, Bह�("��� ��  ह� 
� , ���� ��  ह� �  8���� ���� ह� A ����� ��/�� ��� ��� �  ���� �� ����� �� $���  ह�2 
��'�� �ह_ ��- ह� A �
-��� ��� �ह�� �
 �����  �� �� �
+ $���  ह�2 ��'�� ���� �� �
��� 
�� A ����� �� D
��%! *� ����� �� ��� $� 8%� ¼ ��%���� ��- 5-, ���� ��� �� �� �� 
�)�� �� ��� �(] �ह_ ह(� ह) A ����� ��  ��� �� '4� ह�� ��C �� 8ह�� �� ��2� �5�-�, D&�� ���� 
�� ��2� ��  ��2� �4� ह(- ह�, ���8� �� �� �)�� �� ��� �(] �ह_ ह(� A 1�� �����  �� �j��-�E��� 
�� ������ �� �� ��2. +"!�. "!�#� �� ��ह 1�
�
��� �)�� � �� '4� �]�� ह� %�
�� 
16g�":%�� 8ह�� ����! �� �  *� 1� ��5 �  �'�ह ह
 �(�� ह) A �' �� 16��":%�� ��  ��- 
"����� 8ह�� �� �� �ह_ ��- ��� 5�, �' �� �ह ����� �
'��� \��� ���8 �� J4� �ह_ ह
 ���� 
ह) *� � ह� ��� �� ��'��� �� ���� ह) *� � ह� ���( ���,� �
 ��'�� ���� �� ���� ह) �2� 
� ह� -�!� 1����� -��� #� ��  ��2 �4� �� ���� ह) A �
 1� 8� 8ह�� �� �
��!��� \!
�
�� 
�� ���� ह), 1966 �� '������ 8ह�� �ह  \!
�
�� 2� A �
+ ����� �� �ह�4 �ह_ !�!� 2� A �ह 
��1�
�
����� �
5C ��  �)�!"�) %�� �� '�� ह), -� �
��!��� '�� ह) A 1� ������� �  �
 
�� �8���� �� �� -%�! � ह(- ह�, �
+ \5� ���!� '�� *� ��� �� ����� ������ ��  ह�2 �  
ह) �� ���w ��  ह�2 �  ह�, $��
 �
�� �� ���� ह), ����� $� ��� �� �
+ ���� �ह_ ���� 
5�� A �' �� '4� ���� 1� 8� 8ह�� '����� �� ह) A ���' 8�1� �����)� ��ह', 1� 8� 8ह�� �� 
-� ��J ��-���, -�-. |��(-!, 1������� *� ����� !)%�
n� ! '���� ह) A 8� '���� �
5 ��� 
���5�� ह�, 8� �x' ���5�  ह� A �
+ �h!����!8 $���  ��� 1��":� �� �ह_ ह)A �� $��  8� ��� �� 
��  A 1� ������� �  �� 1� ह�[� �� ��� �� ���� *� ����  ���- ����'� ���� �� �� 
5(����� ���� ��ह��5� �� ह���� ��� 'ह(� '4� ह�, �� 16ह  ���8� �  ��� ��8� ���  ह� A �� 
�(K���� �5m���1� ��� �  �(K���� ��������� � , �(K���� �� ������ �  *� �ह��C �  \5� 
�� $� '���� �
5C �
 \��� ��� �  �5ह �� ��  �
 �ह ����  ��� � `8���!, ���  ��� �� 'ह(� 
��'��� ह
 ��� 5� A �ह �
 ���� ह���, '�� ह��� �� -� ��J �
5 �' ��� �  ��� हC5� �
 
$��� ���-� *� 'ह�  �C ह�, $��� ���  ��� �� ��� �ह 5� A 8�  
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$� �� ���C �� 1����� �ह_ �� 5� A �ह �� ��� �� ��'��� �� ��� -� 'ह(� '4� ��� ह� A 
 
 �� ,���� 8� � ���� ह(- ���� 8���� �� ����'� ��� � ����"!� ��ह' �� �ह 
5(����� �� ]� 5� �� 1� 8� 8ह�� ��  ह���� ��� ह� �� ����"��� �
 �
 ह(���� �'54� ह), ����5� 
��5 ��  '�� *� �� 8ह�� �� ������� �� �ह ह�� ह
 �ह� ह) �� �8�� ���� �
, �
 8ह�� ��  
8���  ��� �� �ह  ह� *� 8���---�w� �� �ह  ह�, �� 25 ��� ��  ��- $��
 $µ'�� ��� ���� 
5�� ह) *� '����� �
 ����8��� �� 5+ ह) *� �ह�� ����� �� 8ह�� ��  ���� 2� $��
 ��� �� 
5+ ह) A �� �j ��-�E��� �� ������ ��  �
5C �� �)�
��!� �
 ह) 8ह wह�� ��� �� ��� ��  ��2 
��� ��ह�� ह), ���":�� �  ��� ��ह�� ह) A 1� ������� �  ह���� �ह �w8�8 ह
5� �� ह���� 
D�1� ����"!� �
 1� 8� � ���.  \��� ��!� �
 �'�� ह� �� -���- �
 �'�� ह), '! ह� 1w 
-%�)`!�'� !�  � ����, 8ह ��ह�� ��  ��2-��2 \5� ��� ���, p��5� �� ��� �� ]J ��  �
 
ह8� '4� ��w5�� ह), ��»� '4� ��. ह�, ह���� '4� \l/� ह�, 8� 1� �
5C �
 ���":�� �  ���� ��  
���'� ह
 ���� ह� *�  �
 �ह �E��� �� ���� ����"��� �� 1�!�������1w ���� ह(� ह), �ह 
8������ �� �� ����� �  �'h�( � �ह� ह
 ���� ह), �(]"� ह
 ���� ह), '��½ �� 1��
 
�������� !���8� ���� ��- A �� ���' ��� � ����"!� ��ह' �
 �('��� ���� ह�� �� 1��� 
�����5� �  ��� � `8���!, ���  ��� �� �(h� 'ह(� ��'�� ह) *� ����5� �� ��5 ह
 �� ����� 
����� �� �ह�� ह), 8ह �'h�( � �ह�� w ह) *� $� �� \l/� ¦�5 �� ��5���� ह
 �ह� ह) A �� $� �� 
1���- �� 5(����� �]� 5� %�C�� ������ ��  ����� �
 8ह ��.��� �� ����  ह� *� \5�8 8� 
2
4��� ���� � 5� �
 1� 8� 8ह�� ��  �
5
��  �
 \��� ��2 �� ���� ��  ��- $� ��  ��� ����� ��  
��- *� $� �� ���":�� �  ���� ��  ��-  1� 8� '4� �(����' ���� ह) A 1��� �ह�� ह(- �� ���� 
�� �� ��� � ��  ��- �
 �)�� ���5� ह), $�  �� ��+� ���� ह�� A  
 
 �� ���� ��-*� (�ह���/0): $������� �ह
��, �� �
-��� �(�C �� ह� \��� �8��� 
�J��5� %�C�� 'ह(� ��'� ��9~ ��  ��- ��� �ह_ ह) A �ह
�� , �' �� �(J� ���
5 �ह ह) �� �� 
����5� �(� �  �5�5 -� ��� ���� ह
 �ह� ह) A �ह �(� ��/�� �+, ��� �(��+ �� �(] ह(� 2� 
*� �5���� -� ��� �� ह� ����5� �(� �
 ����� �ह  ह� A �ह
��, ����5� �  ह���� �8��C 
�� �
 �ह��� ��, $� �� ह���� �j�. �
�m� ��  D�� ह���� �j��� *� '¦� ह) A ���� ����� ह) �� 
��iE�� ]� �� �
 �8�� �ह�� ह(-, $� �� �
+ �(�8�� $� ��  ���8��C �
 �ह_ ���� �� 
����, $� 
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�� �
+ �ह��'-����' �ह_ ���� �� ���� A $6ह
�  �
 \��� ��� �� ��� ��  ��- �( ¾���� ��, 
����� |�$�� �����!� �ह  ह) �� \�� �� 'ह(� ���� ��� �8�� ह) ��6ह
�  �ह���  ��, ����� $� 
��  ���8��C �� ���� ��ह 6��� �ह_ ��� ���� A ह�� ��  \J'��C *� ��5�_� �
 ������ ���� �� 
\5� ���� �� ��J  �
 ��� ����� ह) �� �8�� ���.  ����� �� �ह_ 2� A ����� �
 �( / ���8��C 
��  �
5C �
 ���� ह�, �( / �
 �ह_ ��� ��+ ह), �q2� �(�8�� ��  DE�  �� �� ���&�� ह(� ह), 
����� ��� 'ह(� ���� �8��C �� �8&8�-� ह� ��� �� �ह�� ह) �� $� ��  5��8 � , $� ��  ��� �  $6ह  
����� �j��� ����� ���ह- 2�, $��� �j��� �ह_ ��� ���� ह) ����� �j��� �� $� �� 8���� 
���� 5�� 2� A ह����~� ��  ���  ��  -� �8�� �� �8&8� �� 8ह�� �� ����� �� 8���� ���� 2� �� 
-� "�� � �� ��� �� ��  ��� ��  ��� �� �J� ��-5�, ����� �� �� ����� �� 8ह 8���� 
���� �ह_ ह(� A 1� ��ह ��  ��8ह�� �� ��iE�� ]� �� �8��C ��  ���8�� ������ �ह��� �� �ह  ह� 
A $� �
 �5�� ह) �� ह���� ���, ह���� '�!� �� '�8�ह ��� �� �� A ह������ �� ��� �ह �ह� ह�� �� 
$� �� �ह��� �� �
+ �(�8�� �ह_ ���� �� ����, ����� �
 �j����� ���� 8��� �� 
D��i�b� ���� 8��� '�� ह), $� '�� �� ह� � ���  A �� ������ ���� �� �� ��8��� ���� ��ह��5� 
�� 8� 1� ����� �
 5������ �� �  A   
 
 �ह
��, ����5� �(� ��  '�� ���� ��� ����� ��  '�� �
 'ह� �/4� 8ह �ह 2� �� 
����5� �  ह� �) �� �� � ह(- A ह���� ����� �� ����5� ����� ��  ��- ���
!. '��+, �(´ह�6�� 
���!� '��+ $� ��  ���- -� ����5� ����� ���!� '��, $� �� ���
!. �� �+ ��� �� �
 �(K � 
'��  2_ A $� �� �� ����� �  ��� ���� ��ह��5� A �ह�� '�� 2� �� 8ह 1�!���� � �� �(\� 2� A �' 
घ(��)b ह(+ *� �' ����� �
 ��� ��� �
 $� ��  ��/� ��� �� 'ह(� ¿4� ��.  2� A ����� '�� 
�ह 2� ��  ह���� ��� ��� ��ह �� �x���1���� ह
�� ���ह- 2�,$� ��ह �� �ह_ 2� A ह���� 
�j�. �
�m� 8��-1%��̀ � �ह_ 2� A �ह
��, 1�!���� � �� �(\� ��  ����� �  �
 -� �¯��
!. �+ 2� 
$� �� �
-��� ��1�� �� �c�� ��ह��5� A ����5� ����� ���
!. �  �ह� 5�� ह) �� ������ �����-
��� �  ������ ह� %�C�� ����� -�� ���� *� ���
!. ���� �� �  ह
�� 8��� ���  *� ������ �
 ��� 
���� ��  ��- �&�� ����� ह) A '�ह�� J��� ��  '��� �  �� 8� -� \����~ �x ���
!. ����� ह) *� 
1� ��'&� �  1� \����~ �
 -���&��� D�`� ह) A � �
 �ह -� "8"2 ������ ह) *� � ह� 1� �  
��k���� ह) �� �� 8� -� ह� -� �� �� ���8��, �����, ��'�&�, 1����� *� 1��%:���� ����� 
�)�� \��� ������ �� ��� ��� ���� ��- A \5� �x �� ��.��.-�.�+. ����!�� 1�!���� � 
�   
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-�.��.-�.-. ��  ��� �  $� �  \����� '!�����C, �
 ��')! �ह_ 2�, �
 ��J ���� ह
�� �
 
�q��C �  -.��.��. �� $���C ��  ��- \�(�
& ���� �� ���� 2� *� b�� ���� �� �(�: $4��� 
���+ �� ���� 2� A \���� $4�� �8j'�, 1998 �  ��� 5+ 2�, �
 घ(��)b �� ���� �ह�� 2� *� 
\5�� $4�� �+, 1999 �  �� 5+ 2�, �' �� �� घ(��)b �
 �(�� 2� *� घ(��)�b- J(���� � 
�(��  2� A �
 1�!���� �  ��  ��'�& �  �
 �
�q����� �� ��� 2�, $� ��� �
 �(´�~�� ��ह' �� 
�ह��� ���� *� $��� ��� ����� �� ���� �� ��q9� ���� A �� �� 1� ��� ��  ����� �� 
������ ��� ���� �� �� ��8��� ���� ��ह��5� �� ���� �� �
 �� 1�!���� � �� ��� �� �ह� ह) 
$��  ��iE�� ��� �� �� -� �ह� ��68� "2���� ���� ��-, 1�!���� � �
 �
 ���
!. � �ह� ह), 
8ह �����%!, ����� ह���� ����� �� �ह( �� ���� �h�� �� �h�� $� �� ��~.� ���� �� ���  
*� ��8�� �  ��� �
+ 5��� � ह
, 1��� K��� �J� ��- A  
 
 ����� �(�� ह) 1i%8�� ! ��-��� �� 8)� 1i%8` � �j�. �
q�� A ह���� ��� ����-
���� ह�2��� �ह_ ह), $���~ �ह_ ह), $� ��ह �� :�B�5 �ह_ ह) A ����":� �� �
 ���
!. �ह�� �� 
ह), ����5� ����� ���
!. �� �
 �ह�, 8ह �
 ह) ह�, �� �
 ���
!. �+ ह) ��� � ����":� ��, 
�'h�( � �� �+ ह) ������� �� �
 ����� ह), $� ���
!. �  %�� �ह� �� �ह� ह),  8ह �� �c �ह� ह�� 
:- 

 "A   number -of   shortcomings   in   the   form   of   weapons, 

equipment, ammunition, clothing and logistics which had built up over 

a number of years came to light during the Kargil conflict. The 

concerned agencies have been sensitised and all cases of 

procurement projected by the Services are being processed on a 

fast-track basis, in order that our Armed Forces are equipped to face 

any situation." 
 
 �� ������ ���� �ह
�� �� ����� ��ह��5� �� 1� ��ह �� %�� ���.n� �� �ह� ह), 
�j�. �
q�� �
 �&(��� '���� ��  ��- %��-%�� �
���-� ह) ? �� ��� � ����":� �� ���� ����' 
�  ¦� �¦�� �� �
��� �� �ह� ह��, �(k� �ह_ ���� A ��n� �� �� K��� �J�� ह(-, 5
������  �� K��� 
�J�� ह(-  \5� ���� �� �( / ������� �� �� , '�� ��  �� ��� ��ह �� �&(����� �� ���.n� 
�� �ह� ह), �����1���� �� �ह� ह) �
 'ह(� ��ह�'��� ह
5� A 
 
 �ह
��, ������ ���� �� �� -� '�� ��� घ
9~� �� 2� �� ����� �� ��� � ��� ह(+ 
ह) ��/�� �( / 89� � , $��� /��'�� �� ��-5� A ह���� ��� �  ���� � ��� 
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�'�� ,���� ����ह�"�� ���� ���� ���� ह) A �� �ह_ ����� �� ���� ��� � ��� ����ह�"�� ह
�� 
हC5�, $��  ���� � ���� ��ह �� घ
!��� ह
�� ह
5�, ����� \��� ��� ���C �� /��'�� ��  '��� 
�  ����� �� %�� ]J ह),����� �� ���� ]J %�� ह), \5� ���� �� '��-� �
 \l/� �ह�5� A �)�  
���)� �� �ह�� 8��� 1�� �� �  -� DE� ���� 2� ��� ���C ��  '��� � , $� �� ��� �� $7� ��� 
ह
�� �
 �� ��k ���� 2� ����� ���. ��ह' �)�� �� '�ह���� ���� �� ��� �� ���� �� ���� $7� 
5
� �� ���� 5�� A �� ����� �� �
��� �� �ह� 2�, �(k� J(� ���� �ह
�� �� �( / �ह_ '����, 
\5� '�� ���  �
 \l/� '�� ह
5� A ��� � ��  ��2 �
 �'�� �ह���~. '�� ह) �� 8ह �ह ह) �� 
�&(������~ %�C �ह_ ह(� ? �&(������~ �ह_ ���� ��  ��/� �( / � �( / �
q�� ह���� ���  �  
��� ���� �ह� ह) A 18 ��� �ह�� �.��.!� –��8��� ��! :��� �� �]�� �ह��� �� 5+ 2� *� 
'������ "! B�5 ���!� �� ���
!. �  2�, $������� ��, �� �� "! B�5 ���!� ��  ��'� ह� �(k� 
1� '�� �� �������� ह) *� ���
 �� 1� '�� �� ������� ह
5� �2� �� ���� ह� ���
!. �J 
�ह� ह�� A �ह ���� ह� ���
!. ह) 1999-2000 �� *� 1��  �ह� 5�� ह) �� :- 

"The Committee had pointed out that HAL in 1985 were asked 

to take on the AJT Project. The Chairman, HAL, requested the 

Government to shift the time-frame by two years or contract the 

assistance of a proven design house from abroad since the HAL's 

resources were already committed to the development of LCA. and 

ALH." 
 
 �� �� '
��  ह� �� �.��.!�. �� �]�� ह) A $���  '�� 1�� ���
!. �  �5� �� �
5C 
�� �ह� ��� �ह_ ���� �ह
�� �� 1� �� ���� ���� ह) �� �ह_ :- 

"The Committee again reiterate that the Ministry should take 

appropriate action against those who did not allow the HAL to keep' 

alive the indigenous design and development route for AJT and 

contract the assistance of a proven design house for this important job 

which has resulted in loss of precious lives and aircraft over a period 

of 15 years since 1984." 
 
 ���� ���� ������ �ह ह) �� – 

The Ministry of Defence during evidence have stated that for the 

acquisition of AJT a single vendor situation has been reached and the steps 

required now will be to look at the British Aerospace offer quickly, and 

negotiate on flyaway aircraft......because the need for them is badly felt. 
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 �ह����, 18 ��� �ह�� 1��� �]�� �ह��� ह
 5+ 2� A ह���� ��� �  ��� -%��#�. ह�, 
��� ��1��!"#� ह�, ��� ��"2�� ह� �
 -.��.��. ��8�� �� ���� 2�, ��� !�%�
���� ��8�� �� 
���� 2� �����  18 ���C �� $��
 !��� 5��, $��
 घ(���� 5�� *� �� ����":� �ह�� ह) 
�� ह�  1��� 'ह(� �]�� ह) A �� ������ ���� �� �� �ह�� ��ह��5� �� \5� 8� "!�B�5 ���!� �� 
��������� ��  ')�À��$�� �  1� ���� ����� �� /��'��  �� 5� �
 ��� ���5� �� ह���� ��� �� 
�(��� �� �(�� ह(- ����C �� ��� /�4/�4 ���� �ह� ह), 1� �j�. �
�m� �
 �&(��� '���� �  
��� �4� �� �ह� ह), ��� '�&� '� �ह� ह) A 1� ���� ����� �� /��'�� ह
5� �
 ���� �§� ����� 
�-�5� A �' ����5� �i6��% ! ह(� �
 ह���� �8�� �����  \��� 1��� $���ह ह), �����  \��� 
1��� �
� ह), 8� ���
� ���'� ह
�  ह� %�C�� $���  ��� $���~ �ह_ ह), $���  ��� 1i%8�� ! 
�ह_ ह), 8� ���� ��ह �� :�� �ह_ ह)A ��iE�� ��� �� ��� �� �(��� ��  ��2 �ह �
 �J�8�4 ह), �ह 
\��� �� �  -� ��ह �� ���a
ह ह) A ��� ����C �� /��'�� ह
�� ���ह-, $��� ����K� ह
�� 
���ह- *� $���  �J��� ���.8�ह� ह
�� ���ह- A  
 
 �ह
��, 1���  '�� �
"! 5���. ��  '��  �  ���� �� �� ���� ��q9� ���� ��ह�� ह�� A 
��(a� �!C �� ��� ���� ��  ��- 1978 �  �! ��� �� '��- 5- A �� �
 �! ��� �� ह�, 1���  
D�(J ��C �� �
 ���(i���� ह
�� ह�, �
 1���  �(�J�� ह
�  ह�, 1��  ��� �� ��%� ��+� �� 1��� 
D�
�� �ह_ ह
�� ह) A ��8� �� ������� $���  [�� ���� �� ���� ��� ��� �
 �'b� ���� ���� ह) 
A 1��� 8�ह �� �! ���C ��  '�� -� D��� �� \���
9 �)�� ह
 �ह� ह) A  
 
 �ह
��, ���� �ह
��  �� ���� 1� �� ��q9� ���� ह(- �� �ह �� '���� ��ह��5� �� 
�
"! 5��. ��  ��� �
 ह����x`!�. ह�, $��� D�
5 ���8����� ���  ह� A �(�'+ �  ���� �
 
ह����x`!�. �� D�
5 ह
 �ह� ह), -� !����8�� �� ������ 2� “�� हx�” $���  ��- 1� 
ह����x` !�. �� D�
5 ह(� 2� A��iE�� ��� �� ��� � ����":� �� $���  ��- ������ �� 2�, ��8� �� 
������ ���� 2� $��� ��B!5 ��  ��- ����� $���  ��- ��� ह����x`!�. �� D�
5 ���� 5��, 
8ह \��� �� �  �(��� ��  ��- J����� 2� A ��8�6�( �� �x� �
 1��  ह(� ह� A ��� �ह_ $� 
ह����x!�. �
 ����� ����- �� ���� 5�� ? �� �ह ����� ��ह�� ह��  �� ��� ह����x!�. ����� 
$��
5 �(��� �� �(4� ह(� ह), $��
 ���� !����8�� ������ �� ��B!5 ��  ��- ���� ���� 
���ह- �� �ह_ ? �
 “�� हx�” D
|�� ��  ��- �
 ह����x`!�. 1"����� ��- 5-,  
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$���  '��� �  ���� �ह
�� �( / ������� � 5� �
 \l/� ह
5� A �! ���C ��  '�� 1� '�� �
 ���� 
B��� ह) A  
 
 �ह
��, ह� �
5 �
 �(�'+ �  �ह�� 8��� ह�, �
 �ह����: ��  �!8�� 1���C �  �ह�� 8��� 
�
5 ह�, $���  ��- �'�� '4� B��� �� �89� "�B�5 ह) �
 ��(a� ��5. �� ह
�� ह) A �ह
��, �' 
1993 �  �(�'+ �  '� }��"! ह(� 2�, �
 $� ��� �ह ���� 5�� 2� �� '4� ���� �  ��.��.-%�. 
*� \6� ह�2��� ��(a� ��"�C �� "�5� ��- 5- 2� A 1� ��(a� ��"�C �� �(��� �� ��j������ 
�! ���C �� ह) A $� '� }��"! �� �' /��'�� �(] ह(+ �
 'ह(� ���� �"!� �����. �
 
"�B�5 ��  ����� �  \��"! ���� 5�� *� $��
 ��� �� �� 5�� A 8ह D�n�� \�� �� �ह� ह) A �� 
���� �ह
�� �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� �! ���C ��  '�� ��� ���-��� �
5 2�, �
 1��  �
9� ��- 
5- *� %�� $���  �J��� �
+ ���.8�ह� ह(+ ? �ह
��, �(k� �! ���C �� ���� ��
�� ह) A �� ���� 
�ह
�� �� �ह ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� ��� 8��� ���C �  �! ���C �
 ,���� ��� '���� ��  ��- 
����� %�� �� �ह� ह) ? �(�'+ ��  �!8�� 1���C �  ,���� �� ,���� �(��� 'c�, 1� ����. �  �! 
���C ��  ��- �
 ���.n� '��- �� �ह  ह�, ���� �ह
�� $� �� �
��� ���  A &6�8�� A  
 
 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��. 3��F��): p� �� . ����
ह� ��� ��, �� '
��- A ���� 
��� 2 ���! ह), �� 4 ���! �� ����-, 5 ���! �� ����- A  

SHRI K. RAMA MOHANA RAO (Andhra Pradesh) Sir, I thank you for 

giving me an opportunity to speak on this subject. After the Kargil crisis, what 

we have to learn is that India cannot afford to adopt a policy of reducing its 

defence expenditure, specially in view of the geopolitical situation in the South 

Asian, Region. The big gap between the requirement of funds and their 

availability should be reduced, if not totally eliminated. I agree that there is a 

general trend, world-wide, to reduce defence expenditure. But the situation in 

India is different. We have a hostile neighbour which spends as much as 5.13 

per cent of G.D.P, on Defence, and China spends 4.5 per cent. 

The Government should, if necessary, not hesitate to step up defence 

allocation from the current 2.4 per cent of GDP for the modernisation of the 

country's defence, as this is urgently needed. For this, it would be imperative 

that the Government should strive to increase the GDP growth rate itself and 

sustain it at a higher level so as to make available more funds for defence 

purpose, without straining funds allocation to other sectors of the economy. 
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The allocation for defence has been declining over the past several years. 

This is needed to be reviewed and corrected in view of recent developments. 

Though the economy is resilient enough to absorb its short-term effects of the 

Kargil conflict, in the long run, special provisions will have to be made to 

sustain the country's defence preparedness, in view of the latest 

developments on the border. The increase in the defence allocation in the 

Union Budget of 2000-2001 is not sufficient enough and is, in fact, less than 3 

per cent of the projected GDP. 

This is, however, the biggest defence expenditure since Independence. If 

the projected growth rate of GDP is taken into consideration, then this 

increase would be less than 3 per cent of GDP. In other words, defence 

expenditure, according to the ratio of GDP, has not undergone any significant 

change. The pattern started during 1990s, of pegging the defence expenditure 

to less than 3 per cent of GDP, has continued. Therefore, I reiterate my 

suggestion that expenditure on defence may be stepped up. 

Our armed forces need to be modernised on a priority basis. It would be 

much better to undertake the modernisation of armed forces on the basis of a 

Ten-year Costed Equipment Plan for capital. 

Future defence expenditure would be affected most significantly by the 

defence procurement policy. Unfortunately, we are yet to have a firm 

procurement policy. It is not possible to have a proper policy, without taking a 

considered position on self-reliance and building up indigenous capability on 

design and development. Up till now, licensed manufacture has been the main 

route for building indigenous capabilities. 

However, modernisation based on import of equipment has its limitations 

because it leads to dependence on critical inputs on outside sources where 

politics can be played. Self-reliance for design and development is necessary 

for fast response in making required modifications in weapon systems in 

critical junctures. This would provide the crucial edge in winning a war. The 

Parliamentary Committee on Defence has also recommended for achieving 

indigenisation and self-reliance. While this aspect has to be kept in view for 

development of new systems, upgradation of existing equipment and weapon 

systems is a cost-effective way for modernisation. Upgradation, thoughtfully 

done, helps in maintaining -the quantity, while improving the quality. The 

concept of modernisation of armed forces requires a reassessment in the light 

of emerging technologies, 
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need for achieving self-reliance and the kind of war that would be fought in the 

future. 

The grit and determination of our young officers and Jawans and quick 

and sound operational planning enabled India to throw out the Pakistani 

intruders in the Kargil War, but it revealed a shocking state of affairs in regard 

to defence preparedness. The causalities could have been avoided, if the 

Army had received proper equipment and winter clothing in time. Compared to 

the Indian troops, the Pakistanis were better equipped and had more 

firepower. Our soldiers do not get proper winter clothing and gloves. The 

Government of India should give a serious though to this aspect. 

This also calls for a long-term strategic planning because Pakistan has 

already evolved one by formulating a Nuclear Command, deployment of ex-

servicemen along the LoC and by training and sending militants into India 

through the porous borders. The bureaucratic hurdles should be removed and 

the forces properly equipped, without anyone getting involved in any 

kickbacks or scams. 

Our Defence Minister should have a regular monitoring of the defence 

purchases. Long-term strategies are required to be prepared. 

India's defence management badly requires restructuring of a higher 

defence organisation. The Subrahmanyam Committee, set up to look into the 

Kargil episode, has recommended it. Before that, the Arun Singh Committee 

had also made a comprehensive set of recommendations to improve the 

defence management process. The Defence Minister should bring about the 

much-needed integration of the defence services with the Ministry of Defence. 

This would greatly improve the efficiency and bring about economy. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRl X. N. CHATURVEDI): Please wind up. 

SHRI K. RAMA MOHANA RAO Being an able and dynamic leader, our 

Defence Minister, I am sure, would bring about strategic planning and 

defence management. 

The nation's defence requirement needs to be assessed in the light of 

new dimensions of future wars. We should evolve a defence outlook based on 

military capabilities of our adversaries and not merely on the current focus 
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on threat. After the Kargil war, the requirement was for a drastic re-orientation 

towards the high-tech nature of the conflicts which the nation was likely to face 

in the future. 

The fire accident at the Arms Depot at Bharatpur shows the loopholes in 

our system. The point is that such incidents had happened earlier, and 

previous inquiry reports suggested keeping the elephant grass under check. 

The authorities at the Depot have totally neglected this aspect. The 

responsibility should be fixed and the Minister should take action against the 

officers responsible for it. This is not a small incident. Due to the negligence of 

the authorities at the Depot, our Defence Forces lost the ammunition stored in 

20 open plinths and nine affected sheds, weighing about 12,111 metric tonnes 

and costing about Rs.376 crores. This is besides the loss of a few lives. I 

request the Minister to have an independent inquiry held. 

Another aspect that I would like to touch upon is about the use of the 

Army for domestic purposes. Whenever there is a natural calamity, the Army 

is called upon for reconstruction. This puts a lot of strain on our Defence 

Forces. The Government should consider using paramilitary forces for such 

purposes. 

I also take this opportunity to mention about Praga Tools Ltd., 

Hyderabad. Praga Tools supplies items to ordnance factories under the 

Defence Ministry. As it was mainly catering to Defence requirements, it was 

kept under the administrative control of the Defence Ministry since its 

inception, till 1988. In 1988, it was brought under the Ministry of Heavy 

Industry, as a subsidiary of the HMT. After the company was shifted to the 

Ministry of Heavy Industry, the company has been facing a lot of troubles, 

leading to forgoing of preferential pricing as well as placement of orders from 

Defence. The Parliamentary Committee on Industry has also recommended 

transfer of this company to the Ministry of Defence. The Board of Directors of 

the HMT has also recommended transfer of the administrative control of this 

company to the Ministry of Defence. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T. N. CHATURVEDI): Mr. Rama Rao, 

please wind up. You request the Industry Ministry to transfer it. He cannot do it 

on his own. 

SHRI K. RAMA MOHANA RAO: I, therefore, urge upon the hon. 

Defence Minister to look into the matter immediately. 

I thank you for giving me this opportunity. Thank you very much. 
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 �*�2�5�E (�� ��.��. 3��F��):  p� ��.-�. 58+ A 58+ ��ह' 12 ���! �� ��� 
ह) A  
 
 �� ��.��. ��M (�ह���/0): ���~�� $������� �ह
�� ��… 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI T. N. CHATURVEDI): You know, when 

you speak from a different seat, you have to take permission so that recording 

is not a problem. ...(Interruptions)... 

That is all right. You can speak. 
 
 �� ��.��. ��M : $������� �ह
��, ���� �� ��� ��  -� \ह� �89� �� �� 
ह� ��� �� �ह  ह� A �� ������ \�|��� �  '
��� �� 2� ����� ���� "8�� ��~.� ����  �� �� 1� 
�ह�8��~. �89� �� Bह�� �  \��� �8��� ��� �]�  A …(������)… 
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� :  �8��. �
 �ह6�� ��9� ��� ह� A  
 
 �� ��.��.��M. $������� �ह
��, ����5� �� ���+ �
 -� ��� �� ��� ह
 
�(�� ह) *� ह���� �8��C �� 8ह�� �� �
 �( '������ ��, �
 �ह�� ह(-, $� �' �
 �� �8.D2� \��� 
��� �� p������� \q�� ���� ह�� A *� 1962 �� ���� �� �� ���� �� �5���� ��j��� �ह� ह)- 
1� �4�+ �  �� �6���( ���� �� p��5� �� ���� ��� -� �ह�, ���� ��� �8��C ��  ��2 �ह�, 
����� ��  ��2 �ह� A ����)��� ��q!��� �� �ह ��k�� ह(- �� �ह ��� �� \i"��� �� �8�� �ह� 
A ����)��� ��q!��� �� �ह ��k�� ह(- �� �ह ��� �� \i"��� �� �8�� ह), \���-\��� k��C �
 
\�5 /
4�� -� �ह�, �ह ह���� ��- 58. �� '�� ह) A �ह
��, ��� ������ �
 �
 �8��9 �ह�8 
D�`� ह) 8ह  1���- �� 1� ������ ��  ��j�� ���� ����� �� ����� ���m"! ��� ह), ���� �8E8 �  
��2� �j'� �� -�� �
�. 1� ��� ������ ��  ��j�� ह) *� ���� �8E8 �  158  ��'� �� ��8� ह���� ��� 
������ ��  ��j�� ह) A �ह 'ह(� ह� �ह�8��~. ������ ह) �����  [�� ह�  58. ह) A $������� 
�ह
��, 1���  �ह�� �
 ��� ह(+, 8ह �� �
ह��� �ह_ ��ह�� ह�� �5� ��� ��  ��- ������ ���� 
�(��.� ह
�� ���ह-, ����� ��� !� ह
�� ���ह-, 1���  ��- �x��� �� �8E���� ह), 1���  
��- �)E�� �� �8E���� ह) A 1999-2000 �  ��� ��  ��- �
 ���� �(��.� �� 5�� 2�  8ह 49,037 
��
4 2� *� �º 2000 ��  ��-  58,587 ��
4 ]��� ��� ��  ��- ��- 5- A b�� ह), 2
4� ���� 
'c��� 5�� ह) �5� 1� ������� �  �
 �x��� ह), 8ह �ह ह) �� ��.��.��. �� ��� ��� ! �(��� 
������ ��  ��- �8E�� ह) A ह���� �
 ����� ह), 8� ��.��.��. �� ���� ��� ! �� 13 ��� ! �� 
��� � �� J�. ���  ह� A ह���� ����� ��� ��1��  
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���� � �� ��.��.��.  �� 4.5 ��� ! J�. ���� ह) A 1����� �  ����� �j�. �
q�w ह�, 8ह 1.18 
��� ! �� 2�$��� ��!�w� ह� A ����"��� �  �ह ���� ���� ह) 422 �� 2�$��� *� ��1�� �  �ह 
���� ���� ह) A 2.42 ��� ! A ���'-���' 75 �� 80 ��� ! ��� � �� 
 

[�*�2�*�3 �ह%��� *�O���� ह�M] 
 
J�� ह���� ������ \�&�����C �� �5�� ��, $���  ��� �� J�. ���� ���� ह) *� '��� �
 
'��� ह), 8ह $���  �����1���� *� \D����� �� J�. ह
�� ह), ����� 'ह(� �8E���� ह) A 
�ह�� �� ���� K��� ह), �
 ��  ����� �� ��� ह��, �
 ���� '�! �8.D2� -���
�., to some 

extent indianna rmy and maintaining the status quo for the Indian navy. 
 
 �&(����~ �� �h��� �� �� �ह_ ह), �+ ���C �� �ह ��w �
ह��+ ���� ह) �5� 
���� ��8. 8�� �� ����� ��� ��  �� �&(����~ �  ]��8! ����� 8��� �( / ���~ ह) A �
 \�� 
�� �&(����~ %�C-�ह_ ह(� ? ����� -%��!. ह), ����� ������� ���� ह), �'�� �ह� ह) �� 
����5� 8�� �  ह���� �
 \�(�8 ह(� ह), \5� -�8��"� !�%���x��, -�8��"� 8��6� ह���� ��� 
ह
�� ह� ह���� �8��C �� �
 �( '��� ह(+, �
 8� �ह�� ह(-, 8� �ह�� � ह(- ह
��, 8� '� ���� 2� A 1� 
\�(�8 ��  '�8��� �� �)8 �(q8��� �ह ह) �� ����"��� ��  8��6�, $���  �8��C ��  ��- 5���+ 
�J�� �� �(�8&�, $���  ����, $���  ��4� ह���� ���� ��  �8��C �� �+ 5(�� \l/� 2�, 1���- �)�  
1� �)8 �(q8��� �ह� A  
 
 $������� �ह
���, �ह �
 ह���� ��- 58. �� '�� ह) �� ह���� ���8�C �� ���� �i� 
8 ��&��. ��  ��2 �
 ������ �ह�, ���
�� �ह�, �� �' ह���� �8��C �� ह� %8���!�w 2� �����  
���~ $6ह
�  ����"��� ��  घ(��)�b�C �
 ����� ���� A D���� �
 ह���� �8��C ��  '��� �  ह) �5� 
�(J �� '�� �ह ह) �� �&(������~, ���
�� �� '�� ��� ������ �� �� �� �ह_ ह(+ A 1���- 
1��� �(J ��� �8E�� ह) A (��� "� घ���) �)��, 12 ���! ����- �� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : 12 ���! %�C ���  ह� ? 
 
 �� ��.��.��M : ���� �ह�� �
 8�+� �����)� 2�…. 
  

�*�2�*�3 : !
!� 48 ���! ह� *� 1��  \�� ���� �
5 *�� ह� '
��� ��  ��- A ����  
12 ���! �
 ह
 5- A   
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 �� ��.��.��M : 12 ���! ह
 5- ? 
 
 �*�2�*�3 : �� -� ���! *� '
� ����- A  

SHRI RS. GAVAI: I do not think, Madam, I have consumed 12 minutes. 

Kindly see the watch, Madam. 
 
 �*�2�*�3 : \��, �� '
� ����- A 1��  *� ��� ��� ��-5� A  
 
 �� ��.��.��M : �ह
���, \�� �ह B��� ��� �� 5+  �� ह���� �
���!�� 
������ 1� ����� �  5�� �ह� A �� ���. �ह_ ���� ��ह�� ह�� �5� 1�!���� � �� ����� �
 ह), 
�
 ������� ह� $��� ��� ���� ह) �� ���
!. � �(�� 2� ����� $� �� \�� �ह_ ���� 5�� A �ह 
�� ह
 ���� ह), ����� \5� $6ह
�  \�� �ह_ ���� �
 ह���� 1�!���� � �� � ह(+ ह) A घ(��)�b- 
�
 �ह�� ह� 2� A �� �� ह� �ह �ह�  ह� �� �� 8� $��
 �5��� �� ��� ���� ह) ह���� �8��C �� A 
�ह �� �ह�� ���ह- �� �4�+ ����� �� '�� \�5 �ह�, �� घ(��)�b�� �) �� �-? �ह �
 
1�!���� � �� �� ���
� ह) *� \5� 1�!���� � ��'�� ह), �
 $� �� \�� ���� 8��� 5�� ह) A 
�� �� ह���� -%�!�.� ��%�
��!�, 1������ �� ���� '�.� ह���� ��� ��  [�� ह) *� 1� 
'��� �  \��-\�� ��� ���� ���� �� ��n ���� ��8. 8�� �� ����, ��ह� 8ह �(´Á~�� ���!� ह
, 
\]~ ��ह� ���!� ह
 �� ��8. $������� ��(8m�� �� �� ���!� ह
, 1� �' ����!�C �� 1��� ��8. 
�� ���� ���� �� 2� ���C �� 8ह �
ह��+ 5+ *� \�� �� �&(����~ �ह_ ह
 ���� ह) A �)��, 
�
 �&(����~  �� �h��� *� ���
�� ह) \5� ह� �h�� ��  ���  �
 �(���� \�(�8 �
ह���� 
�� 5(���1� �ह_ �ह�5� A ���� ��8.8�� ��]�� �� �� �ह� ह) �� ह� �
 �ह_ �
��� 2� �� ��� � �� 
�
+ ��� ह
�� ह) One should above doubt. �� �
 '��  \J'��C �  �+ ह) �� 1����� '��ह 
��� �(���� ����� �8��� J����� �� �ह� ह),  \5� �ह �88�~ �ह� ह) �
 ��� � �
 �� -� \ह� 
������ ह), ���� �� ��� �ह� A ���� ��� J�� ह
 5��, 1���  '�8��� �� ���� ��� ���� 1���  
��- ���� 'ह(�-'ह(� &6�8�� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : ���� �
 5��&� ���¤� �� �� ��� �� ���� ह), $6ह  \�5 �� ��� ���� 
�4�5� A p� 5��&� �w�� A  
 
 �� ����� ���!� (�D� 6�&7) : �ह
���,  ����5� ह� �ह_, ��� �2� ��� �� ��ह�C 
�� �)��� ���� ��� �� ��� �  �ह�� ह(- \' �� ��� �ह��C �
 �� \��� �2� \��� 'ह(�� 
���� ��!� �� *� �� p��� �(�� \q�� ���� ह� *� ����5� �8�� �� �� ��� ���� �� ��ह� 
��� ������ -�8 ��� �)���C �
 '&�+ ���� ह�� A 1���  ��2 
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ह� �ह��C  ��  ���8��C ��  D�� D�! ����  ह�� A \5� 2
4� *� ��5 �2� ���� �ह�� ��� ���� 
5�� ह
�� �
 ���� ����5� �(� �
 !��� �� ���� 2� A ����5� �(� �  �
 �ह�-�ह� -�8 
'�'��� ह(+ $��� '�� �� ���� 2� A घ(��)�b�C �� �ह�� ��� �
+ -� ��� �� '�� �ह_ ह) A �ह�� 
/Ã8�� �  घ(��)�b�� �ह_ �- 'ih� ! �, �
� ��ह� �- *� �ह�� ��� '��� '��- A �ह �ह��C 
�� ��� ह) A ����5� ���� �� �)��� ह���� �)��� �� �
 $��� '�J� 2� �� ��� ������ '�J'� 2� 
�� $��
 घ(��)b �� J'� �� � �5 ��� A �� 1� ��� ��  ����� �� $� ��4 ����� 8��� �
 
&6�8�� ���� ��ह�� ह�� ����� घ(��)b �� J'� ह���� �)���C �
 �� *� �)��� \��� ��b��1�C 
*� ��'����C �  �ह�� ह(- �� घ(��)�b�C �
 J����� �  ��� ह(- A �)�� �� ��� �  'ह(� �� 
���2�C �� ��� �� ह) �� �&(��� \"�-�"� *� \�(�8&��� �� ����� �� �� ह���� �)���C 
�
 ���� �4�� ह) A �� ��� ��  ����� �� ���� �� �� �|ह ���� ��ह�� ह�� �� �)���C �
 �8��9 
�(�8&��- D��� �� ���� ���ह- ���� $��
 \��8 � J!� ���  %�C�� \��8 �� B��� �  $���ह 
�  ��� ��� ह) A 1���- �� ���� �� �� �|ह �]� 5� �� �)���C �
 �&(��� �"�C �� �)� ���� 
���ह- ���� ���� �� ��� ��ह�C �� �)��� ह���� �(E��C ��  ���� J»� �� ��  A  
  

$������� �ह
��, �� ��� ��  ����� �� ���� ��q9� ���� ��ह�� ह�� �� �� ��� 
��  ��5���C �  \��� 'l�C ��  ��8� � �
 ���� B��� �5� �ह�� ह) A ������ ���8&�� �  �ह ��8"2� 
�� 5+ ह) �� /ह 89. �� ���ह 89. �� ��  'l�C �
 g� ���� �� ��- A ����( �ह ह���� �(��3� ह) �� 
�2�5� ���~C �� ह� \�� �� ��� �ह_ �� ��-� ह� A �� ���� �ह
�� �� �|ह �]� 5� �� ��� ह� 8� 
��� ��  ���� 'l�C ��  ��- �(o� ���� �� ��8"2� � �� ��-� ����� �)���C ��  'l�C ��  ��- �(o� 
���� �� \8E� ��8"2� ��  A $���  �8Ä5�~ �8��� �� ��8"2� ��  ���� ��ह�C �� ह���� 
�)��� B����(� *� ���(� ह
�� ��� -�8 ���� ��� �� ��� �� ��  A $������� �ह
���, 1� 
��� �  \�(�(���-���� *� ������ ��  �
5 &��� �� ���� ����� ��� �� ��(8� �8��� ���� 
�  \��� �
5��� ���  �ह  ह� A ���� ��� �  �(E�� �� ���� �����  �
+ �(iE�� ��� �ह_ ह) A �� ���� 
�� �� 1� 85� �� ��5����� *� 'c��� �� ���5 ���� ह(- \��� '�� �
 �8��� ���� ह�� A &6�8�� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : &6�8�� ����,  Now, if I speak strictly, then, everybody has 

spoken. Everybody's time is over; some extra time is taken. There are two 
people who have asked for one-and a-half minute. They are: Mr. Shirodkar and 
Mr. Chunni Lal.   I don't know how would they could speak in 
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one and half a minute. Now, it is a test for you whether you will be able to 

make your point in one-and-a-half minute or not. 
 
 C��� �Q� ���(�D� 6�&7) : $������ �ह
���, �� ���� 'ह(� ����� ह�� �� 
���� ��� ���� A �� ��� � -�8�1��� ���!� �� ��"� �� ह�� *� 1��  �ह�� ह(- �)�  �
 
\���� ���� ह) $���  �( / �(k�8 ���� ��ह�� ह��, �ह "��� �ह_ ह) A ����5� �(� �  �
 J������ 
��J_ –���� J
�� ����� �� ���, '
�
�. �
� ��  5
�� �� ��_, ��.�� High altitude 
clothing �� ��� �
 ��8� ��� �  ��� ��� ह), 1� ����C �� ��� ����� �
 5ह��� �� �8��� 
���� ���ह- ���� ��� 8��� ��� �  1��� �(���8�i7 � ह
 A �� ���� �ह
�� �� �ह �� ��8��� 
�]� 5� �� 5�ह, ��� -�8 �8��� ������C �� 1�!���� � -� ���C �� �
 \��68� ��J�� ह) $��� 
�� ������~  ���� ���ह- A  
 
 �)��� \�&�����C �  �
 ��� �+ ह) *� �����  ���~ -�.��.-. ��  �) ��#� �
 
:�B�5 �  /� ! ���� ���� 5��, 1���  ��- �� ���.  �
!. �]� 5� ����8� 8��� ��
5 �� ��"�(�� ��  
�)��|�� 35 �� �)��  15 The Armed Forces need not divert their manpower to 

organisations like the Survey of India, Director General of Quality Assurance, 
Defence Research and Development Organisation, Military Engineering 
Service, Border Roads Organisation etc. There should be a gradual 
civilianisation of these organisations and the officers can be used for core 
functions." \5� \��� ��18!. ���� ह� �
 \���C �� ��� �
 ह
5� ह� *� �ह� ���~ 2� �� 
-�.��.-. ��  �
 :���� �) �)!  2� $6ह  /� ! ���� 8ह�� ���� 5�� A �� �ह ��8��� �]� 5� �� ��� � 
D
�%�� *�  ��.��.��.�. ��  ���.]� �  �
 ������ ��+ 5+ ह� $� �� �� �ह� ��� $b�- 
��-� A !�-72, -�.��.-.-j�� �8��� 8��ह�� ��� �+ D
��%#� �  \��8E8�� �8��' ��  ���~ 
\' ��� D�
5 ��  ��- $��(� �ह_ �ह 5- ह� A \�: ���� �(k�8 ह) �� 1���  �x��C �  �&(��� 
����� �� D�
5  ����  �(&�� ���� �� �8E���� ह) A 'ह(�-'ह(� &6�8�� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : 8��� 5(�, ���� �
 ��c ���! ह� ���� A 

SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR (Maharashtra):Thank you, Madam 
Chairperson, for giving me this opportunity. I have a very small suggestion to 
make, through you, Madam, to the Government, which, if implemented, will go 
a long way in mitigating the hardships of the members of the Armed Forces. If 
a member of the Armed Forces, particularly from the lower ranks, when he 
comes on leave, short or otherwise,     has any work with the 
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Government agencies regarding his land entries, pension, provident fund, etc., 

he is made to visit the office again and again, three-fourths of his time is 

wasted in visiting the Government offices. Some appropriate direction, with the 

Cabinet approval, should be given to the State Governments that whenever a 

member of the Armed Forces comes for such things, his request, complaint 

and everything should be entertained on a priority basis without making him to 

call on the office again and again. That is all I want to say. If this is done, they 

will feel that they are wanted.  Thank you. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, everybody has made his suggestions. I 

am also making one suggestion. We are all concerned about the war widows, 

specially the children and their education. When we had the Kargil war, we 

had created a special fund. The Members of Parliament also collected money 

to give to the Kargil fund. Why shouldn't we have some permanent kind of fund 

for the war widows and their children's education? They can be supported with 

that. There should be a corpus and that corpus will remain there, and out of 

the interest these people can be supported. I had written to the Prime Minister. 

I had written to you also. I hope you will be able to comment on this matter. 

Are you trying to find out whether there is any possibility to do such a thing? 

That is the only thing which I want to contribute to the debate. 

SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR:Madam, I have spoken only half-a-minute. 

Next time I will take one more minute. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is put in the safe deport. Yes, Mr. Minister. 
 
 �E� ��R� (�� ���S G�>�<��): $������� ��, �� $� ��� ��"�C �� ����� ह�� 
��6ह
�  1�ह 'ह� �  �ह"�� ���� *� 1��� '�ह���� ¦�5 �� 1� '�� 'ह� �
 ����� A 1��  
�ह_ ��, ���� �� D��� �� ���� �
9��
�~ �� ���� D��� �� ���8 �ह_ �ह� A 1��� �(K� 
���~ �ह ह) �� ��� ��  �(��� '�C �
 ह� -� ह� �i�! �� ��J�  ह�, 1� '��� �  ह� �' �� -� �� 
��6��� ह) A $��� ��"��� , $���  ���, $��� ��8�� *� �' $��  �� �
+ ��� �� �(��� ��  
���. �  �ह�� ह
 ���� ह) �
 $���  ���8�� ��  '��� �  ह� �' �� �
� -� ���� ह) A -� '�� �� 
�(k� �'�� �ह�� ��� ����� ���� �� �8E���� ह(+ 2� *� �' �ह�� �� �(k� -� ������ ��"� 
�� �ह '�� �ह� �� ह�  \�� �� ���
!. �ह_ ����  �
 �(k� �E��. ह(� %�C�� ���
!. ���� ह�2C �  
���-�b  
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7.00 P.M 
 
��� �ह�� � 5+ 2� A ह� �ह ����� �� �ह� 2� �� �ह ���
!. ��/�� हo�� ह� �ह�� ��"�C �
 
'��!� ���� ह) 8ह�� �� '��! �� 5+ ह
5� A ����� �(k� \�� �ह�� �� �ह ����� ���� �� 1��� �
 
�"8��  /�_ 2� 8� �&� /�_ 2�, $��� ���� 5������ 2� *� 1���- 8ह ���
!. ��� /��� ��  ��- 
5+ ह) A �ह� 8�ह ह) �� 8ह ��"�C ��  ह�2C �  \' �� �ह_ � ��+ A ���� �
��� ह
5� �� 
\�8�j' 8ह ���
!. ��� ��"�C ��  ह�2C �  � ��- A �(k� �ह �� �5�� ह) �� \5� 8ह ���
!. ह�2 
�  �+ ह
�� �
 �ह 'ह� *� �� \l/� ¦�5 �� ह
�� %�C�� \���  ���C �� ������� �8��9�� 
����5� ��  ����. � ,���� ��  �8�� �
 घ��� ह(- �� �
 ���� 5�� ,  $���  ���8��, 1� �' ���C 
�
 �� �� �
 '��  �ह�� �� $b�+ 5+, $� ���
!. �  $��� ���� J(���� �ह�� �� ���� 5�� ह) *� 
���� �
 \���� �&� ���! ��  DE� �  �� \��� ह"���� �  �
 '�� �ह�, $��� �� $7� $��  
���� ह
�� A 
 
 $������� �ह
���, 'ह� �
 ��(8m�� �� �� �(] ���� A $6ह
�  ��� �� �(��� ���� 
�� �� �(��� ��.� �� �( / '��  /�4� *� �
!� �
!� $��� �ह�� �ह 2� �� 1� �� ����� ह� 
�
5C �� �
� ह
�� ���ह-, 8ह �
� \�� �ह_ ह(+ ह) *� �ह ह
�� 'ह(� ह� �]�� ह) A ह� 1� '�� 
�� �ह�� ह� �5� �ह �� �� '�� �ह_ ह) A ह� �ह ��k�  ह� �� ����� ��  ��� �� �� �� ह� 
�
5C �� �( �� ���� �� �(��� ��  '��� �  �
 �
� �ह� ह�,$��� �
+ �8��9 ��.  �ह_ ह(� ह) A 
����� ��  ����� '�� ����� �8�ह���� ��ह] �� ��
���C ��  ��2 �8��9�� *� �8E8 ��  ��2 
�� ��� �� -� ����� �� ��E�� ह� '�� ��-�5�, 1� �h��� ��  ��2 ��� ���� 2� A ����"��� 
�� 1974 �  ह� �' �E��� �  �ह�� �� 2�, ��c -� ��� 8ह�� �� ���� ��घ9. ��� A '4� ���� �  �
 
�n��� 2� $��
 J�����  �� ��� ह���� ���� �� ����  A ����� ��� ��� ��� �' 8ह �4�+ 
���� ��~��� �
4 �� �� �ह� 2�, ���¤+ �
 � ����� ह(- ���(�¢ ���: ��घ ��  �����, $� ��� ��  
����� �
 �88��C �
 ��!��� ��  ��- '�� ह(� 2�, $���  ���- ��"�� ��  ����� �� ��"�� J
�� A 
�' �� �� �� �� �� ���� �� �ह_ �� ����� ��  ��� �� �� �� �� �ह �ह �ह� ह�� �� ���� �� 
�ह_ ��, ��� �� ���� �� �n��� �� ������ \�� �ह_ �� *� �i�! 8ह� �ह� ह) �� �(��� A *� 
�(��� ��  ����� �  �
!� �
!� �
 �i�! �ह� 8ह �
 �4
���C ��  ��2 ह���� ��E�� �) �� �ह 5�, $�� �� 
�ह� %�C�� ��� �� ���� �� ��� �� ह� �
5C �� �n�~ ह
 ���� ह), �ह �h��� ���� �� �
+ 
�]�� �ह_ 2� *� ह� �
5C �� ��� �� 1� '�� �
 �� �� ����� ह� �� ��� �
��� �� �� 
�� �]�� �ह_ ह) A ह��. ����1hw �� �(5  
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ह), 10-12 ह��� ���
��!� �� ���� 8��� ����1�  ह� *� ��� �"�C �
 �� �� �� ���� ह) 
����� �8.��� ह
 ���� ह) A ����� ��6��� �ह �� ह) �� �' ह� �
5C �� �8"�
! ���� ��  '�� 
'�� '�� -� '�� �ह� �� ह� 1� ��� �
 �� 8� -� ��!�� ! ����  ����  ह� *� $��� �5� �
+ 
'4 �"� ह�2 �  �� �� ह� �
+ 1� �"� �
 1"����� ���� 8��  ह�, ह� �' 1� '�� �
 �ह_ 
�
��� ह� A �ह �
 ह� �
5C �� '��-'�� �ह� ह) A \' ����~. ��.� �
 �� �� �( / ��"�C  �� �]� 
DE� �ह�� �� /�4� ह� *� $� DE�C �� �8�' �]� ����� ���ह- *� ���� ��-5� A  
 
 ����� �
 '�� ह� �
5C �� \~( �" � ��  D�
5 ��  ����� '�� ह� \~( �"� �j�6� 
���: ह� ����  �ह�� ह(- ��8.���� ��� �� घ
�9� �� 2�- 8ह �ह 2� �� ह� 1��� 1"����� �
 
\~( �" � �j�6� ���: �ह_ ह� $���  �8�
& �  ��� �ह_ �� 5� A ह� �ह�� J(� ����  �� �� 1��� 
1"����� �ह_ �� 5� A ह� 1�� �� 8� -� '��8,  ��!� ! ��  ��� �� ��J�  ह�, �ह '�� ह� �
5C �� 
�ह� 2� A �
 �� ����� ��h�� �  �ह� ह
, ह� ����� �� D��� �
 �ह� �ह� ह) �� \��� �4
���C 
��  ��2 ह� �
5C ��  ��E�� '�� �ह  A �� ��  ��� \5� ����"��� �
 ह� �
5 \�5 �J  �
 �
 �� 
ह���� �4
�� ह� $���  ��2 ����� �� ह� ��E��, ����� �� ह� ह� �
5C �� '�� ह), *� �(��� �� 
�
 �j��~. �h��� ह� �
5 ���� �� �ह  ह�, 8ह �ह� ह) �� \��� ��� �� ������ �
 '���� ��  ��- 
�
 �� ��� ह�  $b��� ���ह- �
 �� ���. ह�� ���� ���ह- 8� ���. ह� �� 5� A  
 
 �� 1974 �� �� �ह�� �� 2
4� �� '�� /��� �5� %�C�� 1974 �  ह�2 �  ���� �
 ���2 �' 
�
J�~ �  �ह�� '�� \~( D�
5 ह� �
5C �� ���� 2� A ����� �7����� ����� �� �� *� 
������� D&�� ���� �� �� ������ �
 �ह� \����� �� ह� 1�� \��� �  %�� �� 8� ह�, -� ���: ��  
��� �� %�� �i� ह� D�q�� �� ���� ह�, ह� �ह_ �� $��
 ����� �J �ह  ह� A ����� ह� 
�"�C �� ��  �ह_ �� �ह� ह� A �ह ���h� $� ��� �� �� 2� A �
 1���- $��  �
+ '���8 
ह(� ह) ����  ह� �ह_ ����� ह� ��8�� 1��� ह� �� �� ��  ����. �  $��
 -� ��!� ! ��  ��� �� 
'��- �J�� �� �]�� �ह��� ह
 5�� 2� A 8ह �]�� �����- �ह��� ह
 5�� 2� ? ����5� 
����� ���!� �� ���
!. ��  '��� � , $���  �+ \��C �  �ह�� �� ��"�C �� ��n ���� ह) A ����� $� 
���
!. �  �ह '�� ह) �� ����"��� ��  ह�2 �� 8� �"� 2� ����� $��
5 ����"��� ��� �� �� 
���� 2� A �ह '�� \���  "�� ��, ��8.���� ��� �� ��� ���� �� �ह_ �� *� *� �+ ���  
��8.���� ��� �� 'ह� �  \��� ���  
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�  �ह_ ���� ���� ह),  ����� �ह '��, ��6ह  ह���� ����"��� ��  ��2 ��E�C ��  ��2-��2 ���8 
�) �� ह), ��� ���C �
 ���� ह), 1��� ������� 2�, 8� �ह '�� �ह� ���� 2� �� �� \5� 
����"��� -� �~ ���� �ह �ह� �� ��E��� �
 ह�  ��q�� ��
 *� �ह_ ��C5� �
 ह���� �"� 
ह), �
 �� %�� ��
5� A �ह 'ह� 1� ��� � , ��� "�� �  �
5C �� ������� 2� �
 8� �
5 ���� 
���� 2� A 1���- \5� $� '�� �
 ������  �J�� *� �
 �(������� ��� ��  ����� �ह� ह) $� 
�' �(�����C �
 ������ �J�� -� �) ��� ���� �
 $� �) ��� �  1� ��� �� �(��� �� ह���� 
�4
� �� ह� �
5C ��  ��E�C �
 ���� �ह�� ह� �
5C �� �
+ ���8 ह) �)��  �8��9�� ����"��� 
��  ��2 �
 ���8 ह), 8ह ���8 �� '�� ह
 �
 ���"2�� �� ����� \~(�"�C �� �ह_ –ह� �ह�� 
��  ��-�5� �� �(� �� �� �ह_ 'ih� ���� '����� �� ह� �
5 �� ��  A  �ह �
 -� �i�! 1� 
��� �� �
 �ह� ह) 8ह ह� �ह ����� ह��� �� ��  ��� �� ह� �
5 ���� �  "8���� �� �ह  ह� A 
����5� �
 ���� �ह�� �� 1��� 'ह� ह(+, *� �� ह
�� ह) �
 �ह ����5� �� �� �� �� $�w ह). 
$������� �ह
��� A $�� �
� �� $�� ह) ����� \5� 8ह �
�  �ह_ ह
�� �
 1972 �  �' ����� 
�  ह� �
5C �� ��k��� ह(� ����"��� ��  ��2 �
 $� ��k��� �  ह� �
5 $� ���� �
 �) �� 
'��- �J 5�, �) �� '��- �J 5�, �) �� 8ह�� �� �����C J4� �� 5�, ����� ����-� 8ह�� �� �)��� 
�� 5� – �� �) ��� $�� ��� ��- ह
�� A 1972 �� ���� 1999 ��  \D)� �ह��� �� ����"��� �� �
 
8ह�� �� घ(��� �(] ����, �' �� $� 1����  �  �8E8�� ह� �
 2� A $� �8E8�� ��  �&�� �� ह� 
�
 8ह ��c �� ���
��!� �� ���� ह� �
5 ��J �ह  ह� A 1���- �ह -� �¯8E8�� ��  [�� ���� 
8��� ह� �
5C �� �(��� �� ���� �ह�, �"� �J
, ���� '��- �J
, ��'�� �J
 *� \5� �
+ 
8x� ��� �
 ��� $��� ����� ��
, ����� ह� ��w �  \��� ���� ��J�� *� '��-��� �� 
��"�� J
�
 A �' 1� ���� ��  ��� �� ����5� �)�� ���i"2�� �� �� ह� �
5C �
 ����� ���� 
�4�, 8ह �� ह� �
5C �
 k���� �4� A 1���- �� $� �89� �� 1� 8� 'ह(� �8"��� �  '
��� 
�ह_ ��ह��5�, ����� �ह�� 8ह ��.�, 8ह ���� ��� �
  ���� ����� ��� �  �
!�-�
!� �
 'ह� 
ह(+ ह), $� 'ह� �  ������ �� ���., ���� ��C �� �8E����-�, $���  �&(������~, �(��� 
��  \���  �����, ����� �(��� �  ���� �� 1"����� ह
 �� � ह
, ��� 'ह(� �� ����� DE� �ह�� 
�� �-� ह� A ����(� �  �
 �( / ह(� $��
 ���� ����� �(��� �� �
 �)������� ह
�� ह), �
 �"� 
5
�� '�]� ��� ह� �
5 �ह��-�ह�� �J�� ह�, �
 '���� ह�, 1� �' ���C �� ������  
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��"�C �� � �� 8� \��� ��� �ह�� �� �J� ह�, 'ih� \��� �(k�8 �� �ह�� �� ��- ह� A �� $� ���C 
�� ��\�� �8��9 ��� �� '
��� ��ह��5� A ��B� �� �  �
 ����ह ह) �� �
 DE � �ह�� �� �-� ह�, 
$��� ���+ *� J(���� ह
�� ���ह- A �
+ 5�� '�� �+ ह
 �
 8ह �� ��� *� "��! ����  
�ह�� �� �J�� ���ह- A �� ��  ��� �  8ह ,���� �8E�� ह) A ����  ��  '��� �  �' ��� �� 5+ 
*� $���  �&(������~ �� �ह�� �� '�� � 5+ �
 !�-90 !�� �� ��� �ह�� �� ह
 5+ A $� 
!�� �
 ���� '�ह� %�� D���-D��� ह
 �ह� ह), ��� D��� ��  ��
� �5�- �� �ह  ह� , $��  �ह�� 
�� ����� b�� ह), �� ���� '��  �� ���� � ���� ]� �  �ह�� �� �+ *� '�ह� �� �� '��  ���� 
�ह�� ह� A �
+ ��� �ह_ ���� ह) �' ��� ������ ��  ���. �� �!`�~� �ह_ ह
�� ह
 *� �
+ � 
�
+ ����  �
+ '�� � �ह� ���� हC,*� 8ह J
� �� ��� �� ��h���� ह� ह
�� ह) A \' 
"!�B�5 ���!� �� 1� �� �8��� �]� ���� A ह���� \�&�����C �� ����, ���� ��  \�&�����C �� 
����, $l� "���� \�&�����C �� ����
 1� ��� �� ���' 2� $� �
5C �� ����, "!�B�5 
���!� ��  ����� \��� ���� '��  �J_ A ������ �� �� �� �� ��� � ��n� !�� �� "8�� ���� 8ह�� 
�� '��  �J_ A  
 
 �ह !�� ह�� %�C �]�� ह) �ह '�� �� 8ह�� �� '�� �� A \' �ह �88�� �� �� �ह_ ह), 
�ह �88�� 'ह(� ���C �� ह) A ����� ��/�� �
 ���C �� 1� �88�� �� �( / ��� ]� �� ���� �� �
 
�� ��� �ह�� ��  �88�� ��  ��� �� �ह_, ����� ���+ ���� 1� �i�! �� �ह '�� �ह�� �� $b� ह� A 
$������� ��, ����"��� �' \��� !�-85 !�� ����, �' ���� ��  ����� ����� �
+ $��� �ह_ 
2� A �ह '��  �� �� �ह_, �ह '�� ह���� ��� ������ �   ���� ��  �ह��  �� ह) A $� ��� �� 
����� ��  �
 ��� ���� 2�, 8� �' ��"�
 5- 2�, D&�� ���� ��  8ह�� ���� ��!�� ��  '�� �' 8� 
��"�
 5- 2�, �' !�-90 �� ��� 8ह�� �� /�4� 5+ 2� A �ह ��"�� 1997 �� ह) A ���  $��� 
������� �
 �� ह���� ���� 2� 8ह ह���� ह
 5+ 2� A  D&�� ���� ��  BD���� �)n� !�� �� 
\����� �  ��B!5 ह
 �� 1� �� ��~.� ह(� 2� *� �ह�� ��  ����5��� ���� 2� 1� ! � �
 
��J��,$� �� $��
�5�� *� $� ��  ���� �)����!�. ��k�� ��  ��- *� �' �ह�� �� �ह D�����& 
���� ��� ������ �� ���� 2�, $� ��  �( / ��� �ह�� �� ��� ���� '�� A ह� �� ��J� �� 1� ! � 
�� �8E���� ��  '��� �  �
 ��� ह(+ 2� \��� "��C �� ह(+ 2�, 8ह �'h�( � �(]"� 2� A 1���- 
$��  �
 �� ��� �5� $b�- ���� 2�, 8� ��� ������ �� �� �� $b�- 5- A $������� ��, 
1��� �
 18)�(-�� ह
�� 2�, :�1� ह
�� 2� A 8ह ��� \�&�����C ��  �����8 �   ह(+ �
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1� ��� �� , �(� �� , 1��� 1"����� ���� 8��� �
  ह���� ���� �� \�5 ह),$���  �(�J�� �ह� A  
 
 $������� ��, \' -� '�� /�4� 5+ �� ह��� ������ ��  ���� \�&���� �
 $� 
D�1� ��5
��-B!5 ���!� �� �)����� �� �J�� ह(-,  ���� ��  \�&���� �
 %�C �J� ? $������� 
��, 1��� �(K� ���~ �ह ह) �� 1� ! � �� �����, $���  ��2 �(4� ह(1 !)%�x���� �� DE�, 
������ ����� �  $� ! � �� $��
�5��- �� ���� ���  *� $� ��  ��2 ह� �� -� ���!� 
�5��� 2� �� 1� �� �ह�� �� ! � !�-72 �
 ह� �
5C ��  ह�2
  �  �ह� ह) *� �� �� ह) *� �� 
��  ��� \5� �
+ �8�i7 �- �
 $��� �� 1"����� ह
�� ह) �
 !�-72 �� �(��� �  !�-90 �  
����� �� ह� ? %�C�� ��� �� �
 1� �� ��  ���� 2� *� �� ���� ह), �
 8ह 1� ����!�C 
�� ���� ह) �� !�-72 �� \�(� ��� ह), \�(� �i� ह), ������ ����� �  !�-72 ह�  1��� ��� 
�  ���� ह) �
 !�-90 �� $� ��  �(��'�� �  %�� �(��� ह) ���� ��� �� ���� � ,$� �
 ��� �� �� 
����- 1� ���� '��C �� ��~.� ���� �  8ह ���5� ह
 ���  A \' �
 �ह '�� �ह�� �� �ह� 5+ �� 
D�1� ��5
��-B!5 ���!� �� ����� �
 ��� �� ����� ह) *� ���� ��  \�&�����C �� 1� �' 
���C �� �
+ �8��9 ���' �ह_ ह), ��� ��� �� ���� ��  ����� �  ������ ��  \�&���� ���'� 
ह� *� ���C �� 1� ���C �  8ह \��� �
5��� ���� �-� ह� A 8ह D�1� ��5
��-B!5 ���!� ��  
\��� �ह  ह), �ह '�� �ह� ह), ����� �ह ���!� �� 8� ���� ��  \�&�����C �� ���!� �ह_ ह) *� 
�
 ��i� 1� ���!� ��  ��"� ��  ��� �� '��� ह), �
 ������ ��  ह� �� ��� �
 1� ��  ��� ��� 
��  '��� �  �8��� ���� �� ��'���� ह), 8ह �
5 1� ���!� �  ��� ��K�� �  ह
�� ���ह-, 8� 8ह�� 
�� ����� ह� A 1���- $������� ��, �ह �
 ! � �� ����� ह), ह� �ह "��! ���� ��ह 5� �� 
\5� ��� ��  ����� �� ह� ��� D��� �� �) ��� ��ह�  ह�,  8ह �) ��� ह� ���� �  �����' ह
 
���  ह� �
 ��� �ह ! � ह� �
5C �
 ���� \��8��. ह
 ��-5� A ����� �' �� $�  �
 �ह_ ���� 
��-5�, ह� $� 8� �� �
+ �!`�~� ���� �ह_ ��ह 5�A $� ��  :�8h� ���"2�� ��  ���5"��� �  
ह(- ह�,$� ��  ���-:�8h� ह(- ह� A 1���- $� ! � �
 ���� �� ������ ��  ����� �� ���� ��  
����� ���� D��� �� �88�� �ह_ ह), �ह �� ��� �
 'ह(� "��! ��� �� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� A  
 
 \' ��.��.��. �.��  ��2 ���� �� 1�!��� � ह
�� ���ह- A �ह�� �� �
 ���� ह) *� 
\�(.� ! � '���� �(] ��-  ह(- ह�  \��� ��� ह(- *� \�(.� ! � D
�%�8�1�   
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�
 -� ����� �  ह(� ह) �� $� ��  5 ! � :�1� ��  8�"�� ���� �
 ��- 5-, $� �� :�1� �
 5�� 
���� ��  ��2 8ह ! � ह) A ����� 1��� ������ D
�%�� �
 ���� ���ह-, $� ���� �  ह� �
5 
�ह( ��� �ह_ 2�, \' 124 !�� '���� �� ��.� �
 ह��� ���� ह), �5� �� !�� ह���� ह�2 �  ����� ��� 
�5 5�, 1��
 ��iE�� ��� �� �� �� �� �ह_ �ह ���� A 1���- ह�  1� ��j��� -� ��'�� 
�"� \��� ह�2 �  �J�� �� �]�� ह) *� �� �ह �"� ह� �
5C ��  ��� !�-90 ! � ��  ]� �  ह� 
A  
 
 $������� �ह
���, ��8� �� �ह�� �� �' '�� /�4� 5+ �
 �ह� 5�� �� ह���� ��� 
\�� -��n�o! �� ���� �ह_ ह) *� $��� %�� ����� ह
 ���� ह) ��� �� �(��� ��  ��- �ह '�� 
����� �+ A -��n�o! �� ���� �� -� �
 ��( ���`� ह
 5+ 2�, 1���- $��
 �
 ह!��� ह� 2� 
A �
 -� '��, $��� �� ��:
��B!5 ह
 �ह� ह) *� $���  ��- -�-�8� ��� �5 ��-5� A 
����� 1��� �� �]� �ह ���� ह�� �� \5� ��� �
+ �� ��i7 � 5+- %�C�� �ह '�� �ह�� �� 
������ �(��� ������ �� �� /�4� �� �� \5� �
+ ��� �8E���� � �4� �
 ह� �
5 �ह�� 
�ह 5, �
 ��� �
+ �� �8E���� �4� �
 �( / �`��हC �� '�� ह), $��
  ह� ��(a �� �� ���� ह� 
A �� �
��� ������. �  $��� ��:
��B!5 ह
 �ह� ह), 1���- $� i"2�� �� ह), $��
 �(&���� 
�� '�� ह), �+ ���C ��  1"����� �� $��  �
 �( / ���
����� �+ ह�, $��
 ��� ���� �� '�� ह), 
�����  1��� \2. �ह �ह_ ह) �� �8E���� ह
�� �� $��
 ह� �����  ��(a �  ������ ���. 
��  ��- 1"����� ���� �  \��2. ह), ��� '�� �ह_ ह�A ह� �
5C �� \��� ��� �� 1� -� ��� � 
-��n�o! �) ���� '���� �� �) ��� ���� 2� A �ह �� '�� -� ����� �� �ह�, �1 �� �� ��� �
 
'ह(� ���C �� ���, ��~.� �� \��� ह(- ����� 1��
 '���� ��  ���. �
 ��/�� ��� "8��� �� 
���� *� $���  ��- �)�� �'��!�  ����  ह� �
5C  �� �(] ���� A �� �� �
��� ������. �  2� 
*� ��� �
5C �� 1��� ��j������ ह) -��n�o! �) ���� ��, -�� ��� � ��� �) ���� ��, 8� �' 
�
5 8ह�� �� 2� A �
��� ������. �  1��
 '���� ��  ��- �
 1�g�":%�� ���ह-, $��� ���� 
����~ ह
 �ह� ह),  �5�5 ���� ह
 �(�� ह), 2
��-'ह(� '��� ह), ����� 1��� �
 ��w�1� ह) *� 
1� ����1� ��  ��- ह���� ��� �
5C ��  ��2 �j��.  ह) �( / �8��9 ��� ��  ��-, $� �� \�� �� 
�( / 1� D��� �� \��iE���� ह) �� ��� �� $��
 ���� ��- %�C�� �ह�� ����� �� ह(� 2� 
$���  �� �  �( / *� '��  ह� A �
 1��
 ���� ����1B�5 �� ��� \�� ���� ह) ����� \�� 8ह 
���� �ह� ह(� *� $��  �ह �ह_ �� 1��  ��� ��!� �� �ह� ह) �� ��� 'c�� �� �ह� ह), ��� 
'�� �ह_ ह) A $��� J�. ���. ���� ह) *� �(k� �8E8�� ह) �� �ह ����  
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���� ह
�� �� �ह�� ह� $� -��n�o! �
 '���� �� ��� $� ��� ������. �  �(] �� � 5� A ��8� 
��  ��- 1� ��� ��  '�! ��  ���� ��� �)�� ��  �8��9 ��'!� �� �]�� 2�, 8ह �� ह��� ���� ह) 
*� ह� �ह ����� ह� �� \��� ��8� �  ह� ��� �
 ��� -��n�o! �) ���� ह���� '�� �ह�� ���ह- 
A �
 �(������� ह���� ����� �� ��  ��� ��J�+ �� �ह� ह) \�'� ��(a �� ���� ��$2 ��1�� ��  
��(a �� ����� �� ��1���� �� ����� �� �ह� ह), ��(a �
�C �� ����� �� �ह� ह) *� ��� 
]� �  �ह��C �
 �(���� �� �ह� ह), 1��� ��K�� ��J�� ह(- ������� ह
 ���� ह) A ह���� ��� �� 
�
5C �
 \���� ह
�� ह) 1� ���. �  A �
 ����� �
� ह�, �
 �ह��C �
 ह�+�)� ���� ह�, ��!�� ह), 
�ह��C ��  �
 ���� ह), $��
 $b��� ��(a �  � � ���� ह� *� \��� ह�2 �  �ह�� ���� ���� 
���  ह�, �� ���� �
 ��� ���� ह�, $��� �
�2�� ��  ��- ���� �� ��� \��� ���:C �� ��5�ह  
�5� ह(+ ह� A ह� �' ��8�� �ह��� �  ����� �  2� �
 8ह�� �� �ह '�� ��� �  �+ A \�� �ह���, 
��c �ह�� �ह�� �' ह� �8����� �  2� �
 8ह�� �� �ह '�� ��� �  �+ 2� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3: ��/�� �+.��.��. �  �x�.� �  ����� �� 1� �� ��"��� ���� 2� A 
 
 �� �=�S G�>�<��: 1� 1����  ��  ���� ���:C ��  ��� �  �ह '�� ह) �� ���� 1��  
\5(8�+ ��  %�C�� 1� �ह��C �� �
 \�ह�~ ह
 �ह� ह), 8� �
 �
+ � �
+ ����� ���  �� ���� 
8��� �ह�� ह� A 8� 1��� �(i� ���� ��ह�  ह� A 1���- ह� �
5 �ह ����  ह� �� ह� �
5C,  ह���� 
��8� �� ��� �� �(��� �� ��j������ ह) A 1��� ��'� ह� �
5C �� ��(a ���� ह), ह���� �
 
1��x��� �
� ह) , 8ह �� 'ह(� �8"��� 8��� ह) A 1���- ह� �
5 ������ �
 ��'�� �� 5� *� 
�8���� �� 5� *� 8ह ��� ���� ह) A  
 
 �ह
���, -�� �
�. �� ����� �'�� \�&� �ह�� ��� �  ��� A $��  �(K��: �
 '��  
$b�+ 5+ – -� �
 ��8��� �)! :���, $��
 � ���� �� 8�ह  �� �� �' \�घ�� ह
 �ह  ह� *� 
����� ��5-21 �
 ���� �
 ��"��-� ह� A �ह
���, 1��  �� �
 '��C �� J(���� ���� ��ह��5� A 
�ह�� '�� �ह ह) �� ह� �
5C �� �ह �
 ��k ह) �� ��5-21 \' �(���� �ह�� ह
 5�� ह), 
1���- �� ���� \�घ�� ह
 �ह  ह�, �ह �§�C �� �&���� �ह_ ह) A �ह �ह� ह) �� �%��� #� ह
 �ह  
ह� ����� �%��� #� �� ���� ��/�� \��� 89� �� 8)�� ह� ह� �ह� ह) A $��  �
+ 'ह(� ��.  �ह_ 
��� ह) A �
 �%��� #� ह
 �ह  ह�, 8� �ह�� ��  �(���� ह
�� �� 8�ह �� �ह_ ह
 �ह  ह� A �%��� ! �� 
�+ 8�ह  ह
�� ह) A �ह_  '�. �ह! ह
�� ह),  �ह_ �ह�� �� 1��� \��� �� �5 ��4  
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���� ह), �ह_ �x��! ����� ��J ह� �ह� ह), $��� �( / 5��� ह
 ���� ह). �ह_  �( / *� 5��� �� 
8�ह �� �)�� p��5� ��  -���
!. �� -� '�� �
 �ह�� ��� �  !��� 5- 2�,  1� �' ���~C �� 
�� �%��� #� ह
�  ह� A  
 
 �ह
���, ���� �� �  �� �ह '�� 2� �� ��5-21 �
 ���� ह� ����� �
5C �
 5�8� �ह  ह� 
A �
 8��(���� ��  \��� �� -� ��� $��� �8�' ���� ��  ��- J(� ���-21 �
 $b��� ��J�� 2� 
*� '���� �� ��5-21 �  �
+ '����� �ह_ ह) A ��� $��� ��( �ह_ ह
 5+ ह) �� $� �ह�� �
 
����� ह� ���8 � ह
 A $6ह
�  "8�� $��
 �ह �ह�� \�� �� ����� ��  ���'� ह), �ह \l/� 
�ह�� ह) �� *� ह�  \��� ���: �� �(��� ��  ��- ��� �ह�� �� �]�� ह), $��  ��5-21 ह� 
�
5C ��  ��� �� �ह�� ह) A  

SHRI SURESH KALMADI: It is the life of the aircraft that is being talked 

about. It is extended up to 2005. Its life is again and again extended. You 

compare it with all air forces around the world. You see even the Russian 

aircraft. They do not use it for such a long time. Now you are going in for 

retrofit of that. It was decided five years back. Is it worth to extend its life up to 

2005? That is the question. 
 
 �� �=�S G�>�<��:  '�� �ह ह) �� ह� �
5 ��5-21 �8� �
 ���� �� �ह� ह� A �� 
��5-21 �8� �� ��� ह) A �ह �
 ��~.� 2� $���  \���! ���� ��, �ह 1988 �  ���� 5�� 2� A I In 

1988, there was a request for a proposal from Russia. . Russia sent a detailed 
proposal in August 1991 after about two-and-a-half years. Then joint Indo-
Russian Economic study of the Aircraft in terms of the cost and other thing 
involved was done in November 1992. Then the intention to proceed and to 
nominate Russia as the primary contractor in this whole exercise was taken in 
March 1994. Then the proposal was submitted to the Cabinet Committee on 
Political Affairs in January 1995. The Cabinet Committee without any delay in-
January cleared the proposal. Contracts were signed with the Russian and 
Western Vendors in March 1996. That is why in 1996 comes in when the 
contracts were signed. Then the officials were positioned in Russia in May 
1996. Then an IAF team went to Russia. In September 1996 it put stayed 
there. Then the integrating system began in December 1996. Then the 
Contracts were signed in February-March 1997 with HAL and BEL. Then the 
supplies started coming to HAL Nasik in July 1997.   The integration process 
began in 
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September 1998 and the first assembly of the aircraft was completed in 

August 1998 followed by the first flight in October 1998. The second assembly 

of the aircraft was completed in December 1998 and the flight test 

commenced in December 1998 itself. Thereafter the supply of kits for the first 

six aircraft began in October 1999 and that process is now on. We believe that 

HAL Nasik will complete the upgradation of the first six aircraft by March 2001. 

SHRI SURESH KALMADI: My point right from the beginning is that MIG 

aircraft would get old by 2005. Now you have retrofitted. ...(Interruptions)... 

Now you have given an extension. ...(Interruptions)... Even the Russian Air 

Force has not given extension like this. ...(Interruptions)... Only this Air Force 

has asked for such an extension. ....(Interruptions)... As it is we are having 

many air crashes. 

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: When you have this retrofitting done, 

these aircraft are going to be in service by 2020. We are acquiring a fairly 

large life for these aircraft. The total number of aircraft which are going to be 

upgraded will be 12S. So, so far as the problem of MIG-21 and other related 

problems are concerned, they are being addressed. Though the exercise 

began in 1988, now it has come to a point where it is in the process of getting 

completed. Then there is the AJT. It has also a similar chronology except that 

in the case of AJT it began in 1995. In fact, from the Air Headquarters the 

process began in March 1984, the test survey and the paper evaluation of AJT 

Aircraft available in the world market was done .in December 1985. And from 

1985 in the next year in April-May 1986 flight evaluation was done and the 

Hawk and Alfa Jet were considered as in the same category and IAF, HAL 

and DRDO together came to that conclusion. But from April-May 1986 when 

two had been identified there was a real controversy - Air Force said, either of 

these; DRDO said, any of these and the HAL said, perfect, we are ready to 

handle anyone. 

From that day onwards, things got struck. Now, whether it is 

prioritisation of the Budget allocation or whether there were any other 

reasons, I would not like to go into that but, money has been a factor in this 

matter. 
 
 *� ह� ��� � , �(��� ��  ����� � , ���� �� �(�� �� ह� '�� ��  A �)�� �ह�� �� 
������ ���� ���� ��� ��&�� �� ����C ��, घ�C �� '�� ��� �ह_ ह), 8ह�� �� ��  
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DE� 8ह� ह) A �� ह� 36 D���� �� �ह( �� ��-� ह� *� �ह�� \5� 8ह 16 �� 18 D���� �� 2� �
 
'�� �
 �)�� �� ह� ह) A �� ����(� �� \�5 �� '
��� 8��� ह�� A ����� ����(� �  �
 ह(� �� \6� 
���� �� "2�� �� ह
 �ह� ह)…(������)… 
  
 �� ���� ��� : ����(� �� �� \�� '
� ����- A  
 
 �� ���S G�>�<�� : 8ह�� ��  '��� �  �� �
 '�� 8ह� ह) A ह� ��� ��  '��� �  �)�� �� \��8 
ह) A �)�� �
 /
4�� *� \6� ���� ��� �� ��� ह���� ���� ��  ���C �8��5C �  ����, ��  ���C 
\�5C �  �ह_ ह) A  
  

$������� �ह
���, �ह�� �� -.��.!�. �� DE�  ह), �
 ��~.� $�  ��� ह(� 2� 
$�� ��~.� �� ह� \!� ह� A ��.  1��� ह� ह(� ह) �� �' �ह �88�� '��� ह� �ह� ���� ह� �ह�, 
�
 �
+ ��~.� ���� ��  ��- ह��
  �)��� �ह_ ��J�+ ���� A �ह �
 -� �(��'� ह), ����� ��� 
������ �  �
 �� ��~.� ���� ����5� $��  �ह_ � �ह_, �
+ � �
+ \�8�� �
 ह
�� ह� ह) *� 
������ �
 ह
�� ह� ह) A ��~.� ���� �  �
5 ह)��� ह
 ���  ह�, �ह ह��� ��J� ह) A 1���- �' 1� 
�ह�� �� �
+ \���� ��~.� ���� �� 8� � 5�� �
 �)�  "8�� $�������� �ह
���, �ह �� 
���� �� �� "8�� $� ���!� �� \��� '�(�5� *� 1� ��~.� �
 ��� ह� '�� �ह�� ��  ��- ह� �ह_ 
/
� 5�, 1��� ��~.� \' ह
�� ���ह- A  \' �
�C �� �������C ह���� ����� �+ ह� A "!�B�5 
���!� �� �� 1� �� �8���-�8��. ���� ह) *� ��~.� ���� ��� '��� ह) *� $���  ��2 ह� ��� ��  
'��� �  �) ��� ���� �� '��� ह) *� 1� �) ��� �
 ���� �  �
+ ,���� ��� �ह_ �5�5� *� 
\�8�j' �) ��� ह
 ��-5� A �ह �� ��� �
 �ह ���� ह�� A �� �ह �� '���� ��ह�� ह�� �� 1��
 
������ �� ह!��� ह��� -���
�. �
 1��� ��j������ �� ह) A 18��(-�� �
 ���
 ह� ���� ह), 
-�.-.-�. �
 '���� ह) *� ��� -�.-.-�. *� �� ')b�� �� �� �
 *� ��� ��  '��  �  �� 
���� �� �' 8� �-5� �� �)�� !�-90 ��   '��� �  ह��� �) ��� ���� 2�, ह� $�� ��ह �� 1���  
��� ��  '��� �  �
 �) ��� ���� ह), 8ह �) ��� � 5� A 1��  8��(���� ��  \�&����, ������ ��  
\�&���� *� -�.-.-�. ��  \�&���� ')b�� �
 �� ������� �� �(�  ह� $� �� �� 8� -�  ��~.� 
���� '��� ह) *� \5�� �( / ��� ��  ���� 8ह �) ��� ह� ���� 8��  ह�A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 ��, ����5� ��  '��� �  ���� '��  �ह�� �� � 5+ ह� *� ���� �� $� 
�8&8��� �� *� $���  'l�C �� '�� �
 �ह�� �� /�4� ह) A ह� �
5 $���  ��- %�� �� ���� ह� 
1���  '��� �  ����  �ह�� �� '��  $b�+ 2� A $������� ��, ����5� ��  �(� �  �
 �8�� �ह�� 
ह(- ह), $���  ���8��C ��  '��� �  ��ह� �� '�� �ह�  5+ ह) A …. 
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 �*�2�*�3: ����5� �(� ह(� *� ��E��� �  ����8����C �� �4��-�4�� �
 
�8�� �ह�� ह
 �ह  ह�, �K�� ह
 �ह  ह�, ह� �¯�� ह
 �ह  ह�, $���  '��� �   ��/� ह) A ����5�  �
 
ह
�� ��  J�� ह
 5�� A  
 
 �� ���S G�>�<�� :  \' �
 �) ��� ह(� ह)-�
 �ह�� ह(� 2�, 8ह �
 ����5� �� 
����� 2� ����� 1��
 ह� 8�� ��1� ���(-�� ����  ह� *� �E��� �  ह� �
5 1�� D
%�� 8�� 
����  '
� �ह  ह� A ����  �(���� $��
 D
%�� 8�� ����  '
� �ह� ह) 1���- ����5� �  �
+ 
�"�� ह
 �� �(� ��  ���� i"2�� �  ���� �� �5ह �� �
+ ���� ह
,  $��  �
+ ��.  �ह_ ���� 
���ह- – 1� ��'�& �  ह��� ��~.� ���� ह) A 1� ��~.� �� �%�-|
���� ��  ��� �� 10 ��J ]��� 
���� ��-�5� A ���
 �E��. ह
5� �� 1975 ��  �ह�� ह� �
5 �
� �%�-|����� ��� ! ��  ��� �� 
�( / �ह_ ���� 2� A �
 �� 5-, $���  ��- � �� ��  \����� *� �( / 2
4�-'ह(� $���  'l�C �� 
��J��� ��  \����� *� \�&� �)�� �� '�� �ह_ ह
�� 2� A \' 10 ��J ]���  ��� ह(- ��i� ��  
���8�� �
 ���� ��-�5� A 
  
 �*�2�*�3 : ��� ह(- �ह_, �ह�� ��ह-  A 
 
 �� ���S G�>�<�� : ��� ����-, �
 �ह�� ह(-, $���  ���8�� 8��C �
 ���� ��-�5� 
*� ����
 �
! �5�,  �
 1�8)��� ह
�� � 5��, $6ह  �� $��� ��� �� ��-5�A ����
 �
! 
�5� ह), �x%!�. ��  \�(��� ����� ��� ! 8ह ��� ���� ��  ���'� ह�, $���  �&�� �� $���  
��- �)�� ���� �� 1����� ह) *� 8� �
5 �
 �ह�� ह(- ह�, $���  ���8�� ��  �
5C ��  ��- �� �ह 
�(�8&� ह) A �
 �
5 100 D���� 1�8)��� ह
�� �4� ह�, $��
 �� घ� '���� ��  ��- �ह ��� �� 
��-5� A ��� 16��
� � ह), �8��C ��  ��- �5�5 3 ��J 80 ह��� ]��� �� �� 1���
� � ह�, 
\�&�����C ��  ��- �( / ,���� ह) A 1���  \��8� 'l�C �� �c�+ ��   ��- -–ह� ���8�� �  �
 'l�C 
�� �¦�¤+ ��  ��- -�--� 'l�� ��  ��� �� -�--� ��J ]��� \�5 �J� ��-�5� *� $� �� �
 
}��w �-5�, 8ह }��� $� 'l�C �
 $��� �¦�+ �� J�. ���� ��  ��- ����5� A �' $��� �c�+ 
���� ह
 ��-5�, �
 $��� ���� �  �� \6� �( / ��� 8� ���� ��ह  �
 $� ��� ��  ��- 8ह �)�� 
$��
 ���� ��-5� A 1���  \����� �ह
���, ह� �
5C ��  ��� ������ ��� ह) �� ���� 
���8�� �  ��� ��i�  ��  ह�2 �  8ह �)�� 5�� 8ह ��i�-�
 �8�� �ह�� ह
 5�� �����  ���-'�� 
���8� ह� �� �
�C �  �� �
+ -� ���8� ह) – 8ह $��� ��8�ह �ह_ �� �ह� ह), $��
 �( / �ह_ 
��� �ह� ह), $6ह  �ह���  
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�  -� ह��� ]��� ����, 1��� 1����� -� \�5 �
9 �� ����~ ����  ह��� ���� ह) A �5� ह� 
�ह��� ���� ह� �� -� ह��� ]��� �� ह) 1���- ����� ��� � �� � ��  ����� ह���� D"��8 ह) 
�� $��
 �(5(�� �� ���� ��- ���� �ह��� �  �
 ह��� ]��� $���  घ� �ह(�� ��-�, 1��� 1����� 
���� ���ह- A ����� ��� � �� � �� ��B!5 �� ��� �
 ह
�� 2� ����� ����� �� 1� ��� �  
�ह ��� 2�, 1���- $� ��B!5 �
 �� ��� �5� 'c� ���� 5��, �ह_ �
 8ह �) ��� �� $� 
��B!5 �  ह
�� 2� A 1���  \��8� 'l�C �� �c�+ �(o� �  ह
, 1��� 1����� ह) A ��� ��ह���� 
�
ह� 8�� �8�
w ��  ��� �� �ह����� ह�, $���  �ह�� ��  ��- �ह�� �� �
 �)�� ���� ���� ह), 8ह 
�
 ह� ह) ह� A 1���  \��8� �ह �� 1����� ह)- ��� 30-31 "2��C �� ����~ ���� 5�� ह) �ह�� �� 
$���  �ह�� ��  ��-, $���  'l�C ��  �ह�� ��  ��- 1����� ह) A �ह ����� -� '�� ����5� ह(� �
 
$��� �� ����� �ह_ �ह�5�, ह���� ���� ��  �8�' �ह�� �ह_ �� ��� ��  ��- �ह��� �
 "8���� 
�� 5�, �ह�� ��� i"2 �� �� ����~ ह
5�, 8ह�� ��  ��- �ह D�8&�� ह���� '�� �ह�5� A 8� '���� ��  
��2 1��  '¦
��� ह
 ���� ह) ����� 1��  �!��� �ह_ ह
 ���� %�C�� $��� ��j������ ���: 
�� ��j������ ह), ह� ����� ह� A 8ह ह� �'�� ��j������ ह), ��� ह� ����� ह� A 
 
 �*�2�*�3 �ह
���, �� *� �� �( / '��  �ह�� ��ह��5� A -� 8��� �
�� B!5 ����� �� 
'�� �ह�� �ह� 5+ A $��  -� ������ ��"� �� �ह '�� �� �ह� �� -� ��� -� �D�����&���� 
��.�� 5�� 2� *� ����� ��� -� D�����&���� �ह�� ��� 2�, �
 �ह %�� 54'4 ह� ? 1��  
�
+ 54'4 �ह_ ह) A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : ��6ह
�  ��/� 2�, 8� �
 ��� 5- … ����� �
5C �� �8�� ��- 2�, 8� �' 
��� 5- ह� A  
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� : \' �� ����� �  '�� ����- A �
 �}�C �  �ह ����- A  
 
 �� �=�S G�>�<��: �
 �}�C �  �
 �( / �ह_ ह
�� A �(k�� ��/� 5�� 2� �� ����� ��� 
���5� ? �)�  �ह� 2� �� �� 'ह(� 8� ���5� A  
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� :  ���� �
 'ह(� '��  '�� �� ह� A 
 
 �� �=�S G�>�<��: \' %�C�� �ह ��8.���� ��� �� �89� '� 5�� ह) 1���- �� 
'�� ��� �� 1��� �(]�� ह(+ 2� 1995-98 �  -� \����� �� ��� ��  ��2 '����� �� A “Hughes” 
�
 ���� �8E8�� �  �' ���C �  �5� ह(+ -� 'ह(� '4� �� ��� ह),�h!� ����� �� ��� ह), 
1995-96 �  1���  ��2 ��� ह(+ 2� A ��� ��  '��  
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�ह  ���� 5�� �� �ह ह���� ��- b�� �ह_ ह), �ह ह���� ��� ��  ���� �ह_ ह) *� 1� �) ��� �� 
-� �
 ��.-�.%��.��. �� �
 ह���� ��%8���� ! ह�, %8���!� ��� �
 �� '��  ह�, 8� b�� �ह_ 
ह), ��� ह��� �ह��� ���� *� ������� ��� ���� ��, 1995-98 �� �ह '�� ह) *� ������� ��� 
���� �� ���' D&�� ���� ह� ��� ���� 2� – $6ह
�  �ह �) ��� ���� �� ��.��.��.�. \��� 
��� �  1��
 '���� ��  ��- �ह� ���5� A �ह 1995-96 �� '�� ह) A �ह D��� $6ह
�  �(] ���� 
����� 1998 ��  \5"� ��  �ह��� �  ���� �� �ह� �� ���J-, ����"�����C ��  ह�2C �  �ह �"� �ह( �� 
5�� ह), ह� �
5C ��  ह�2C �  �ह_ ह) *� ह� �
5C ��  ��- ������� 'c 5+ ह) 1���- 1���  ��- 
�( / ��� $b��� ���ह- A 8ह�� �� '�� ह
�  �5� A�
 1������� '��� �� �
 �(]�� ह(+ 2�, 8ह 
1996 �� ह(+ ����� �' �ह� 5�� �� 8ह $� "2�� �� �ह_ �ह( ��� 2� �� 8ह ह��
 8��� �
�� B!5 
����� �� ���  *� $��� ����� �ह ह(� �� ह� �
5 '�ह� �� ��5��� �5� A '�ह� �� ��5��� ��  ��- 
�' �ह� �� 5+ �
 �
 ���C �� �� ����C �
 �x!.��"! ���� 5��, -� g��� �� *� ����� �(n� � 
�� A 1� �
�C �� �ह� 5�� �� \��� ��� �
 �� �( / ह),$��� ������� ह�  �� �  A 1&� $��� 
:��� ह
�� �5� *� �' :��� �� ������� ���� �5� �
 “2����” �� ��� �
 g��� �� ह), 8ह 
ह�  �
+ D�
w� �ह_ �� ��+ *� '� 5+ -� ह� �� ���, �(n� � �� A ]� �
 ���� �� �ह�� �( / 
��� ह(+, %�C�� ]� ��  ��� �� 8��� �
�� B!5 ����� ह), �ह '�� �
5C �
 ����� ह), 1���- ]� 
��  '��� �  �� �( / '��  �ह�� ��_ A ����� ह�  ��� ��w �� �8E���� 2�, 8ह �(n� � �� ���� ह), 
�ह ���� �� ��� �ह� *� ��� �
5C �� 1��
 ��J�,  $��� ��� �ह� A 1� ��j��� ��.�� �� 
“� 5�� n�1���” – “n�1���” �
 \����� �� ��� ह) *� “� 5���- ��.�� �� �� ��� ह) A 1� 
�
�C �� ��� �� �ह�� ह� ��E�� '�� ह), 16ह
�  �
'��- 8��� �
�� B!5 ����� �� '�� �ह� A 
$��
 �ह� 5�� �� ह� �
5 :��� ���� ��ह�  ह� �
 8� '
�� �� :��� ���� ��  ��- ���
 ��.�� 
�  ��� ह
5� A �x��� ��  ��- ��.�� �  �
 ह���� !��� ह� *� �
 ह���� ह) $��
 ��J�� ह(- 8ह�� 
���� ह���� ��- :��� ���� ���8 �ह_ 2� A �' $6ह  �ह�� '(���� 5�� �
 $6ह
�  �ह�� ��� �� 
1���� �� ���� *� 1��  �( / ��� *� 'c 5�� A ����� \' 1� �� ��~.� ह(- ह� A ह� �
5C �� 
1��
 \��� ��� ��  ���� ��-� ��  ���- '���� ��  ��- �� ��� $b�- ह� A ह� �
5C �
 1���  
��- �
 �8E����-� ह�, 8� ह� '�ह� �� ��58��� ���� �� 5� A ��.�� �  ���-���� ��� '��  1��  
�ह_ �ह� A  

THE   DEPUTY   CHAIRMAN:   Mr,   Minister,      Mr.   Shankar  Roy 

Chowdhury wants to ask for a clarification on this, if you can oblige. 
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SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY:  Thank you, Madam. 

As far as the original proporal for the weapon-locating radar was 

concerned, as mentioned by the hon. Minister, the equipment is the same 

which is being used by Pakistan. It is a good equipment. It is called "ANTPQ-

37". It was triad out in in 1995-96, over trial areas here. At that time, it was sent 

to the DRDO, and the DRDO was asked if it was capable of manufacturing it 

within the country, to which, the DRDO said that it was and that we should hold 

on. That is why this deal fell through. Thereafter, there was a sanction. It is the 

same equipment which Pakistan has got, ANTPQ 37. 
 
 �� ���S G�>�<��:  1��  �
+ ���  '�� �ह_ ह) *� ����"��� �
 1� �' ���C �
 
�� �ह� ह) A $��� -� ���~ �ह ह) �� ����"��� �(��� �� �
 J�. �� �ह� ह) 8ह ������ �)�� 
�ह_ ह) A �ह '�� �ह�� �� '��-'�� � �ह� ह) 1���- �� 1��� ������� �
 �]� ���5� �� ���-
�b ���:C ��  ��� �� ���� ��� ह� ����� �� �' �ह_ �¦� �5� A \5� �� ���
 ���� *� ����"��� 
�� �(��� ����  ��J�[�  �
 �� ���� �  1985  �  ह� �(��� ���  -%�� ���� ]�-  �  �5��� �� 
���' �� 8� ��K8�ह �� ह� ]��� ���� ह), '��� �
  �' �8��� �� J����� �4�� ह) A 1985 �  
���� �� �� �) ��!� �(��� ��  ��- 12 ���� 2� *� ����"��� �� 31 ���� 2�, 1997 �  ���� �
 
��� ��  '�� ���� �� �� �) ��!� 12 �� 13 ���� ह
 5�� A ���� �  ����"��� �� �� ���� 29 2� 
A 1998 �  ���� �� �� �) ��!� 13 �� 14  ���� ह
 5�� 2� *� ����"��� �� 28 �� 2� A ����"��� 
�� n��: 85 *� ��� 97 *� 98 �  6.9 ��� ! ������, 6.7 ��� ! ������� 6.5 ��� ! ������ 
*� ह� �
5C �� 2.5, 2.3 *� 2.7 �� �ह� A 1���- �)�� ��  ����� �  ����"��� ���� ��'��� �� 
�ह� ह) A �' ह� �&(����� �� '�� ���� ह� �
 1���-  ����"���  ह� �
5C �� �5� ह) *� $��� 
1��  ���� �)�� �5��� ह) A  
  

�*�2�*�3 : $��
 '�ह� �� ��� �� ����� ह) A  

SHRI NITLOPAL BASU: Madam,... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No. Let him finish it now. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Madam, if the Minister yields, I will speak. 

Otherwise, I will sit down. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Let him continue. Otherwise, the trend of 

thought will be lost. 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Madam, earlier he has given some argument, 

and now he is giving some other augument. I will be precise. Earlier he was 

saying that it was rejected. But, in the background of what Gen. Roy 

Chowdhury said, the Minister has justified the Pakistani acquisition in terms of 

its enhanced or increased defence spending. 

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: I am not linking that one. I am sorry, you 

got me wrong. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: But, if I have not heard you wrong, earlier you 

were saying that the deal did not-go through because we ourselves found it 

unsuitable. 

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: That is right. We found it unsuitable. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: But what you are saying is something else. 

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES : Our DRDO and those who went in for 

the trials have found that this was not suitable for us. Whatever may be the 

reasons that they had, they had that in mind. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I think, there is a confusion because they 

say something about the Germans. Germans don't want. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU. There is no confusion. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: At least.that is what I understand. 

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: The German company said, "You come 

here for trials." 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is not possible. 
 
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES : Our people were not prepared for that. 

They said, "We will have to try it in our terrain." You need weapon locating 
radar because of the mountainous terrain.. \' �� 1� ��'�& �  �( / '��  �J �ह� ह�� A 
ह���� ���
 �� �
 �5 �5� 8ह 26 \D)� �
 �5�A  
 
 �� ��&� �%ह� (�D� 6�&7 ): $������� �ह
���, 1� �� DE� �ह�� ��/� ��-�5� �� 
'�� �  ��/� ��-�5� ? 
 
 �*�2�*�3 : \��, \�� �8�' �� � 5� A  
 
 �� ���S G�>�<�� : -� ह� ��2 �� � 5� A  
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�� ��&�� �%ह�: �ह_ \5�  …(������)… 

�*�2�*�3 : �ह_-�ह_ \�� �( / �ह_, �� ')�b- A I am not permitting any more 

clarification. 
 
 �� ��&�� �%ह�: �� ���.  \�(��� �� �ह� ह�� %�C�� �ह '���� 5�� 2� �(k� *� �)�� �� 
�
�!� �  �� �i}�� ह(� ह) �� ���� �� ��  �8�' ���� ��  $����� %�������� ��� ��/� ���-5�, 1���- 
�)�  �
+ %�������� �� �ह_ ��/� A ���� ��� �ह�� �� 2� ����� �)�  �ह_ ��/� A \5� ���� �� $� 
�� �8�' �� �ह  ह� �
 �� $��� �( / %�������� ��� ��ह��5� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : ���� ����� ��  ��- '�� ��� �� ���� !�'� �� 38 ��� ह)… 
  
 �" ������ ��8� : ��� ��� *� ह� A  

 
�*�2�*�3 : ह��, ��� ��� *� ह� A \5� ��  $� 38���C �
 �(��� ��  ��- �)��� ह� �
  

…(������)… 
 
�� ��&�� �%ह� : ��� �(k� ����� ह�, �)�  ��J  ह� A ����� 8� 38 �
5 ह�, �ह_, -�-�
 

�
5 ह� हC5� $��  �� A  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It will not be justifiable, if I don't call those 

people who are not here; and cfell you. The Minister had presented the paper, 

let him answer. Still, if you are not satisfied, then, you can seek clarifications. 
 
�� ��&�� �%ह� : ���J- $���  '�� … 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: First, let him answer the question. May be 

he will be able to satisfy your question which, perhaps, he knows. He is 

dealing with that. 
 
�� ��&�� �%ह� : b�� ह), b�� ह) A  
 
�*�2�*�3 : b�� ह) A  
 
�� ��घ �6� �C3� : �
 ��"� ��/�� ��ह�  ह� $6ह  ���� ��� �ह�� ')b�� ���ह- A ह� �� 

�
 ')b�� ह� ���� ��� ��� 8� %�C ��� 5- ह�? 
 
�� ���%T*� $�� : 5("�� �� ह
1- �� 5��� �� A  
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8.00 P.M. 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� : 5("�� �� '�� �ह_ ह) A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : �� �
 �7� �  ')b�  ह� A ���� ')b�� �� ��j������ ह) A �' 8� �
5 1&� 
')b 5� �
 $��� ��j������ ह
5� A  
 
 �� ���%T*� $�� : ��घ �D� 5��� �
 5("�� %�C ��� ह) ? 
 
 �� ��*��"� ����U : �� �9 ���� �� �8�' �� �ह  2 , 8� �� ��� 5- A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : '��� �' �
 ��� 5- ह� $��
 ��
�� ह) ��� � ����"!� �' �8�' �ह� 
�  � 5� A 
 
 �� ���S G�>�<�� : $������� �ह
���, ��  घ!�� घ!�, �)�  1���� ���� �� �)�� 
�� ��� ��� ���������� �� ����~ ���� ह) A �' 8ह�� �5 �5� *� �
 ��8.���� ��� �� 
�!`��~��� ह
�� �5� A �ह�� '�� �
 �5 �5� 2� 1988-89 �  $��� �� ��n ह(� A -� �(�� 5��8 �  
*� -� �'��(�� �  �5 �5� A ����� �5 �5�� ��  '�� �
 ��� $b��� ���ह- 2� 8� �ह_ $b�- 
5- A �ह�� �� �ह_ $b��� 5�� $��� \5� $��ह�~ ��� �
 1988 �  -��5��� "!
��� ��  ��- �)�� 
�� �
 �8�!� ह(� 8ह 6,13,00,000 2� A 1989-90 �  ���� $���  \5��  ��� 1,09,00,000 �� 
ह(� A 1990-91 �  1,98,00,000 2� A 1991-92 �  5 ��
4 82 ��J, 1992-93 �  12 ��
4 90 ��J, 
1993-94 �  95 ��
4, 1994-96 �  ��6�,��� 1995-98 �  13 ��
4 47 ��J, 1996-97  �  35 ��
4 
16 ��J, 1997-98 �  13 ��
4 59 ��J A 1988-89 �  49 ��
4 72 ��J 2� *� 1999-2000 �  126 
��
4 72 ��J �� ���� A $������� �ह
���, ह� �( � ������ \5� ��J , �'  �� \�5 \�5 
"2��C �� ���� �5�, �ह�� �8�� �)��� ह), �ह�� �6!
�� ! ह�, �ह�� "!
� ह) �
 �)�  ��J� �� \���  
"2��C �� ह���� 5
�� –'�]� '�ह� �4� ह) A �ह�� '4� "!
� ह), �
 'ह( � '�c�� ��"� ��  "!
� ह) 
8� \��� �5ह �� ह� ����� ������ ��4� �� !�� ��  �� ह),�����  [�� �5�5 8-10 �( ! [� �� �� 
7-8  �( ! [� �� ����
��� ��  �8�  ��  ��2 5
��-'�]� �4� ह)A ���� ��/� �� 1��  �
 ���� ह) 
%�� 8ह 1��� �� �ह� ह
5� ? '����, b�� *� 8ह �� ���"2�� �� ���5"���� b�� *� ���"2�� 
�� ���5"���� 5��, %�� 1��� 8ह �� �ह_ ह
5� ? �
 �ह� �� �)�� �ह�� ह) A ���� ���"2�� ��  ���� 
�� �ह  �'�� \�&� ��J� *� �
!�� ह� �)�  ����
 '(���� �]�� 2� $� �
5C �
 '(���� 
�(/��/ ����  �)��  
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��  ��8!� �  8� i� �� *� �ह�� �ह�� 1���  ��- �� 8� 49.72 ��
4 ]��� ����� ��- 2� 8ह�� 
$���  ��- 1999-2000 �  126,26 ��
4 ]�- �� �8�!� �� ���� A ���� �( � ������ 10-12 
���C �  ����� �8�!� ह(� 2� $��� ह� �8�!� 1998-99 �  �� ���� %�C��  �ह �' �)�  "8�� 
\��� ��JC �� ��J� 2� A �ह�� �� ������ ��"�C ��, ������� �  ���� *� 8ह�� �� i"2�� �
 
��J�� ह��� �
 ��~.� ���� 2�, $��� ��n ���� A �ह ��� �� �)�  "8�� ���� *� ��J�� 
���� 2� %�C�� ��J�� �� ह� �ह '�� K��� �  �+ 2� A 1���- 1���  ��- �)�C �� \�&� �8�!� 
���� 5�� A  
 
 ����(� ��  '��� �  ��� �ह��� �� �� 5+ �� 2 ह��� ��
4 ]�-  �� 6 ह��� ��
4 
]�- �� �(���� ह(� ह) A ����� ह��� -� ���
!. 1� ��� �
 �� �� ह) *� ����� ��� �
 �� �� 
ह) A ���J� ]� �  ���� ह) �� 376 ��
4 ]��� �� �(���� ह(� ह) A �ह�� 5
��-'�]� �� 5�� ह) 
*� ���� ��� �� �
 ह��� ह(+ ह) *� ����
 �(]"� '���� ह),   1� �' �
 ������ ��� �� 
��
4 �� ह� �(���� ����� ह� A 1� ��� �� ��
4 ]�- �  ��j�� �� ह
�� ह) *� ��� 5
��-
'�]� �� J����� ह) A �ह ���� 5
��-'�]� ह���� ��� �  ह���� �q�� � �) %!���C �  '��� ह) 
*� 1��
 '���� ��  ��- ��.� ��� 5- ह) A *� \5�� ��� ���C �  1� ��� �
 ���� �� � 5� A 8ह�� 
�� ���� '�ह� ��  ���� �� घ�� �  �5 �5� �� ��� '��C �
 ���� �88�� ह) A �� 1� "2�� �� 
5�� 2� *� �)�  $� �
!� �� �� 5�� �ह�� ������� 2�, ������� ह���� ��%�(��!� �� ����  2� 
A �)�  $��� 1� '��� �  ��/� �
 $��� �ह� �� �
�ह� 3.25'�� 8ह '���� ���� 8ह�� J4� 2� *� 
$� �
!� ��, 8ह �
!� ���
�� �5ह �� ह), 8ह�� �� $��� ��J� �� 8ह�� �� ���� �(] ह
 5�� ह) A 
��8�� ��  '�ह� घ�� ���� �(] ह
 5+ 2� A $��� �ह ��J� A $� ��� ���� �� �( � ������ 
��� �8�� �)��� 2� A 8� ���� ��4�� �- *� 8ह�� �� '�h!� *� �5 '(k��� ��  ��- �
 ��� 
$���  ह�2C �  �+ $��
 ���� 8ह $� "2�� �� �� ��5� A 8ह "2�� 8ह�� �� 50 ��!� �� ���� �� 
ह)A �5 '(k��� �� $���  D��� ह
 �ह� 2� ����� $� ��� ह8� 80 ���
��!� �� �� ���
��!� 
�� �o��� �� �� �ह� 2� *� 8ह �
 �b �( ! [� �� ��8�� ह) $� ��8�� ��  [�� �� 8ह �5 \��� 
�) � 5+ *� \��� �� घ�� �� ���� �5� A '�ह� �� 8ह �5 \��� �
 घ(�� �ह��  �� ���
 2� *� 
�
 J(�� ह(� 2� A �' $6ह
�  �ह ��J� �� 8ह �ह �5 '(k �ह_ �ह� ह) A �
 $��  �� -� ���� 
��5�� ���� �´5�� ���� ��  ��- ��� 5�� A ���� �'|�� ��� �� ���C �� �ह ����1� $4�� 
�5� *� �
 8ह�� �"� 2� …(������)… 
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 �� ��&�� �%ह� : ����1hw �� �x�� ! $4�� �5� ? …(������)… 
 
 �� ���S G�>�<��: ����1� �ह_, ��� �����, �x�� ! $4�� �5� *� �' ���  $4�� 
�5_, -� ��  '�� -� �8"�
! ह
�� �ह� A ����� �ह ह(� �� �
+ 8ह�� �� ]��� �� DE� �ह_ 
�ह� A �' �
5 \��� ��� '���� ��  ��- ��5�� �5�A �ह �
 ह� �
5C �
 ����3� ह) �� �
 ��� 
�b 8ह�� �� ���� ! �� 2� $6ह
�  \��� ���� �i� �5� �� $� �5 �
 ��'� �  ���� A ����� 
��'� �  ���� �  �)�� �� �
�ह� �
 �8� ��� घ�!� '�� �5� ह(+ �5 \5�� ��� �('ह ��� '�� ��'� 
�  �� ��- A 14-15 घ�!� 8ह �4� *� 'ह(� �( / '�� ���� A 8ह�� 30 ह��� !� �"�,5
�� '�]� 2� 
$��  �� 12111 !� �� 5�� *� �( � ���� �� ��  ��� �� ��
4 ]��� ह��
 �5 5� 1� �(���� 
�� ����+ ���� ��  ��- A \' ह��� 1��
 �(]"� ���� ��  ��- ��� $b�- ह� A �' �� �ह�� 
��� �ह ह) �� �ह�� �� �ह '�ह� �J� ह(- ह�, 8ह�� $��
 घ� ���� ���ह- *� $���  ��- ह��� 
���
!. ���5� ह) �� �� ह�  '�� �  �� ��� ��� ���
w �  ����� �� 5
��-'�]� '�ह� ह), $��
 
ह� \5� �8� ���� ��ह�  ह�, $���  ��- घ� '���� ��ह  �
 ����� J�. ह
5� A $� J�. �� �(k� 
J�� '���� 5�� ह) �� �5�5 4010 ��
4 ]��� ह
5� *� ��� �� ��
4 ]��� �� �8�!� ह� 
�� 5� A 1� ��� ����� ��� ह
 ���� ह), 8ह �� � 5�A �( / '� ��-5� �
 \5�� ��� ��  ����-/: 
�ह��� ��  ����, ��� ��c ��� ��  ���� ह� �
5 �ह ��� ���� �� 5� A ह���� �
+  �� �"� J(�� �  
� �ह  1� D��� �� ��"�� �� ह� �
5 ह���� '� , $��� $��� 1��� ह� ह) �� $���  ��- घ� 
'�� �� � 5� *� 8ह घ� '��5� A -� ���� ���� �� \����� �  �
 ���!� ')b� ह) 8ह \5� �
+ 
�(k�8 ���� 8��� ह) %�C�� ह��� �ह�� �� ����!�C �� ���
!. ��J� ह), $��� ��� �(k�8 �-�5�, ��� 
�(k� �ह_ �5�� ह) A 1���- �
+ �� �(k�8 ह
 ह� �
5C �
, �"� '�ह� ह� �J�� �� ह��� �  �ह�� 
ह� �
 $� �(k�8C �� �
+ \2. �ह_ ह
5� A 1���- ���� �� �8E���� ह) *� �� ��  ��� �
 
'�! ह�  �
 ���� ह) $� '�! �� �( / �)�� ह� 1� ���. ��  ��- 1"����� �  ��-�5� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 �ह
���, ��� � �� %!�� ��  ����. �  �ह�� -� ������ 5�� B�ह �� �� �
 
��� '��  �ह_ A ���� 8� ��� 5�� ह� ����� -� '�� $6ह
�  �ह �ह� �� -� ]��� �� �5ह 25 
]��� �  ��� �� �� �ह� ह), 1���  '��� �  ���� ह
�� ���ह- A ह�  �( / ������� 8� � 5� �
 ह� 
1��� ���� �� � 5� A -� ]��� �� ��w �ह�� �� ���' �ह ह
5� �� �� ]��� �  ����� 8��� 
��w �
 ¦�+ ह��� ]��� �  ���� ����  
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ह),\5� �ह \2. ह) �
 ह���� ��� b
� ������� �8� �
 ह� �]� $� �� ���.8�ह� �� 5� *� �
 
���� ���  ��.8�.��. ��  ह�2C �  �� ह). �( / '��  �� �:
�� -�� ���!� ���� ��  ��� �ह( ��� �� ह) 
A 1��  �
+ ������� �ह_ ह) Aह������ '�ह� 1� �� ������� �� '�� �� 5+ ह), '�ह� ��J� �� 
5�� ह), �( / '��� �(���� �� '�� �� �ह� ह
5�, ह��� �!-�� ��! 8ह �J� ह), ��/�� ��� 23 
���j'� �
 1�� ��� �  ��� ह(+,$��  ह��� �E8��� ���� 2� �� ह�  1��� ���� ���-�5� *� 
1�� ��� �  ��� ह(+, $��  ह��� �E8��� ���� 2� �� ह� 1��� ���� ���-�5� *� �� �� 
ह���� ������ �  �
 �( / ह(� ह) �� ��� 8��� ���C �  �
 ह
�� ह), 1��� �� ���� ह
�� ���ह- �ह 
ह��� ��.8�.��. �
 ���J� ��� �� �ह� ह) *� $� ��� �  ह� �5� ह� A 1���- ������ 5�� B�ह 
�� ��  ��� �
 �� ������� ह
 8ह �� � ��- $���  ह�2 �  �ह( ��� � 5� *� ���� �� � 5� A ���� ह�2 
�  �
 �( / ���� ���� ���� ह), 8ह �� �� 5� A ����� $6ह
�  �
 ��� ���  �ह_ ह� A -� �
 �8��� 
�� ���� �� ह(+ ����  ���(�� ��  ��.� � �� %!�� �  �4� ह(+ ह)  *� 8ह�� �� ����� '��
�5�� 
�4� ह) *� 1� ����C �� 1"����� �ह_ ह
 �ह� ह) �2� 8ह�� �� �� �(\� �����  �� �J  ह� A ���. 
���6��� ����� ��� �  ��� ���� ह(� ��i� ह), �ह �' ���  �) �� �� �ह� ह), �ह $��
 
������� ह) A $������� �ह
���, \�� �
 ������� ������� �(k� �� 5�� ह)  8ह �ह ह) �� 
����� �� ����  8ह�� �� �8���� �� ���� �� 5�� 2� ����(� �� �q�� � �) %:� �  8� ���� ��� 
�  �5� 2� A  $��  �� �
+ ���� '�� �ह_ ह� A �j'� �
, 1� ���J��  �� �
 �� ���� ह) 8ह ��-
D���� ��� �  ���� 5�� ह) *� �ह�� �� ���� 5�� ह� �� 1999-2000  ����31 ���. �� �� �
 12 
�ह��� �� ��� ह(� 1� ��� �  ���J��  �  �( � ������ ¦�+ �� ��
4 ]�- �� ���|� '���� ह) 
*�  ���� �
 �� ह), ���� ��  ह�2 �  �ह( ����� ह� A �ह ���|� $6ह
�  220 ��
4 ��  J�. �  ���� �� ह) A 
�(k� �ह �� ������� �� 5�� ह) �� -� �� ����  � ���:�%! � �) �(\� ��'� �� 1� ���J��� �  
ह� A ��� ��� �( / -�ह�� ��� 8ह�� �� � ���� ह) �
 $� ���J��� �� ��� �ह_ ह) �
 ��� ����. 
�  ���� �
 $� ��� �� '(���� ���� ह) $��� \�&� 8ह�� �� *� ���� D��� …(������)… 
 
 �� ��*��"� ����U : 5�� B�ह �� �
 5- \' �5� ���- A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : 5�� B�ह �
 5- A  
 
 �� ���S G�>�<��: ह�� �
 b�� ह) A 8� 5�� हC5� ����� �����. �� �
 ��� ह) 
…(������)… 8ह b�� ह) ����� �����. �� �
 ��� ह� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : �����. �� ��� ���ह- %�C�� �
+ ���5��� �5��� ह) \5� $���  ��� 
$��� ������� ह) �
 �����. �� � ��- …(������)… 
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 �� ��*��"� ����U : ��"!� �
 �) �� 1jD�8 �� ���� ह� 8ह '��1- A �� /
!� �
!� '��  
\' ���� �� �
 �ह_ …(������)… '���� ���ह- A  
 
 �� ���S G�>�<�� : ��� $������� �ह
���, -� �
 �� �� �� � ��  ��� ��  '��� �  
�+ '��  �ह�� �� /�4� 5�� A �� �� �� � * ���� ��  '�� �  ���� ���� ��  ���C \�5C ��  '�� �  ह� 
���. �  ��� �  ��/��/ ��� �ह_ 'ih� -� ����� �� �8E������ �
 ��k�� ��� ह
�� ह) A 
�� �� �� � ���� J(� �
+ ��� '���� '���� �  $���  �J�� �� DE� �ह_ ह) A �� �� �� �� 
��� �+ ���C �
 J����� 8��� �� 8� ह���� ���� ��  ���C �8��5 ह� *� $���  ��- ह� ���  
'���� ���� ह) A \' �+ ���C �� �8�j' ह
�� �ह� ह) A ����� �� �� �� � �� �
 ���  ह) 8ह 
��w8�' ��� ह) *� $� ��� �  *� \�&� ���� �� �� �� ��  '�� �  �
 1�!��� � ह
�� ���ह- 
$���  ��- \�� ��/�� ��5� �
 -� ')b� ह(+ 2� *� $� ')b� �  1� '�� �� �) ��� ह(� 2� A 
�� �ह �� '�� ��� �
 �
-��� �"�C ��  '��� �  �ह�� �� '�� /�4� 5�� A -� &�(9 ��  '��� �  �
 DE � 
�ह�� �� ��/� 5�� �
 ह� '�� �  �� $��� ��8� 8�.� �
 ह�, $���  :��h� ह
 �(��  ह� *� \�� 
���� �� 8ह �� �ह� ह) ���� ��8� ��  ��2 ����� \�� $��� :��� ह
�� �� �ह� ह) A ���(� �� 
:��� �ह�� �� �(] ह(� 2� A �� $��� -� !�"! ह��� �
il� �  ��J� *� \�� $���  �+ !�"! 
���� �4 5� A $���  '�� ���, ��8� *� -�� �
�. 1� ���C ��  ��- $��� 1"����� ���� �� 
���� �  ��� '¦�5� A 
  

�ह �
 -� �� -, ��1! �j')! -��n�o! ह
 ���� �
 ������ ह) �� ��� $��  
����� 5��- $��
 ���� �
 ह) 8ह \��� �5ह �� �ह� ह) ����� 1��� �� �]� '�� ��� �� $��  
-� �ह�� �
 '�� 2� $���  ���� |�$�� :��� ����� �� ह
�� 2� 8� ह
 5- ह� *� \' $�� ���.  
$4��� ��� �� '�� ह� '��� ह) A '��� $���  ���� :��h� \�� ह
 �(��  ह� *� ह���� �ह ��k ह) 
�� \5�� �ह��� �
 �ह��� ��  ���� 8ह �� ह
 ��-5� A -� ����� �ह�� $��� '�� �ह� ह) A \' 
$���  �� |�$�� :��h� ह� 8� �� �� � 5� A ��6��� ह���� �ह� ह) A \' �ह�� ���� �� �ह� �� 8��( 
���� ��  �
5C �� �ह� �� 1��� �
+ ��� �ह_ '��� ह) A ����� 8��( ���� ��  \���  �� '�� �
 
ह���� ह
�� ह) �'�� ,���� *� �� 1��� ह� �ह�� �� 8��� ���� ��  \��� �� $� �ह�� ��  '��� �  �
 
��� ह) 8ह $� ���� ���. �� ����� ���� ���� $��� ��� ह) A $��  �ह_ �� ����  D��� �� \' 
$��� ��� �� �� *� ���� �� ��� �� 8��(���� �  ��� '��  ����� �ह_ �+ ह� A “�( 30” ��   '��� 
�  *� $��
 \��� �ह�� '���� ��  '��� �  '��  /��� 
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5+ A “�( 30” �
 '���� ��  ��- ���� ��- ह�, D�1� ��5
��-�� �� ���. ���� ह) *� �(30 ह8�+ 
�ह�� ह���� ��� �  '��5� *� -\� �
�. �� �
 1� ��� �  ��� ह) $��
 �� ह� ह� �
5 ��� �� 
� 5� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : ���� ��, �� �' ����  ��2 �  �
 ��5��¤� ह� %�� $��  �� �' �8�� 
��J� ह� ?  
 
 �� �=�S G�>�<��: �
-�
 ������ ��"� �ह�� '
��� �ह  ह� ह��� $��� ह� ��w �
 
�
! �� ���� ह) A 
  
 �*�2�*�3 : \5� �� ह� �8�� �� �8�' � 5� �
 ह� �
5 �� '�� �� ')b 5� A  
 
 �� �=�S G�>�<��: ���� K��� �  �
 8ह� '�� ह)  

 
�*�2�*�3 : ���� ��, �� J��� �� 1����� ��8� ����- A  …(������)… 

 
 �� ��&�� �%ह�: \�(��� �(k� ��� �(�� ह� A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : \�� �� �)�!"��1� ह
 5- ह� A 
 

 SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN I am not …(Interruptions)���� \�(��� 
�ह�5� �
 ��/ ���5� A  …(������)… 

 
THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : If you are   astisfed with the answers 

given by the Minister I will permit you 
  

�� ��&�� �%ह� : ���� �� �� �ह� 2� �� $��� "��!���~ �� � 5� A  …(������)… 
 
 �� ���%T*� $�� : �ह ��� � ":�!�� ह) !��� �$! ���� �
5C �
 A  …(������)… 
 
 �� �=�S G�>�<��: -� �
 ���J �  �
 ���i"2�� ह),$��� �ह�� �� ��� ह(+ A 1��   
�
-���  '��  � 5+ A -� �
 '�� �ह � 5+ �� 8ह�� �� 5
��-'�]� 'ह(� �ह�� ��� 2� *� 
����"���� ���� ��  8ह�� �� �n�~ ���� ��  9 �ह�� �ह�� ����  �  ह��� �ह $7� ���� 2�  �� 
8ह�� �� %�� घ!�� घ!� A ह��� ���� �  $7� �ह� ���� 2� �� 8ह�� �� 5
��'��� ह
 �ह� ह) A �' 
\�� �  ��/�� ��� ��  �+ �ह��� �  �
 '�� ह(+ 8ह 5
��'��� �� �ह_ 2�, 8ह �n�~ �� 2� A \' 
�5���� 5
��'��� $� 1����   
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�  ह� �
w ह
�� ह) A �� �('ह �� ���� �� �('ह �� 8ह�� �
�C ��� �� ���� ह
 �ह�5� *� ह� 
��� ���5� A �' �� �
+ ���&������ �) ��� ह� �
5C ��  '�� �  �ह_ ह
�� ह) �� ����"��� 
\��� 5��� �
 ��k �� 1� ह��� �
 �� �� J�� �ह_ ���� ह)  �� ����"��� \��� 5��� 
�
 ��k �� 1� ह��� �
 �� �� J�� �ह_ ���� ह) �' �� �ह ������� ���� ह� �ह�5� A 
1���- 1��  �
+ �+ ��w �ह_ '�� A �' 8ह�� �� 5
��'��� �(] ह
 5+ $� 8� ह��� ���� �
 
�8E8�� �  ���� ���� ������� �J� A ����"��� �� \��� ���� 8ह�� �� ��� �� �n�~ ����  
ह�8� ह
�� �� �
 ����� 2� 8ह �( / *� ��6� 2� A ����5� �  �ह '�� �ह� 5+ �� �
 ह���� 
-j�(���� ���
 2� ��� -j�(���� ���
 �
 ���� 8ह�� �� �
5 ������ 2� 8ह \�� �� 8ह�� �� ह) 
*� '4� J����� ����� ह) A 8ह -j�(���� ���
 8ह�� �� ह!��� 5�� ह) A 8ह 8ह�� �� �ह_ ह� A �(k� 
�5�� ह) �� ह���� ��� \�� �
 ��� 5-, ���
 8ह�� �� D��� ������� �ह_ ह
5� 8ह 8ह�� �� 
ह!��� 5�� ह) A 8ह \�� ��� �5ह �� 5�� �� ����"��� �� �
+ 5
��'��� 8ह�� �� �ह( �� �ह_ 
���� ह) A  
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� :  �)��, ��/�� 8��� �
 'ह(� �����  ह� �5� ह���� ���� �� �� '�  
����(  ह� A …(������)… 
 
 �*�2�*�3 : ���� घ�!� �� ��� ह(+ ह)A ���� �� �� 1��� �8���� ��- 5- �
 $��� 
��j������ ह) �� 8� �8�' �  A \5� �8�', �ह_ � 5� �
 ��� �
5 �ह 5� �� $6ह
�  �8�' �ह_ ��- A 
�
+ �ह ��J�� 8��� �ह_ ह) \J'�� �  �� …(������)… -� ���!, \J'�� �  �
+ �ह ��J�� 
8��� �ह_ ह
5� �� �� �8�� ��/ ��  ��� 5-, ���.  �ह ��J� ��-5� �� ���� �� �� �8�' �ह_ 
���� A ��ह� �
+ �� ���� ह
 A �ह ��� � ����"!� हC �� ����� �� ���� ह
 A  always make it a 

point that the Ministers should be able to reply because the reporting is always 
very lopsided in these matters. They don't know what happened, who had 
spoken and who had left. If they have asked certain questions, he should reply 
to them. It is not regarding reporting in the Rajya Sabha. The Secretary-
General corrects me. Reporting in the newspapers will be that such questions 
were not replied. Then they should add a line, "because the questioners were 
not there". 
 
 �� ��*��"� ����U : ���. ��ह' ��  '��� �  ��� '�� �ह_ �ह� �� ���� A 
…(������)… 
 
 �*�2�*�3 : ह��, ��  ��ह- A 1����- �
 8ह D�8  �� �ह  ह� A  
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SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL: There should be a custom that questions of only 

those Members should be answered, who are present in the House. 
 
 �� ��*��"� ����U : 8ह '����� 'ह(� ��� �� ')b�  ह(- ह�, ����� $� ��  DE� �� $7� ह� 
�ह_ � �ह� ह) A �
 ')b� ह), $� �� ���� �ह_ ��� ह) *� �
 ��� ���� ह), $6ह  ��  ���� ��� ह� A 
…(������)… 
 
 �� ���S G�>�<��: �
 $�� ����. �  �ह �� '�� �ह� 5�� �� ������� �  �ह�� ह���� 
'�� � � 2�, ह� �
5 8ह�� �� ��/� ह!� *� 8ह�� �� %�� ह
 �ह� ह), �ह '�� �ह_ '��+ �� �ह� ह) A  
 
 �*�2�*�3 : ��� �� ��/� 2� ? 
 
 �� ���S G�>�<��: 5(��� �'� ���� ��ह' �� A \' ह���� �ह ह)  �� ह� �
5 
������� �� '4� ��'��� �� ह� A '�� � � �ह�� 2�, $� "2�� ��  ����� ����"��� �� �
�C �� 
8�� ह
�� �(] ह
 5�� A $������� ��, �' '�� � � �� ��� $� �� �
�C �
 8�� ह
�� �(] ह(� 
�
 "8����8� 2� �� ह� �� 8ह�� �� '5� �� �ह�4� �� \��� '�� � � �J ���� A 8ह_ �� '5� �  
�
 -� *� ��'�� �ह��� ह), ह� �
+ 8ह�� �� ��� �ह_ ह!� ह�, ����� $�� �ह��� ��  ��/� ह� �� $� 
'�� � � �
 �J ���� ह) A �
 1� �  ह���� [�� ����"��� �� 8�� ���� ह� �
5C �
 8ह�� �� �5� 
����, ��� �
+ '�� �ह_ ह) A \5� �(Æ�� 22 ह��� �( ! �� [� ��+ �� ह���� [�� 5
��'��� ���� 
ह), 5
�� ����� ह) �
 ह� $� "2�� �� ह! 5� *� $� "2�� �� J�� �ह�� �
 ह� �
 �
+ 'ह��(�� 
�ह_ ��J��� ह) A 1� ��ह �� ������� �� ���� �
 �� ���� D��� �� B��� �ह_ ह
�� ���ह- A  
ह� �
5 'ह(� ��'��� �� ������� �� ')b  ह� A ��� �ह �� �ह� 5�� �� 8ह�� �
5 �) �� �� ���  ह� A 
�ह '�� �ह� ह) *� $6ह
�  -� ��i� ��  ����� ����. �  -� '�� �ह� �� ���~ �  �' 8� 5- 2� �' 
����� ह(� ��8ह�� �� �
 �8�� �ह�� �� ��� 2� �
 �'�� $� �
 -i%��)!�1���� ��  ���� 8ह�� 
���� 5�� A \' �� �' �� �� �
� ह) A ह� 1� �� ��/��/ �]� �� � 5�, ����� $������� ��, 
$�  �� ��� �� �
+ �'�� �
 �ह_ �J� 5�� A \' �ह �
 '�� ह) �� �
5 8ह��  �� �� �8 5
��-
'�]� �� �ह_ ���� ह�, J��' ���� ��  ���� �� ���� ह) *� ����� ���  ह�, �ह �� '�� ��� *� 
������� �� �� ������� �� ��� A ������� �  89. 1984 �� 1990 �� ��  6-7 ���C �� ����"��� �� 
'���� �� ��� �8��C �� ��K�� 104 ह) *� \8��घ �� n� 8�� �� J��' ���� ��  ���� ���� 8��C 
�� ��K�� 303 ह) \2�¼ '�����  �� ��� 104 *� 8ह�� ��  8���8�~ ��  ���~C �� ��� 303 A 89.  
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1991 �  J��' ���� ��  ���� 16 ��� *� '���� �� ��� 189. 1992 �  '�����  �� ��� 1 *� J��' 
���� ��  ���� ��� 301 $������� ��, 1� ��ह �� i"2�� 8ह�� '�� �ह�, ����� \' $� i"2�� 
�  �(&�� ��� ह) *� �(&�� 1� ����� �  ��� ह) �� ह���� �( / ������ ��"�C ��  �� �  �ह '�� 
ह) �� ह���� �8��C �
 8ह��  �'�� ���� ��  ���� �4� A �ह�� �� ��� �ह� 5�� �� ����"��� �' 
5
��-'�]� ��� �ह� 2� �' ह� �
5 ���� J��� �ह  2�, ����� ��� i"2 �� �  ह� �
5 �ह_ ह) A 
1998 �  \5� ह� 8ह�� �ह_ 5- ह
�� *� �ह i"2 �� ह� �
5C ��  [�� �+ ह
�� �
 �ह '�� �ह� ह
 
���� 2� A ����� 8ह i"2�� \' �ह_ ह) A �� $� 1����  �  ह��� \��� �i� �
 1��� ��'�� 
'�� �J� ह) ह� ����� �  �� ���� �
 ���� D��� �� घ'���� �� �]�� �ह_ ह) A ह� �ह �]� 
����  ह� �� 8ह�� �
 �8�� J4� ह),��ह� 8ह ������� �  J4� हC, �ह�� 20 �� 22 ह��� �( ! �� 
[� ��+ �� $��
 ���� �4�� ह) �� 8ह ����5� ��  �ह��C �� J�� ह
, �ह�� 14,15 �� 17 ह��� 
�( ! �� [� ��+ �� 8ह ह) *� �ह�� '�.  ह� '�.  ह), �ह�4 ह� �ह�4 ह�, �ह �' ह� ����� ह� *� 
$��� �
 ह���� ह
�� ह) 8ह �
 ह), ह� 1��
 �( '�  ���� ह� *�  ह� �ह �]� ��ह 5� �� ����� 
�h�� ह� �
5 \��� �8��
  �
 1� ������� �� �(� ��� �� , 8ह ह� ��  A ����� �� ��  ��� 
��� �� ��� �
 �)�� �� ह� J����� �� ���� ह), 8ह ह� J��� �ह  ह� *� 2
4�-'ह(� ����� 
ह� $��
 ������� �� �(� ��� ���� ह), 8ह ���� �� �ह� ह) *� 1��  ���� D��� �� ��� �ह_ 
ह) A �"� �� ���� �ह��� 8��� 8"� ��, �ह��� 8��� ���C �� ���� "�
 �
�'� �� �� �
 "�
 
"�� !� �- ह�, �� �' ���  �� 8ह�� �� $�}& ह� *� i�ह�� �
�� B!5 ����� �)�� �
 ���  ह�, ह�  
$� 1����  �  1��� 'ह(� �8E���� ह) A ���� �
 '�� �ह� \����� �� !��� 85)�ह �� �� 
1��� -� '�� �� �(&�� ���� ��ह��5� A ���� '���� �� \����� �� ह� �
5C �� :��� 85)�ह �� 
'�� �� ह) *� $��
 ���� � ���� �� �
 ���� ����� ��� 2�, $���  '�� \����� ��  ��%��� � 
5- *� 1� '��� �  \����� �� ���� '��  '�� ह
 5+ $���  �)%��� ��  ���~, �� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� 
\5� 8ह�� �� 8ह ����� �( / �(&� ���� ह) �
 8ह 8ह�� �� �� � ���� ह) %�C�� �
 ह���� ��� �� 
���  ह�, �"� ह�, ह�  $6ह  �ह_  �� �� J����� �  �
+ ��i7 �ह_ ह) A  
 
 ���J ��  '��� �  '�� /�4� 5+- $� 1����  ��  ह���� ����� �� �� /�4� *� �w�� �� �� 
�� /�4� *� �ह� �� 8ह�� ��  ���J ��  �4�C �
 ह� �
5C �� �(� ��  ��� �
!.� ��  ��� �� 
1"����� ���� A �� ���
 '���� ��ह�� ह�� �� ह��� 1� �� �
-��� ��~.� ��- ह� A -� ��~.� �
 
�ह ह) �� ����
 ह��� �
!.� ��  ]� �  1"�����  
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���� 2�, $��
 ���� ��  ��� ��  ��- �D����!� ����� ���ह- '��m �� �
 ���� �  ��� �� $µ ह�, 
$� $µ ��  '�� �  8ह ��� हC ����17 ��� �� �
 $µ ���ह-, 8ह $� $µ ��  हC ��� �  $��
 
�D����!� ����� ���ह- A  
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� : 2
4� �� �%�! �� �� �� ����- \5� �]�� �4� �
 A  
 

�� ���S G�>�<�� : ���� �� �"! �� �� �� ����- A \5� �]�� �4� �
 A  
 
�� ��घ �6� �C3� : \5� �]�� �4� �
 A 
 
�*�2�*�3 : \�� �� $��
 �8�' ���� ����-, \��� ���8�� �� ����- ���� ��  

����� �  %�C�� ह�  *� ���
 ��� �ह_ ह) �� ����� [� ��-[� �� �ह�4 ह� 8ह�� A  I had been 

ther I know what it is  
 
�� ���S G�>�<�� : 1���- -� �
 $��
 �D����!� ���� �� '�� ह) *� ����� ���J 

� , $� ��(�� 1����  �  ह� 1� '�� �
 ����� ह� *� �� �� �ह_ 'ह(� �ह�� �� ह��� 1� ��� �
 
8ह�� �� ��J� ह) *� 1� '�� �
 ����� ह� �� $� 1����  �� �(��� ��  ��- ���J� ����� ��� �� 
���� ह� $��� ����� �
+ �ह_ �� ���� %�C�� '�ह� �� '�5�� ��, �������(  �� �� ��� ��  ����� 
���� �ह"�� �� �
 �8�� ���� ह� *� $��
 %����!�1w ���� �  �
 ��� �5 ���� ह). 8ह�� ��  
8���8�~ �� ������� ह���� ���� �  $��
 �
 ��� �5�� ह), ����J�C �
 ह�  1� �' ���C 
�
 '���� �� �]�� �ह_ ह) A  ���J �� �(��� ��   ���. ��  ��- ���J ��  "��$#� �
 ह�, 8� ���� 
��  -� \�5 ��  ��� �� ह), 8� �'�� ��'�� ह� *� 1���- ह� ����J�C �
 '4� ��K�� �  ���� �  
��� �� �ह  ह� *� ��� �� ��� �� �(] ह
 �(�� ह� A �ह�� �� ������ ��"� �� �ह �ह� �� ��� 
�ह� �
 5�� 2� ����� �( / ह(� �ह_ ह), �ह '�� �ह� �ह_ ह) A ��� ह
� 8ह�� �� �(] ह
 �(�� ह), 
�
5 D���~ ��  ��- �� 5- ह� *� 6 �ह��  �  ��� �� ������� ���� �ह�5� A ह� ���J ��  �
5C 
�
 ����� �� ���� ��� , ��  $�� $��� �� ����� ह�� %�C�� �� 8� ����5� ��  ����  �  ह� �ह_ 
'ih� ह� D��� �� ���i"2�� �  $6ह
�  ��� D��� �� ���.  ���� ह),�' �]�� �4� ह) �' 
$6ह
�  �
 ���. ���� ह), $��� �
+ �8�' �ह_ ह) *� 1��
 "8���� ����  1� ��~.� �� ह� 
�
5C �- ह� *� 1���  ��- ��� ���� ह) A  

 
�ह
���, ह�  ���� ��� �
 �ह�� �� ��-�, 1� '��� �  �� '��  �+ ह) *� ह���� 

�q�� � �) i%:�C ��  �&(������~ �� '�� �� �+ ह) A ह���� 34 �q�� � �) i%:��� ह� *� $��  
���' ��c ��J ��.���� ह� *� -�-�
 ���J��  �
 ��c ��, ����  
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�
 �� �� �(���� �� ह) A $���  �&(������~ �� D�n�� -� ����� �  ���� ह) A �( � ������ \�� 
�
 �8_ ���89�� �
��� �� �ह� ह), 1��  1241 ��
4 ]��� J�. ���� �� �) ��� 2� A 1��  �� 
512  ��
4 ]��� \' �� J�. ह(� ह) *� \5�� 2 ���C �  729 ��
4 ]��� J�. ���� ��-5� A 
\�� -� D�� ��/� 5�� �� '�ह� ��  �
5C �
 %�C 1� ��� ��  ��2 �ह_ �
4� ���� ह) ? 
�ह
���, \D)� 1998 �  ह��� �) ������ �� 1����� 1��":� ��  �
5C �
 ��� ������ �  '����� 
���� ��  ��- '(���� 2� A �� ��  ��� ह� �
5 ��� ��� �  �� �5  ह�, �(��� ��  ����� � , $��� 
�+ ���C �  ���� ��� �� �
5��� ह) A \' ���-��� ���
 �  ह), �ह �
 �� �ह_ '
� ��[� 5� ����� 
�( / ���C �  $��� �
5��� ह) *� $��  ��'���� �� ह) ����� ���� ��� ����~.�: 1� ��� �  � 
��-5� *� ��(�� �(��� ��  ���. �
 \��� ह�2 �  �� ��-5�, �ह ���8 �ह_ ह) %�C�� ह� �
5 �� 
�� �(���� ��   '���� �  �"� '���� 8��C �  �ह_ ह) A �(iE�� �� 200-300 ��
4 ]�- ��  �"� ह� 
���-'��� ��  �(h�C �
 '���� ह� A ��8�� �  ह� 1�� *� '¦�-�, �ह �]� ह���� 1l/� ह) ����� 
$��  ��� �5 ��-5� A ����� 1��� �
 ��iE�� ह) �� ह� $��
 ह���� ���. �  �ह�� 8� �
5��� 
�� ���� ह�, �
5��� ���� ��  ��- '(���� ह� A  
 
 �ह
���, ह� 1� '�� �
 ����  ह� �� \��� ��� ��  �
5C �� �8E8�� � ��  *� 
�8�����C �� ह� ��� J��� , �ह b�� �ह_ ह) A 1��  5(`��� b�� �ह_ �5�� ह) A ह� \����� �� 
�"� J��� �  �
 \����� �
 �"� ह��C '���� ह), $� �"� �
 '���� 8��� �� ���� ����� ��  
ह� ���� �
. ह� \�&���� �
 ����� ह) �� $��� ��� �� �"� ह��
 '��� ह) A \5� ]� �
+ 
�"� ह��
 '��� �
 ]� ��  �
5C �
 ����� ह�, g��� ��  �
5C �
 ����� ह) *� ह� �ह�� �� 1� 
���C �
 \�� 5(`� '��- �J� *� �ह  �� �ह_, �� 8� ����� ���J��� 8��� ह���� �
5 ह� 
��J��� �� 5�,'��� ���� �
 1� '��� �  ������� �ह_ ह
5�, ह�  �ह '�� �ह_ ���� A 1���- 
ह� �]� ���� ��� �
 \��� ��2 �
4�� ��ह�  ह� *� �ह�� �� ���8 ह
, 8ह�� �� �
4�� ��ह�  
ह� A  
 
 �ह
���, J
� �� �ह�� �� DE� ह), ��.��.��.�. \��� ��� �� J
� �� �ह� ह) 
*� $���  �
5��� �� ����� ह� �5ह ह
 �ह� ह) ����� $���  ��2-��2 �' ह� ���� ��� �
 
$� ��� ��  D
�%�� �  �5� � 5� �
 �q2� ��� �  �� $��� ह�  �( / ��� ����5� 1� ����� �  
�� ����� �
 �
 �)�� 168)"! ���� �4�� ह), 8ह �)�� '� ��-5� A \5� ���� ��� 8ह ��� ह�  
'���� ���� ह) �
 $��� ����� ह
5�, �(���� �ह_ ह
5�, �ह �� ����� ह�� A  
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 �ह
���, -� '�� �ह�� �� �ह �ह� 5+ �� ���� �
5 \����C �  'ह(� �� �ह  ह� 
%�C�� $��� ��"��-� ह� �ह_ ह
�� ह) A �� ������ ह�� �� \����C �  �
5C �� ���� �(] ह(� ह) 
*� �ह -� \��� �� �� �ह� ह) A �ह �
+ ��� ��� �ह_ ह) ����� \' $��� ��K�� �( / 'c� ह) A 
1����- ह��� -� ��~.� ���� 2� �� ह� \��� 1�!�.� :�+}���� '��-�5� *� ��q����  �� ����� 
'����, -� :�+}���� '���� $���  ���- �
5C �� �
 �� ������  ह�, ��"���- ह� D�
�� �� 
��'�&�  �� �
+ $���  ��2 \6��� ह(� ह
, 1� �' ��"���� �
 ह� :�+}���� ��  ���- ह� 
�� 5� A 
 
 �ह
���, -� '�� �ह �� $b�+ 5+ �� �(D�� �
!. �� �) ��� ���� ह) �� ह���� �
 �� 
����� ह), $6ह
�  ��� �% ! �� $h��J ���� ह) �� �ह ����� ��m � �
 5�� ह) A �� ��  �(5 �  
ह���� ��� �  ��� D��� �� ����� *� ��8"2� ह), $��
 ������ �J�� 1��  �(&�� ह
�� 
���ह-, ��� �!`�~� \���� �� �� ह) *�  �ह �!`�~� ���� ह(- $6ह
�  ���� 8-10 ��� �ह�� 
��- ह(- �) ��� �� ��n ���� ह) A ह��� �� 8� �!`�~� �c� ह), 8ह \���� �� �) ��� ह���� ह�2 
�ह_ ��� ह) A � ह� 8ह �
 �ह�� 8��� �) ��� ह) $��
 ह��� ��J� ह) A $��
 ��J�� �ह�� �
 ��  
�(&�� ���� ह
5� 8ह �(&�� �� D"��8 ���� ह� �� ��  ����� � ��-�5�, ��q���� ! ��  ����� � 
��-�5� A ����� \5� ����� �  �(&�� ���� �� �(D�� �
!. �� �
 ���ह ह
5� $���  \�(��� �� ह� 
�(&�� �� 5� A 1�� ��  ��2 ह���� \��� �:}���� �� �
 D"��8 ह) 8ह D"��8 �� \5�� �� �  ह� 
��� ��  ����� ���� �� �8E8�� �J�� ह�, %�C�� �8�& ������ ��  ह�2C �  1� ��� 8ह �4� ह(� 
ह) A �8�& ���� �� ह��� '�� �� �� ह) A �(k� �ह� 5�� 2� �� $��� ��� �� 1� �� �
+ ��i7 �ह_ 
ह� A �
 �)�� ह� ह���� ह�2 �  �� ��-5� ह� $��
 ��� �  ��-�5� A  
  
 �ह�� �� 8
! ��  \�&��� �� �� ��n ���� 5�� A �ह �ह� 5�� �� ���� 8
! ��  
\�&��� ���� �� '�� �� ह) *� ����� *� �� $���  �
 \�&��� ह� 8� ����� ���ह- A $������� 
�ह
���, 8
! ��  \�&��� �� ��� 1998 ��  �(]�� ��  �ह��C �� ह(+ 2�, ����� �� 1�!�
±�� ह(� 
2� 1�� ��� �  A ����� 8ह ��q���� ! 'J�"� ह
 5+ *� $���  �5� 8ह ����� ����":� ��  ��� 
�4� ह(� ह), 8ह 1�!�
±�� ह
�� ह) A ह� ��ह 5� �� 1��
 �h�� ����� ���� ��-, �ह �h�� 
�����   ह
 ��- A %�C�� �
 ��� ��  ��- ���� ��  ���'� ह) 8� ��� �  8
! ���� ��  ���'� �ह_ ह) A 
�ह��-�ह�� �ह ��� �(��� �  � ���� ह) A �ह '�� 'ह(� \6������� ह) A ह���� �8��
  ��  ��2, 
�)��  
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��� :� �
�. ��  �
5C ��  ��2 *� �
 �
5 1� D��� ��  ���C ��  ���� \��� 8
! ���� ��  ��- �ह_ 
���  ह� A $�� , ह� ��� �� �]� ��� ��ह 5� �� ह� �
5 1� ��"�� �
 ह� �� ��  A  
 
 � !
� ! �  %��-%�� �(&�� ह
�� ���ह-, �ह '�� �� �ह�� �� �+ ह) A � !
6� ! �(&�� 
�� ह� ����� �� �ह  ह� ��� ��  ����� *� 1� ����� �
 '���� �]�� 1���- ह) �� �� �
 
ह���� � !
6� ! -%! ह) 8ह 'ह(� ह� �(���� ह), \�|��C ��  ����� �� -%! ह� A 8ह�� �
5C ��  \��� 
\�&��� �� ���� ���� ��� �� $��
5 ��� ��� ��  ��- हC, ��� ��� ��  ��- � ह
  1� 
D��� ��  �+ DE� ह���� �����  '��'� � ���� ह� A 1� D��� ��  ����� �� ���8�� ������ �  
'��� �(] ह
 �(�� ह) *� �)�� ह� 8ह ����� '� ��-5� $��
 �� ह� ��� ��  ����� ���� � 
��-�5� A 
 
 $������� �ह
���, �
 �8�� �ह�� �� ������ ��"�C �� $b�- 2� $��� ह� �
 �� 
�8�' �� ���� 2� 8ह �8�' ह��� ���� ह) A �)�� �(] �  ह� �ह� �� ह� $� ���C �� ��� �  �� ��  
��� �ह_ ���� ��ह 5� A �( � ������ �(��� ���� ��� �
 ���� A ����� ����5� ����� ���!� �� 
�
 �) ��� ��- $��� ���
!. ह��� ��� �  �� �J� ह) *� $� ���
!. �� \�� ���� ��  ��- �
 
D�n�� ह� �
5C �� �(] ��, 8ह D�n�� \�� -� ��� �
4 �� �+ ह) �� �ह�� ��� !x"� �
�. 
'��-� ह) ����  -� !x"� �
�. �� 8ह ��j������ �� ह) ��� ��  ह���� �
 ���C \�5 ह�, $� ���C 
\�5C �  *� �( � ������ ��� �� �(��� ��  ����� �  �ह �
 हx�� ������ ! �� DE� ह), ����� 
�� :
� ��  �
 ����  ह�, 1� ���� ����C �� \���� ��� �ह_ 'ih� �
 �������  �+ ह� $� 
�������C �� \�� ह� �
5 �) �� �� ,1���  ��- -� ���!� '�� ह), -� !x"� �
�. '�� ह) A 
$��  ���� ��  �����8. *� 8�.��� �  �
 ह� 8� �� �
5 ह�, ������ ��  �� �
5 ह�. 1� ��� ������ �
 
���� *� ���� ��  ���C \�5C �
 ���� *� 16!�|��� ��  ����� �
 ���� ���� हx�� ������ ! �� 
���� ����� 1��  ह� A 1� ���!� ��  \��� ���8��8. ��� ���� p� \]~ B�ह ह) A  
 
 1� ���!� �� ���
!. ह���� ह�2 �  'ह(� �h�� ��� ���ह-, �ह ह���� \���� ह) A ��� �
 
�( / ��� ��&���� ���� 5�� ह), ����� �
 �����C �� ���!� D&�� ���� �� �� '��+ 2� 1� ��� 
��  ��- $� ���!� �
 �ह ��� /ह �ह��� ��  ���� ���� ���� �� ���� ह) *� ह� 1�� $� /ह 
�ह��� ��  ���� ���� ����  ��� ��  ����� �J 5�A ह���� ������ ���� ���� ��� ��&�� �� �
 '��  
�ह�� �� /�4� ह), $� '��C �� �) ��� 1� ����5� ����( ���!� ��  ���. �� ��q� �  �
 ��-5� A 
������ �� �
 \����-� ह�, ��� ��    
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�� �
 \�����- ह�, ����� $� ���!� �� �� 8� ���� '�C ��  '��� �  ह� ��� �ह_ �� 2�. ��� �� ����� 
�(��� ��  '��� �  �� '��  /��� 2�, ������ �� �(��� �� '��  /�4� 2� *� 1�!���� � �� �
 ����� 
ह) $��� '��  �� /�4� 2� A 1� ��� �¯89�C �� ��� !�"� �
�m� ह� ����  ���� ��  �����8. 
\�&����, ��� � ��  '��� �  ������� �J�� 8��� �
5 *� ����� ��  \�&���� ����� ��� \�5-
\�5 !�� �� ')b�� ��� �� �ह  ह� *� $��� ���
!. �)�� ह� ह���� ह�2 �  � ����5� A ह� �
5 
$� �� $�� ���� �  \�� ���� �� ��� ���5� A 1����- �� ��� �ह�� ह�� �� �
 DE� �ह�� �� 
$b��� 5�  ह�, $��� ����� ���8 2� $��� �)�  �8�' �� ���� ह) *� \5� �
+ ���+ ���� ह
 
�
 $��
 �� ह� ���� ��  ��- �)��� ह� A  
 
 �� ��घ �6� �C3� :  �*�2�*�3 ��, ���� �� �� �
�� �
 घ�!� ��  ��� �  ����� �8"��� 
�� ह� DE� �
 ��� �J��� *� 1��� ������� *� ������� ��  �&�� �� $7� ���� ह) $���  
��- ह� $��� D���� ���  ह� *� ह� $���  ����� ह� *� ���� ��� �
 $��� D���� ���� 
���ह- A  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Hon. Members, the discussion is over. The 

clarifications are also over. 

The House is adjourned till 11 'O’clock tomorrow. 

The House then adjourned at forty-three minutes past eight of the clock   till 

eleven of the clock on Tuesday, 16th May, 2000 
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